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Why do states pay costs to engage in international competitions over issues of little immedi-

ate material or strategic interest to them? This dissertation argues that a substantial portion

of state behavior, commonly attributed to security concerns, is actually driven by compe-

titions for prestige. States often acquire territory or weapons or exert their independence

in international a↵airs not out of concern for their security but out of a desire to persuade

other states that they should be listened to. The dynamics of such prestige competitions

are not well understood. Among my findings, I discover that states which have recently

experienced a publicly humiliating event will be more likely to pay costs to seek prestige

because they want to minimize decline in influence that might result from their demotion in

the eyes of others. Also, if the humiliated state is near enough in influence to the dominant

state in the system or region, the dominant state will match the humiliated state’s prestige

investment, generating an international race for prestige. These dynamics are illustrated

within the Scramble for Africa and the nuclear arms race for parity during the Cold War.
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Chapter One:

Introduction

This dissertation focuses on the importance and role of prestige and prestige-seeking in

international relations. The desire for prestige is a significant motivator of state behavior

which has not typically been emphasized by scholars in the field of international relations.

Instead, standard conceptions of international politics have emphasized factors revolving

around power. The mainstream view of the field places security at the heart of state inter-

ests. Security necessarily depends upon a state’s power and the its ability to defend itself.

The desire for wealth, a secondary yet significant motivator of behavior in the standard

view, also often relies upon power. Material gain is often achieved through conquest and

the use of power. Power is even key to those conceptions of international a↵airs which

incorporate a role for nonmaterial ideological motivations. Power is necessary to survival

of the state and its ideology and it facilitates ideological expansion through coercive means.

The bulk of scholarly work has therefore viewed international relations as a perpetual com-

petition for power. Its focus has largely been on the material and utilitarian motivations

of states.

Utilitarian conceptions of state behavior which emphasize the short-term maximization

of relative military capabilities, material accumulation, or security, however, leave many

important cases of state behavior unexplained. It is often argued, for instance, that states
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seek territory primarily because it can provide strategic advantage and wealth. The value

of territory, in this conception, lays in the quality of its strategic locations and its natural

resources. As will be shown, however, vast quantities of territory have been conquered

without a thought to their strategic or material value. It is also argued that states acquire

weapons solely for the power and security they provide. Yet, as we will see, states fre-

quently engage in the development and acquisition of weapons even when they recognize

the weapons in question provide no additional material utility.

This dissertation argues that many important cases of state behavior do not involve

competitions for power as much as they involve competitions for prestige. The dynamics of

competitions for prestige have largely been ignored by scholars. While powerful actors in

the system obtain their influence from their ability to hurt, the prestigious wield influence

because they possess qualities held in high esteem by a majority of their social group. States

are drawn to prestige-seeking both because they value having a voice in the international

system and because they value the respect of others for its own sake. More than a trivial

consideration, the quest for prestige often leads states to act in ways which detract from

their near-term security and interests. It leads states to pay costs to conquer territory with

no obvious material or strategic benefits. It leads states to devote material and human

resources towards the development of sophisticated weapons systems that provide little

extra security. The desire for international prestige shapes the behavior of powerful states

far more than current models in the field allow and, often times, far more than do existential
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threats to security, the absence of which can often be taken for granted in the modern state

system.1

That states are often motivated by a desire for prestige at the cost to their immediate

interests raises important questions. In what ways do states go about seeking prestige? Are

some states more likely to engage in prestige-seeking than others?2 Is prestige-seeking more

likely to occur in some international contexts than in others? How do the prestige-seeking

behaviors of one state impact the behavior of others? Finally, and more generally, why

would prestige hierarchies emerge within the international system in the first place? The

chapters below provide answers to some of these questions.

First, I argue that not all states will be equally likely to seek prestige at all times. In-

ternational hierarchies, whether based in power, wealth or prestige, are perpetually subject

to change. Some change comes in the form of slow and gradual accretion and decline –

the gradual rise of Chinese power as a function of slow increases in the size of the Chinese

population, for instance. International hierarchies can often adapt to such gradual shifts

without dramatic or violent state action. Other change comes in the form of sudden shocks

– unexpected events which call positions within the hierarchy into question. These shocks

1Existential threats have possibly declined because of norms against conquest which have arisen in the

second half of the 20th century. See Zacher (2001) and Fazal (2004). The threat of major power war may

also have declined more generally. See Wendt (1999, Ch. 7) makes this argument. Also Mueller (1989).

2Prestige-seeking may include both attempts at augmenting prestige and attempts at maintaining ex-

isting levels of prestige.
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are harder for the system to adapt to without state action. Shocks to prestige hierarchies

include events which humiliate, or lower the image of a state in the eyes of others. Such

humiliating international incidents, which might include surprising defeats or losses of ter-

ritory, lead to the sudden re-estimation and potential downgrade of a state’s prestige. The

humiliated state is then in a position to shore-up its existing prestige by actively invest-

ing in demonstrations of its prestigious qualities. It acts in the hope that it can redress

any downgrade of its social status and any resulting loss of respect and voice within the

international system.3

Prestige-seeking does not however occur in isolation. Because prestige is a constant-sum

good, investments that increase the prestige of one state cause a decline in the prestige and

influence of others. Decisions by one state to invest in their prestige therefore increase

the incentive of others to match these investments in prestige even when such investments

come at a cost to their immediate interests. Other states match prestige investments for

fear that, if they do not, their prestige will decline in the eyes of others. I argue that such

patterns of investment can develop into international races for prestige in which added

prestige is assigned to the state which acquires the highest amount of the good. The degree

3This emphasis on the impact of past events on state behavior in the present also represents a departure

from the mainstream of the field which perceives state behavior to be driven by current calculations of

power and resolve. Also, as will be discussed, while much of the literature on status and international

relations focuses on the desire status among emerging powers, the emphasis here is on prestige-seeking

among states that confront potential decline in the eyes of others.
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to which a participant in an international race values the good at the focal point of the

race therefore depends on the amount it perceives that other participants value the good

and not on the inherent value that the state itself assigns the good. The interests of the

state are determined not by their own current calculations of what is needed for security

but are determined by the interests of other states. As an example, a decision by one state

to increase the size of their strategic arsenal in hopes of accentuating their prestige may

lead other states to build up their arsenals in kind even if those states receive little added

benefit from more weapons and even if they would not have chosen to acquire more in a

vacuum.

International races for prestige are far from rare or peripheral to international a↵airs. As

will be shown, the Scramble for Africa at the end of the 19th century, an event which oversaw

the conquest or annexation of over 95% of the African continent, was an international race

for prestige. Britain, Germany, Italy and France conquered vast swathes of African territory

despite acknowledging the costs of of acquiring and maintaining the African colonies. They

did so in an e↵ort to acquire the prestige associated with being able to easily conquer and

hold land abroad. As the Scramble wore on, the pace of conquest became feverish, as

conquests by one country spurred further conquests by others. The competition became

less about gaining prestige through single acts of territorial occupation and more about

gaining the prestige associated with possessing the largest amount of African territory.

The dramatic buildup of strategic arsenals during the middle of the Cold War at the
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end of the 1960s was also an international race for prestige. Both the United States and the

Soviet Union recognized the limited utility of adding weapons to their already substantial

arsenals while continuing to pursue strategic parity with the other despite the costs. The

Soviets originally engaged in a buildup of its arsenal in order to match the prestige of the

US; the US responded to this build-up not because it found inherent value in acquiring

additional weapons, but because US leaders perceived that the Soviets and other states

believed that the state with the largest arsenal was the most prestigious. The degree of

concern the United States applied to matching Soviet arsenal sizes therefore was driven not

by American military interests but by beliefs about what competitors perceived to be of

interest.

Not all cases of prestige investment lead to international races for prestige. While pres-

tige competitions are constant-sum, every investment made by others does not increase a

state’s incentive to invest an equal amount. As will be demonstrated, a state has little

incentive to match another state’s investment unless the state is convinced that the in-

vestment could actually result in its demotion. Such a challenge is unlikely to come from

those with significantly less prestige but instead from states with approximate but slightly

lower prestige. As will also be shown, the likelihood that a state will join a competition

for prestige increases with the number of other participants in the competition. Finally,

a successful challenge depends upon the creation of common knowledge that the objective

of the bid is to actually increase the investing state’s prestige. As will be discussed, this
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requires not only that each individual state perceives the investment as a bid for prestige

but also that these states perceive that other states also believe this to be true. What

is prestigious relies in this way upon how members of a particular social grouping define

prestige. It is this element of social construction which di↵erentiates prestige from other

common motivations in international politics.

States and Primates: Prestige, Power and Influence

Biologists have long known of the strong tendency among animal species of all types to

form social hierarchies. A social ranking among chickens, in fact, was among the first to be

discovered in 1935.4 Among primate males, these social rankings are most often based on

antagonism, demonstrations of power and the potential for conflict.5 The relative power

to hurt serves as the basis for social position as well as for the the distribution of influence

within these groups. And with higher rank usually comes preferential access to goods and

to mates as well as the enhanced attention of others.

Within international relations, realist approaches to thinking about international hier-

archy most closely resemble these conceptions of social rank in dominance-seeking primates.

In such conceptions, states in the international system exist in a Hobbesian world of in-

4As Barkow et al. (1975) notes, a social ranking among chickens was among the first to be discovered

in 1935. Chance (1967) notes the importance of di↵erential attention within primate social structures. See

also De Waal and Waal (1997), Barkow (1989), De Waal (1991), Chapais (1988).

5Among females, social placement within the group is often based on fertility and reproductive success.
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security and anarchy in which they can trust no one and can rely only on their ability to

hurt others. When ‘prestige’ is included within these traditional conceptions, it is defined

as the “shadow of power.” Prestigious states are those that have “perceived power,” or

those that have been able to su�ciently convince others of their ability to hurt so that they

do not have to directly demonstrate their physical dominance over others in order to wield

influence. Morgenthau (1960) states that “a policy of prestige attains its very triumph

when it gives the nation pursuing it such a reputation for power as to enable it to forgo

the actual employment of the instrument of power.” It is of course true that many symbols

of international prestige overlap with symbols of national power. Additionally, power may

act as the grounds for prestige. This is not the same as saying however that power garners

prestige. A very powerful state may or may not have prestige. It may be respected by

others for its power and the way in which it wields its power or it may lack the respect and

esteem of others even though it is powerful because it wields its power as might a bully.6

If prestige is not necessarily rooted in competitive ability, then what is its basis? As

anthropologists have noted, humans, and some primates, are unique in that they freely

confer influence on others on the basis of characteristics having nothing to do with their

6As Robert Bierstedt has put it, “Prestige is frequently unaccompanied by power and when the two

occur together power is usually the basis and grounds of prestige rather than the reverse.” To illustrate

that power can occur without prestige and prestige without power, he o↵ers the examples of policemen

and Albert Einstein respectively. We can imagine that the former would be far more likely to obtain the

voluntary deference of others through persuasion than would the latter. See Bierstedt (1950).
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ability to exert physical power or physically enforce their will among others.7 Barkow et al.

(1975) argues that natural selection likely transformed the tendency for social dominance

among primates into the human need to evaluate the self as higher in rank than others.

As cognitive maps of humans adapted to include notions of socially transmitted norms,

the need to maintain self-esteem and the respect of peers came to be achieved through

prestige-seeking based less on direct demonstrations of dominance and more on abstract

evaluations. Some groups came to respect and defer to those with exceptional intellectual

abilities, for instance, even when those individuals were unable to e↵ectively coerce others.8

Sociologists have demonstrated convincingly that concerns about esteem and social rank

extend to the level of groups. Social identity theory tells us that an individual’s identity is

also shaped by the identity of salient social groups in which they are a member.9 Individuals

will be sensitive to the esteem of their group and will even be willing to pay costs to enhance

their group’s prestige at a cost to their immediate interests.10

7See Barkow et al. (1975) and Henrich (2001).

8Albert Einstein and Stephen Hawkins both garner prestige because of their exceptional intellectual

abilities; doctors are deemed prestigious because of their ability to save lives. Amongst some traditional

societies, prestige is bestowed on those who are able to e↵ectively hunt turtles or on those who throw the

most extravagant funeral feasts. See Smith and Bird (2000) and Smith et al. (2003).

9See Luhtanen and Crocker (1992), Abrams and Hogg (1988), Bergami and Bagozzi (2000), Ellemers

et al. (1999), Tajfel (2010), among others.

10See Tajfel and Turner (1979),Tajfel (2010).
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Given the pervasiveness of prestige motivations at the individual and group levels,

we have no reason to think that such motivations would not also play a significant role

in shaping the behavior of states at the international level.11 It is di�cult to interpret

state decisions to make investments in deeds that lack significant material or strategic

returns, such as sending a man to the moon, hosting costly international sporting events

or conferences, or acquiring costly yet barren African colonies, for instance, in other terms.

It is similarly di�cult to explain why the focal point of such expenditures - colonies in one

period, nuclear weapons in another - changes so drastically over the course of international

history if interest in them is not rooted in some constructed social conception of prestige,

the desirability of which can change over time.12

11That prestige should be incorporated into our understanding of international relations is not news to

those who actually conduct foreign policy. Nineteenth century leaders frequently cited the need for states

to maintain prestige and esteem in the international system. See Brunschwig (1966) for numerous quotes

by the French Minister Jules Ferry at the end of the 19th century which demonstrate an obsession with

maintaining Frances ‘rightful place in the world.’ Paul Nitze also once deemed prestige to be ‘the most

important tool of foreign policy’ and Henry Kissinger warned leaders against the ‘fashionable debunking

of prestige.’

12While early realist scholars cited the importance of ‘prestige,’ they maintained an entirely instrumental

interpretation of the term. Morgenthau defined prestige as ‘the image in the mirror of our fellows’ minds.’

Morgenthau (1960, pp. 86 - 87). For him, however, prestige specifically represented a reputation for power,

or the ability to pursue one’s own interests while forgoing the use of power and force. See also Gilpin

(1995).
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Definitions

Before continuing the discussion of the role of prestige in international politics, it is useful

to lay out the exact definition of prestige and distinguish it from related concepts in the

field. I define prestige as follows: an actor holds prestige when group members believe that

other group members believe that the actor has a desirable quality. With such consensus

comes respect, prominence and freely conferred influence within a social group. Prestige is

subjective and socially constructed, residing at the level of second-order beliefs, or beliefs

about others’ beliefs. Only when actors believe that other members in the group believe a

possession of a particular good is prestigious, for instance, does an actor in possession of

that good have prestige. What is viewed to be prestigious therefore is subject to change

over time and place, depending on the collective and intersubjective views of a particular

social group. This is evidenced at both the level of individuals and states. For example,

beauty may be assigned prestige within many communities. Each community, however,

may develop a di↵erent conception of what constitutes beauty and these conceptions are

subject to change as the makeup of the social group’s preferences shift over time. At the

level of states, while colonies and imperial reach were deemed to be highly prestigious at

the end of the 19th century, such endeavors today have entirely lost their prestige.

Scholars and statesmen have often used ‘prestige’ synonymously with terms such as

honor, status, and resolve, each of which can be distinguished from the definition of prestige

used here. Prestige di↵ers from concepts such as honor and resolve in that the conference
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of prestige on an actor is at the level of second-order beliefs, or beliefs about others’ beliefs.

Honor exists at the level of first-order beliefs. An actor may possess honor without others

knowing about it as is shown in the case of a soldier dying honorably yet in solitude. Simi-

larly, a state may possess the resolve to follow through on its threats and promises without

any other states knowing the true degree of their determination. The notion however that

an actor may possess prestige without the knowledge of others is inconceivable.13

‘Prestige’ is very similar to ‘status’ - the terms are often defined synonymously in

common usage, especially when applied to individuals. Both concepts acknowledge some

ranking or hierarchy within a group in which placement in the higher tiers of the hierarchy

bestows privileges not experienced by those lower in the ranks. Both concepts are also

based on the subjective beliefs of others. Among states, however, the terms are sometimes

conceived of di↵erently. We speak of states having ‘great-power status’ or ‘regional-power

status’ – these terms make clear the strong connection in the international system between

military or economic power and status. An actor can have great-power status, however,

without having prestige if they are able to wield power e↵ectively but lack the respect of

others, as was true of the Soviet Union during most of the Cold War. Similarly, states can

have prestige for a particular quality but not have particularly high status.14

Finally, reputation is similar to prestige in that it resides within the judgment of others

13This section draws on O’Neill’s discussion of prestige. See (O’Neill, 2001, Ch. 12).

14See Wohlforth (1993).
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and is held at the level of second order beliefs. One does not hold a reputation in a

vacuum. Individual A’s belief about the qualities of individual B also does not constitute

B’s reputation if A’s beliefs are not impacted by perceptions about how others perceive B.

Otherwise, A merely holds an impression of B developed throughout the history of their

direct interactions with each other. In this way, reputation and prestige are similar. Unlike

prestige, however, reputation is not bound with esteem. States in the international system

may hold reputations for many things, good and bad. A state may have a reputation

as a bully, a quality that lacks collective respect. A state is only prestigious if they are

collectively admired in some way.

Also, as it is typically used in international relations, ‘reputation’ typically refers to a

reputation for honesty or resolve.15 All actors hold common definitions of what constitute

acts of honesty or resolve. Common knowledge about what others perceive to be honest

therefore is not required for a reputation for honesty to develop. Instead, what is required

is knowledge of how others perceive their history of interaction with others. Resolve is

commonly defined, for instance, as “the extent to which a state will risk war to keep its

promises and uphold its threats.”16 Each state may, through their own interaction with

state A, hold a judgment about how resolved state A is. They may hold this judgment

without knowledge about how resolved others perceive A to be. For state A to hold a

15See Sartori (2005), Mercer (2009), Guisinger and Smith (2002).

16Definition from (Mercer, 2009).
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reputation for resolve, however, states must have some impression that other states also

perceive state A to be determined to follow through. Having a reputation for resolve of

course does not make state A prestigious unless there is some commonly-held belief that

resolve is admirable and worthy of respect. It could be instead that states collectively judge

resolve to be a mark of unbending stubbornness that should not be encouraged. In such a

case, any influence possessed by the resolved state would result from its potential to hurt.

Prestige di↵ers in that others bestow influence because they believe that the community

believes that you should be respected and not because they perceive any threats you might

make are genuine.

The concept of a social hierarchy rooted in prestige is distinct from other conceptions

of hierarchy used in the field. The typical conception of international hierarchy is rooted

in relative military capabilities and the ability to compel others.17 Lake (2009) however

distinguishes hierarchy rooted in compulsion with that rooted in authority. Authority is

exercised by a state when it commands subordinates to alter their intended course of action

and when the collective group believes that the state has the right to issue such orders and

to use coercion against non-compliers.18 Compulsion however relies on the ability to hurt

17See Waltz (1979). Gilpin (1995) also refers to a hierarchy based in the ability to coerce, though he

calls it ‘prestige.’

18See Lake (2009, pp. 17-18). As Lake argues, typical conceptions of hierarchy not based in military

capability rely on formal-legal relationships between states. Subordinates therefore comply not because of

who the state is or because of the traits that it has but because of the legal role that it plays.
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others and does not benefit from perceptions of legitimacy but more closely resembles bul-

lying. In the sense that subordinates confer the right to rule on their superiors, authority

acts as a ‘bridge between compulsion and choice.’ According to Lake, authority can be dis-

tinguished from coercion in that the former is viewed by the collective group as legitimate

while subordinates feel no obligation to comply when being coerced. Lake’s concept of

authority is similar to prestige hierarchies in that subordination to superiors is a collective

choice. Prestige hierarchies di↵er, however, in their source of authority. In Lake’s case,

authority relies on a “bargain between the ruler and the ruled premised on the former’s

provision of a social order of value su�cient to o↵set the latter’s loss of freedom.” Sub-

ordination within prestige hierarchies is premised on the possession of traits that superior

states in the hierarchy possess. Prestigious states are listened to because of who they are

and because others deem their strategies for dealing with a variable environment successful.

Layout of Dissertation

The dissertation is presented in two parts. The first part, which includes chapters 2 and

3, lays out a theoretical framework for understanding how prestige functions in the in-

ternational system. Chapter 2 presents a general discussion of why states seek prestige,

the reasons why some states are more apt to seek prestige than others, and how states

go about seeking their prestige. The chapter also relates the contributions of this project

to the broader literature on prestige and status in international relations. Chapter 3 fo-
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cuses on the dynamics of prestige competitions, on how investments intended to boost a

state’s prestige a↵ect the behavior of others and on when such investments will generate

an international race for prestige. Through a set of theoretical models which incorporate

elements of both evolutionary and rationalist frameworks, it shows that those states that

have su↵ered the largest rapid decline in prestige will be those with the greatest incen-

tive to invest in augmenting their prestige. The set of models shows why states in the

international system would ever pay attention to and participate in socially constructed

hierarchies such as those based on prestige. The models also specify the conditions under

which states prefer to participate in and support international outcomes based on relative

prestige rather than those pursued through coercion and direct conflict and those under

which it makes sense for states to invest in their prestige at a cost to their own immediate

interests and security. The incentive of other states to match such investments in prestige

is not constant but increases as the investments of others increase.

Part II turns to empirical investigations of international prestige. Chapter 4 focuses

on the question of which states will be most likely to seek prestige. It focuses on one

answer: states that have experienced an international humiliation in the past are more

likely to actively seek prestige. The chapter focuses on the domain of territorial losses and

gains. The chapter shows statistically that humiliating events that call into question a

state’s prestige, like the loss of territory through coercive means, are among the significant

drivers of future decisions to seek prestige through territorial gains. Using an expanded and
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recoded dataset of territorial change, this chapter finds robust support for a new theory of

humiliation in international politics.

Chapters 5 and 6 present case studies of two significant prestige competitions of the

last two hundred years. The chapters also illustrate the dynamics theorized within Part I.

Chapter 5 focuses on the role that colonies played as prestige goods within the Scramble

for Africa at the end of the 19th century. Through comparative case studies, I show the

importance of prestige motivations amongst four key players within this imperial race for

territory - Britain, France, Germany, and Italy - and demonstrate three general points about

the dynamics of prestige competition within the Scramble for Africa in the 1880s and 90s.

Far from an isolated case, territorial change in Africa at the hands of Britain, France, Italy,

Germany, and Belgium accounts for more than 25% of all acts of territorial change since

1816. Chapter 6 focuses on the role that prestige concerns played in motivating the nuclear

arms race for parity between the United States and Soviet Union during the late 1960s.

The chapter shows that the Soviets’ goal of nuclear parity was rooted in the Soviet desire

to enhance the prestige of the Soviet Union vis a vis the United States and its belief that

nuclear parity and highly visible technological advances in their strategic arsenal would

help them obtain equivalent political influence with the United States in the international

system. The Americans’ fears about maintaining parity with the Soviets were driven not by

military concerns or their own notions about prestige but by their beliefs about what other

states in the system believed to be prestigious and their fears that failure to respond to
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Soviet advances would lead to a decline in American influence in the international system.

I then conclude in Chapter 7 with a discussion of the implications of these findings about

the prevalence of prestige concerns and prestige competitions. I address whether or not such

competitions for prestige should be encouraged and whether or not prestige competitions

are as dangerous as arms races motivated by security concerns. Also, if prestige-seeking is

largely about obtaining respect and voice in international a↵airs, can providing the rewards

of prestige ameliorate more pernicious forms of competition? Finally, I address whether

or not prestige-seeking and competitions for prestige are relics of the past. Arguing that

prestige concerns are still prevalent in the current international system, I discuss the forms

which international prestige currently takes.
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Chapter Two:

Who Seeks Prestige, Why and How

The introduction laid out the definitions of prestige. This chapter will lay out in more

detail a theory of why states pursue prestige, which states will be most likely to seek prestige

when, and finally how they go about pursuing prestige once they decide to do so. It will

also distinguish the arguments made in this project from those in the existing literature on

prestige-seeking in international relations. The theoretical groundwork presented in this

chapter will be empirically supported in the later empirical chapters of the dissertation.

I. Why Seek Prestige?

This section addresses the question of why states sink costs in order to acquire prestige.

It also explores why states have an incentive to defer to states with respected traits, a

question which is explored in greater theoretical detail in the next chapter.

Why do actors, whether individuals or states, seek prestige? Social scientists have

provided two di↵erent answers to this question. On the one hand, there are those who

maintain an instrumental view of prestige. They argue that prestige is pursued solely as

a means to an end.1 While actors may be willing to invest in prestige at a cost to their

1Runciman (1998), Lin (1990).
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immediate economic or material interests,2 they may be willing to do this because of the

longer-term material and economic benefits which having prestige can provide. At the

level of individuals, the prestigious may experience greater access to goods and resources,

to mates and to decision-makers. The association between high placement within a social

hierarchy and increased material benefits has in fact been demonstrated in experimental

settings. Ball and Eckel (1996) demonstrate that proposals of how to divide a dollar made

to high status individuals within the context of the ultimatum game were higher than those

made to low status actors. According to Ball et al. (2001), such benefits extend to exper-

imental market conditions in which individuals assigned high status positions received a

higher price on average for goods than did individuals with low status. Ridgeway et al.

(1998) also demonstrates that actors assigned low status within an experimental setting are

willing to adopt beliefs that disadvantage them against higher status actors.3 Social hier-

archies based on prestige also appear to help groups function more e�ciently by resolving

coordination problems within organizations and by rewarding competence.4 Such benefits

increase individuals’ incentives to invest in their prestige.

For a growing body of social scientists, however, the rationale for pursuing prestige

extends beyond instrumental concerns. These scholars instead argue that actors pursue

2See Frank (1985), Robson (1992), and Huberman et al. (2004).

3See also Thye (2000).

4Blau (1964), Berger et al. (1980). See also Loch et al. (2000) and Willer (2009).
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prestige as an end in itself, without regard to the associated benefits or costs.5 In this

view, the impetus for prestige-seeking is the boost in psychological well-being associated

with high placement in social hierarchies.6 The emotional benefit derived from high social

rank is deeply embedded within our biology. Scientists have shown that those individuals

at the top of the social hierarchy experience an increase in pleasurable serotonin levels.7

Economists have also demonstrated experimentally that individuals pursue prestige even

without the promise of instrumental benefits. Huberman et al. (2004) has shown that

individuals within an experimentally constructed social group are willing to forego monetary

rewards in exchange for short-lived status recognition and without the promise of any

tangible benefits in the future.8

Scholars in the field of international relations have generally focused on prestige and

status as psychological and emotional drivers of state behavior.9 They have argued that

states pursue prestige largely because it feels good rather than for the means to greater

5Veblen (1899) described status as a resource in itself, the desire for which he viewed to be a universal

human characteristic.

6Barkow et al. (1975), Barkow (1989), Frank (1985).

7Raleigh and McGuire (1994) shows that serotonin levels are highest among those vervet monkeys at

the top of the social hierarchy and that these levels decrease if they are demoted. Booth et al. (1989)

demonstrates similar patterns of serotonin levels within college fraternities.

8See also Loch et al. (2001).

9Lebow (2008) and Markey (1999).
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resources it might provide. Drawing on psychological theory, scholars in international

relations have used Social Identity Theory as a framework for understanding status-seeking

in the international system.10 Social Identity Theory tells us that individuals are motivated

not only by their personal placement within the social hierarchy but that they also compare

the social rank and achievements of groups to which they belong with the ranking of other

members of some reference group.11 Motivated by a desire for positive self-concept that

extends to their social group, individuals can be motivated to maximize the social rank

of their in-group in contrast to some out group at the expense of their own individual

self-interest.12

Assessing the relative importance of psychological or instrumental motivations in shap-

ing state behavior, however, is di�cult. In practice, states may be motivated by both

‘rational’ or instrumental motivations in which individuals pursue high social standing

because of their expectation of resulting material benefits and ‘irrational’ emotional mo-

10See Larson and Shevchenko (2010), Larson and Shevchenko (2011), ?, Wohlforth (2009), ? and Pouliot

(2011). Markey (1999) and Lebow (2008) focus more general on the psychological benefits to members

of collectives which receive public recognition of eminence. Murray (2010) argues that states seek status

recognition for the stability and predictability of social outcomes that it provides.

11The reference group can be of equal stature or slightly superior, according to Brown and Haeger (1999).

I add that for state in decline, the important reference group are those states that have long been perceived

as inferior in rank.

12See Turner (1978), Oakes and Turner (1980), Tajfel (2010), and Tajfel and Turner (2004).
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tivations in which prestige is pursued because it produces a positive psychological boost.

Distinguishing between the two rationales may not be at the heart of the conceptual ex-

ercise. While prestige-seeking may lead individuals to pay costs and to accept suboptimal

outcomes in the near-term, therefore making it irrational by traditional economists’ stan-

dards, psychological motivations likely did originally have an adaptive and instrumental

basis. The desire for social standing and prestige can be viewed as evolutionarily adaptive

in the sense that such concepts came to elicit positive psychological responses over the

course of evolutionary history in part because having prestige was long associated with

exclusive material and social benefits.13 Thus, we can assume that actors are guided by

both instrumental and emotional considerations, whether they are explicitly conscious of

it or not.

There is clearly ample evidence within the historical record that state leaders desire high

prestige and esteem for their state. Countless statements made by nineteenth and twentieth

13Henrich (2001) argues that natural selection led to the human tendency to base social rank on culturally

desirable traits, selecting for those within a social group who were best able to identify and imitate others’

who o↵ered more successful models of how to interact with shifting environmental variables. In this model,

a willingness to defer to those who may have acquired better information about the environment often

allows for greater proximity to the prestigious actor and as a result an increased knowledge of their model

at a lower cost than would required by individual learning. At the individual level, therefore, prestige likely

evolved as a learning e�ciency. For more on the adaptive aspects of emotions, see Tooby and Cosmides

(1990), Cosmides and Tooby (1994).
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century leaders alike provide evidence that the individual desire for prestige extends to the

social groups to which an individual belongs. Leaders of declining and emerging countries,

of states small and large, have at times declared a near-obsession with maintaining their

state’s ‘rightful place in the world,’ with obtaining its ‘place in the sun,’ with establishing

‘the name and respect’ of their nation in the eyes of others.14 Such comments are often

made in the context of justifying the acquisition of prestigious goods such as colonies or the

latest in sophisticated weaponry. The statements demonstrate a general desire for esteem

while leaving the exact motivation for wanting prestige, whether instrumental or emotional,

less clear. The best evidence is likely found in what is not said. Rarely are calls for na-

tional prestige and esteem followed or preceded by instrumental discussions of the tangible

benefits associated with high rank. A ‘place in the sun’ is not discussed as a position via

which greater security or material needs may be met but rather is presented as a goal in

and of itself. The degree of voice acquired by those with high rank appears to be a valued

resource in its own right, regardless of the benefits having influence within international

14Such quotes are numerous throughout the historical documents. For examples, see Holmes (2004) on

von Bulow’s call for Germany’s place in the sun. Any of the numerous quotes by the French Minister Jules

Ferry at the end of the 19th century demonstrate an obsession with maintaining Frances rightful place in

the world. See Brunschwig (1966). The Dutch also saw technical development in the 1950s as a way to

establish the Dutch name and obtain the respect of other nations. See Van der Veen (2000), quoted in

Gilady (2006, p. 194).
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a↵airs might provide.15

III. When will states be most likely to seek prestige?

This section lays out a more precise hypothesis about when we would expect states to be

most likely to engage in prestige-seeking behavior. Those few works addressing prestige-

seeking behavior provide few answers to which states will be most likely to seek prestige

when. Accepting that states pursue prestige for the psychological benefits that positive

self-identity provides, for instance, does not tell us exactly when states will be most likely

to bid for prestige. Social Identity Theory (SIT) argues that groups seek prestige when

the comparison of the prestigious achievements of their group with other groups is lacking.

By this logic, all groups but the most prestigious would have a perpetual incentive to vie

for prestige, at least until their group becomes the most prestigious. Clearly, however, all

states are not vying for prestige at all times.

Much of the literature incorporating SIT focuses predominantly on status-seeking and

the peaceful accommodation of emerging powers.16 Prestige does not rise automatically

15Scholars have shown that individuals place great value on having a voice within a decision-making

process. Those whose preferences are listened to within negotiations are happier than those who aren’t,

even if the outcome of negotiations doesn’t correspond with their preferences. For the literature on the

importance of giving actors voice, see Hunton et al. (1998), Van den Bos (1999), Lind et al. (1990).

16Larson and Shevchenko (2010) focuses on the status motivations of a resurgent Russia since the fall of
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with a state’s rise in military and economic capabilities. Emerging states often actively

invest in augmenting their prestige just as they invest in augmenting their power relative

to others. A large number of prestige-seeking states, however, are not emerging powers.

They are states which possess significant prestige and which confront a decline in their social

position – states which once held a higher degree of prestige than they do at present. I argue

that, rather than deciding to pursue prestige based on comparisons of the achievements of

one’s group with the achievements of other groups, states more often base their decision

to seek prestige on their estimation of self as compared to their degree of prestige within

the international system. States possess a particular self-concept which depends in part

on their historical level of prestige within the international system.17 This self-concept will

be disproportionately high among those who were once held in higher esteem than they

currently are. Once a state has been held in high-esteem, it will be reluctant to downgrade

its self-concept even as it faces a decline in its prestige as perceived in the eyes of others.

Prestige-seeking will be likely amongst such states.

Research within social psychology provides evidence in support of this argument. Tra-

ditional appraisals in the field of psychology of status-seeking among individuals focused

the Soviet Union and on an emerging China. ? focuses on an emerging India.

17This notion of the self-concept of the state is similar to that of those who focus on recognition theory,

which argues that a state’s identity comes into existence only through the recognition of others. Through

recognition, a stable state identity is formed from which the state’s foreign policy will be derived. See

Murray (2010), Ringmar (1996), and Wendt (2003). Also, Greenhill (2008).
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on the incentives of those with low self-concept to choose violence as a means of increasing

their esteem in order to make up for what they lack and to match the social position of

others.18 More recent evidence suggests, however, that it is in fact those individuals with

high self-appraisals who will be more likely to engage in violence or to seek to reestablish

their social position and that they will be especially likely to do so when their self-concept

is challenged or called into question by some event or by the actions of another actor.19

Actors with high self-esteem will act to shore up their position when there is a possible dis-

crepancy between their own appraisal of self and the external appraisals of others.20 Such

actors have more to lose in allowing for downward estimations of their position. Thus,

they are extremely reluctant to revise their self-estimation downward and to allow others

18See Toch (1969).

19See Baumeister et al. (1996) and Bushman et al. (1998).

20Theories of status inconsistency argue that states seek status when their is some discrepancy between a

state’s position within the hierarchy of power and military capability and its social position and subsequent

degree of status and influence over international a↵airs. This assumes that a state’s self-appraisal is

rooted in an objective measure of its relative power. The theory o↵ered here in contrast suggests that

all actors, and especially those with high self-regard, will be reluctant to downgrade their estimate of self

even if their relative power declines. Actors self-appraisals are therefore less rooted in some immediate,

objective measurement. On status inconsistency, see Galtung (1964), Schweller (1999), and Wallace (1971).

Wohlforth (2009) argues that states will be more likely to engage in status-seeking when there is ambiguity

about the order of dominance within the status hierarchy or when there is an inconsistency among the

status portfolios of powers, situations that are most likely to occur within multipolar systems.
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to maintain more negative appraisals of them. High self-concept therefore doesn’t make

actors immune to criticism, but makes them more sensitive to it because they have come

to feel more entitled to respect, resources and favorable outcomes.21

Applying this set of behavioral motivations to the international system, we would ex-

pect states whose high self-concept has been challenged in some way to be more likely

to engage in actions aimed at maintaining their prestige. Motivated by a desire to avoid

a downward self-appraisal and a downward estimation in the eyes of others, states with

relatively high prestige that have su↵ered an international humiliation, or a downgrade in

their estimation in the eyes of others, will be more likely to pay costs to shore up their

prestige.22 Prestigious states will be those most accustomed to wielding influence and often

to controlling resources. They will have incentive to invest in their prestige both in order

to avoid the psychological stress of confronting a painful downgrade in self-concept and

to avoid the potential downgrade in international respect and influence that accompanies

high prestige.23

International humiliations have an impact on prestige-seeking because of the way they

a↵ect the second-order beliefs at the heart of prestige hierarchies. States may be humiliated

21See Baumeister et al. (1996, pp. 7-9).

22As Lebow (2008) notes, it is prestigious states that have the most to lose and which often have the

resources to engage in prestigious acts.

23As will be discussed in chapter 4, previous theories of international humiliation have focused on hu-

miliation’s emotional impact and the resulting emotional desire for revenge.
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as a result of some event that challenges a state’s self-concept, such as loss in conflict or the

loss of territory. Such events lead other states to question their perception of the humiliated

state’s prestige because it leads them to assume that other states may be questioning that

state’s prestige as well. A single, highly visible act which calls into question the belief that

states have about others’ beliefs about a state’s prestige can lead to the development of

common knowledge that the humiliated state is less prestigious than had been thought in

the past. The humiliated state therefore has an incentive to reassert its prestige in hopes of

shaping public perception and counteracting decline. This was the case, as will be shown,

for France which su↵ered a deep humiliation with its loss of Alsace-Lorraine to Prussia

after the Franco-Prussian war and which responded to this loss by asserting its prestige on

the northern shores of Africa.24

Humiliation may also result from more direct challenges by other states, which include

instances of more prestigious states blatantly ignoring the interests of others or failing to

provide them with su�cient voice and influence within international fora. This behavior

on the part of the more prestigious state signals to other states that they should question

their beliefs about others’ beliefs about how much prestige the humiliated state holds in the

international system. The humiliated state, strongly biased against downgrading its own

24Chapter 4 argues that such cases of humiliation resulting from the loss of territory have driven a

significant amount of territorial expansion in the last 200 years as the humiliated states have sought to

shore up their prestige by acquiring new territories.
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self-concept, recognizes the social repercussions of being ignored and attempts to exert itself

all the more forcefully. This was the case, for example, with Russia prior to the US invasion

of Iraq in 2003. Russian esteem was challenged by the fact that the United States completely

ignored Russian statements of opposition to American intervention. Russia felt particularly

humiliated in this instance because it thought the fall of the Soviet Union had brought about

an increase in Russian esteem. That the Americans treated Russia so brusquely, despite

recent heightened cooperation and alliance between the two countries and the supposed

enhancement in Russian esteem, led Russia to assert itself more forcefully within the United

Nations than it would have otherwise by more strongly voicing its opposition to American

intervention at the side of France and Germany.25

III. How do states seek prestige?

The previous sections have outlined why states seek prestige and when they will be most

likely to do so. This section addresses the ways states go about augmenting their prestige

once they decide to do so. Larson and Shevchenko (2010) describe three strategies which

states utilize to manage their status: social mobility, social creativity and social competi-

25See Ambrosio (2005). As will be shown, Germany felt similarly disrespected when its petition to

Britain for to oversee German emigrants in Africa was ignored, leading Bismarck to decide to plant the

German flag in East Africa, thereby establishing Germany’s first o�cial colony in Africa.
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tion.26 Social mobility involves the imitation of institutions, values, or practices of more

prestigious states in the hope of joining their elite ranks. For instance, in the years after

World War II Japan sought to join the ranks of “civilized states” by adopting liberal democ-

racy and by condemning the use of military force.27 Rather than imitating the qualities

of the elite, states may also engage in social creativity by emphasizing their own unique

achievements in hopes that such achievements will emerge as the basis for new dimensions

of status. Social creativity assumes that there are many prestigious qualities which states

may possess and that a state may possess more of prestigious quality A than it does of

quality B. When states are not able to join the elite ranks through the imitation of others

or by creating new measures of prestige, they sometimes seek to outdo more prestigious

states in the areas where those superior states dominate. Such social competition may

involve competition over spheres of influence, arms racing or military demonstrations.28

States seeking to challenge the social order will engage in social competition with the aim

of shaping others’ perceptions of who holds prestige in international society rather than

26While Larson and Shevchenko (2010) refers to ‘status’ rather than prestige, their definition of status,

that it is “based on a groups standing on some trait valued by society,” is similar to that of prestige used

here. Also, status management strategies seek either to maintain existing levels of status or to augment

status.

27See Larson and Shevchenko (2010).

28See Larson and Shevchenko (2010, pp. 71 - 75). For skeptics on the willingness of states to engage in

competitions for prestige rather than security, see Lake (2011) and Thompson (2011).
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the aim of augmenting their military or economic capabilities.

In practice, it can be di�cult to di↵erentiate these strategies within the international

system. As Larson and Shevchenko (2010) note, state policies may combine all three.

Symbols of prestige, for instance, may be pursued with the intention of emulating the acts

of the prestigious in hopes of joining their ranks or with the intention of outdoing and

challenging the prestigious by obtaining the good in greater numbers. As will be shown,

for instance, the initial move by France to conquer Tunisia, an act which in part initiated

the Scramble for Africa, could be considered an act of social mobility. France wanted

to rejoin the ranks of the great powers after its humiliation during the Franco-Prussian

war and therefore imitated the imperial practices of great powers by acquiring an African

colony. Later on in the Scramble, French action in Africa arguably shifted to a strategy of

social competition in which they competed for preeminence with Britain over which would

be the state that would obtain the largest amount of African territory.

This dissertation focuses primarily on acts of social mobility and social competition

in which states seek to join the ranks of the elite or to obtain preeminence amongst the

elite. I focus on two forms in which strategies aimed at augmenting prestige can take: the

acquisition of symbols of prestige in order to demonstrate valued characteristics and the

demonstration of existing influence and prestige.

Demonstrations of Prestigious Characteristics
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Prestigious characteristics are those which a majority of a social group believe to be valu-

able and admirable. Consensus about prestige develops around deeds or characteristics

that can distinguish individuals or states in some way. Admirable characteristics within

the international community may be economic strength, technological prowess, degree of

modernization, cultural innovation, the ability to organize one’s citizens, leadership abil-

ities in a multilateral setting or competitive ability. States often signal these admirable

characteristics through the acquisition of prestige symbols. A prestige symbol is a good

acquired not for its function but for the express purpose of signaling their expectation of

elevated prestige and social standing.29 Prestige may be bestowed on those with possessions

which are rare, either because of their expense or because they are finite, or on those who

obtain possessions in unmatched quantities or sizes. Symbols of international prestige have

included nuclear weapons,30 conventional weapons such as aircraft carriers or dreadnought

battleships,31 and, as this dissertation demonstrates, territory and colonies.32 In general,

29See Plourde (2008), Etzioni, Gilady (2006), O’Neill (2006) and Larson and Shevchenko (2011).

30See Sagan (1996), O’Neill (2006), and Kinsella and Chima (2001).

31See Gilady (2006), Art (1973) and Murray (2010) argue that states acquire aircraft carriers and large

navies respectively to gain prestige. See also Eyre and Suchman (1996) for the symbolic utility of weapons.

For an interesting example of a prestige symbol, see Neiman (1997) on the development of Mayan monoliths

erected to demonstrate the ability to organize one’s citizens.

32Prestige symbols need not always be material goods however. An actor may also be able to exhibit

their valued abilities through altruistic acts which contribute to the public good, often at a cost to the
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the actions states choose to engage in while seeking prestige will be dictated by the variety

of status symbols available in the international system at the time, as well as by the states’

capabilities. Provided they have the capability to do so, a state would like to demonstrate

their prestige in as many ways as concurrently possible.

International symbols of prestige also often demonstrate power and strength. The in-

fluence derived from prestige symbols however is not based in the use or threatened use of

power. Prestige symbols may seek to convey the competitive ability of the state. Again,

however, the respect associated with such symbols of competitive ability is not derived

from the ability to hurt but from the prestige associated with competitive ability. The

international community may deem the ability to compete militarily against others as a

valuable and prestigious trait worthy of respect, leading states to initiate direct conflict in

the pursuit of prestige.33 Russia, for instance, was primarily motivated in its escalation

signaler, such as the punishment of transgressors within the community or the contribution of goods for

public consumption. See Gintis et al. (2001), Smith and Bird (2000), Smith et al. (2003), and Bliege Bird

et al. (2001).

33Scholars have laid out systemic conditions under which prestige-seeking will be more likely to lead to

direct conflict or under which states engage in conflict with the intention of demonstrating their ability to

compete e↵ectively, thereby increasing their prestige within certain international environments. ? focuses

on status accommodation of emerging powers, arguing that that peaceful accommodation of status-seeking

states will be more likely when the hierarchy has the institutional flexibility to accommodate states in a

number of di↵erent ways, when the rising state and the dominant power do not consider each other as

potential rivals or when they share a potential adversary, and when the rising state is in the early rather
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leading up to the Crimean War by a desire to avoid a humiliating decline in prestige at

the hands of the Turks.34 The desire for prestige also apparently guided French action in

the Crimean War and the Franco-Prussian War as well.35 At other periods of international

history, however, including the present one, a dominant segment of the international com-

munity has decided that direct conflict and the demonstration of competitive ability are

not acceptable paths to prestige. Instead, such demonstrations are interpreted as overly

aggressive and bullish, even deserving of international condemnation rather than reward.36

Just as prestigious characteristics can change over time, the symbols of valued char-

acteristics are also subject to change. During the 1400s, large canons came to symbolize

prestige and technological prowess. The competition for the largest and most prestigious

canon carried on far past the point of functionality, with the largest canons becoming too

heavy to transport to the field of battle.37 While dreadnought battleships symbolized the

peak of modernity and technical prowess at the end of the 19th century, such characteris-

than late stages of rise. Kang and Wohlforth (2011) argues that status dilemmas share similar conflict-prone

dynamics with security dilemmas, including uncertainty and di�culty signaling status claims.

34See Kang and Wohlforth (2011) and Lambert (2011).

35On French prestige, see Lambert (2011) and Howard (1990). Swedish escalation in the Great Northern

War has been understood in similar terms. See Lebow (2008).

36On the shift away from the acceptable use of force, see Florini (1996), Zacher (2001), Holsti (2004),

Barkin and Cronin (1994).

37As noted in O’Neill (2006, p. 5).
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tics have at di↵erent times been embodied by aircraft carriers, space programs and nuclear

weapons in the period since World War II. Since the end of the Cold War, however, the

prestige associated with nuclear weapons also has been called into question. With the

emergence of norms against nuclear proliferation, those ‘rogue states’ which pursue nuclear

weapons face sanctioning by the international community.38

Throughout much of international history, territorial acquisition was also viewed as

prestigious. The ability to acquire territory demonstrated the ability to successfully project

influence abroad, an act which required wealth and organizational capacity. Arguably, the

prestige associated with colonies peaked with the Scramble for Africa. By the middle of

the 20th century, the possession of colonies was no longer in accordance with international

societal values. By 1950, those states still in possession of colonies confronted a growing

norm of territorial integrity and the increasing likelihood that failure to relinquish their

colonies would lead to the diminishment of their status.39

While what will be deemed to be prestige symbols will depend on the set of values

and norms held by a community, in order to be maximally e↵ective, such symbols should

38As will be discussed in chapter 7, prestige in the current era is likely assigned to exertion and leadership

within international a↵airs and organizations. See Ambrosio (2005) on Russian assertiveness within the UN.

Also, see the New York Times Editorial “Discord Among Allies,” (March 23, 2011) on prestige motivations

in the French push towards intervention in Libya.

39Crawford (2002). See Brogi (2002) on French resistance to giving up their ‘patrimony of prestige’ in

Africa in the 1950s and 60s.
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have some combination of the following properties. They should be exclusive in some

way, either as a result of being expensive, being di�cult to manufacture, or being in short

supply. As will be discussed, in the case that an international race for prestige emerges,

exclusivity might also take a superlative form in which states compete to obtain the most

of a particular good. Prestige may also accompany being the first to acquire a good or

achieve something di�cult, an inherently exclusive act. It is also useful that a symbol of

status be highly visible and that it attract a large audience, in that way better generating

common knowledge amongst observers of the achievement.40 Also, as O’Neill (2006) notes,

it is important that an act designed to signal status have a clearly demarcated line of

success or failure, thereby making it easier for others to take note of the achievement.

That symbols of prestige are continually evolving prompts the question of how such

symbols form in the first place. Often, the goods are first pursued for their functional

utility. If the good is exclusive in some way, once one state has the good, others will covet

it because of its exclusivity and will imitate the prestigious by acquiring it.41 As in the case

of international races for prestige like the Scramble for Africa and the Cold War competition

for nuclear superiority will show, as more states covet and acquire it, the symbol will often

take on an exaggerated form as the competition becomes more about acquiring the most of

40See O’Neill (2006) on the importance of visibility. See Gintis et al. (2001, p. 114) on the importance

of ‘broadcast e�ciency’ and the ability for a signal to attract a wide audience. See also Eyre and Suchman

(1996).

41See Veblen (1899), Frank (1985), Frank (1988) and Gilady (2006).
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the item or about acquiring the biggest. The competition often leads states to acquire the

goods at levels beyond functional utility and often leads to the formation of an endogenous

valuation of the item in question.

Many discussions of prestige symbols, including the discussions presented later in this

dissertation, focus on goods that come at a cost but are not useful. Veblen’s theory of

conspicuous consumption, for instance, argues that prestige-seeking individuals will pay a

premium for luxury items even though the more luxurious versions provide no additional

utility. Louis Vuitton handbags, for instance, which often come at a $1000 premium or

more, o↵er no greater utility for carrying things than do generic handbags. At the interna-

tional level, states have acquired expensive and highly sophisticated aircraft carriers even

when they lack the air force to use them.42 They have sunk resources into dreadnought

battleships even though security would be better served by investing elsewhere.43 As this

dissertation shows, they acquire colonies without resources or strategic value and they add

thousands of weapons to strategic arsenals even though 100 weapons would be as militarily

e↵ective as 5000. This is not to say however that prestige symbols inherently lack utility.

Prestige goods may provide a great deal of utility, as nuclear weapons demonstrate. Goods

42See Gilady (2006). For models of conspicuous consumption in anthropology and economics, see Plourde

(2008) and Gintis et al. (2001). Handicap models in biology also perceive conspicuous but ine�cient and

potentially dangerous displays by animals as demonstrations of valued ability. See Grafen (1990) and

Hawkes and Bliege Bird (2002).

43See Murray (2010).
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are prestige goods, however, when states acquire them for what they symbolize to others

without regard to their utility. This dissertation focuses on cases of international prestige

goods in which no military or strategic explanation can be assigned to their acquisition,

cased in which prestige is clearly separable from utility, because these are the easiest in

which to truly assess the degree of influence that prestige concerns have on international

behavior.

Demonstrations of Prestige and Influence

The direct or indirect demonstration of one’s abilities is not, however, the only way that

states manage their prestige. States may also shore-up or enhance their prestige by show-

ing that they are able to do things that only influential powers are able to do. It is as

Charles De Gaulle once suggested – that prestige not only represents influence, it produces

influence.44 Because prestige is subjective and resides within the second-order beliefs of

actors, states can enhance their image in the minds of others if they are able to demonstrate

that other states in the international system already perceive them to be prestigious and

influential. Doing so may generate common knowledge that the state is being listened to

by others and is therefore prestigious, thereby forcing a re-estimation of the state’s prestige

in the minds of others. States might do this through highly visible demonstrations such as

heading multilateral interventions or taking active roles within international organizations.

They may engage in actions which demonstrate that they are able to exert themselves in

44See Cerny (1980, Ch. 3).
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international a↵airs without being stopped by other powers in the international system. As

Chapter 5 will show, the French acquisition of territory in Tunisia in 1881 demonstrated

not only France’s ability to easily take territory abroad, it also demonstrated that France

maintained su�cient influence and prestige to take the territory without being opposed by

other powers. That France went unopposed in its Tunisian exploits because of its prestige

rather than because of its military power and ability to hurt is evidenced in the statements

of British and German leaders which suggest that, in leaving French expansion unopposed,

they were simply allowing France its due given its high placement within the social hierar-

chy.

Prestige, Costs, and Resolve

Just as symbols of prestige may or may not provide utility, they also may or may not involve

cost. Models of conspicuous consumption treat prestige goods as costly signals in which

an individual’s type is conveyed by the size of their investment.45 Individuals and states

often pay costs to demonstrate their prestigious qualities and to distinguish themselves

from others who are not able to make such investments. Engaging in colonial expansion,

for instance, distinguishes those able to project power abroad from those who are not able

45Plourde (2008) presents a model of prestige goods which explicitly treats their acquisition as costly

signals of skill level aimed at gaining deference from others. See Lachmann et al. (2001) for a model in

which actors are able to signal their quality without paying costs.
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to do so or who can only do so at a greater relative cost. Unlike the demonstration of

type through costly signals, however, prestige-seeking oftentimes involves emphasizing how

easy and relatively costless something is to do rather than how di�cult and expensive.

While costly signals of resolve require that a state demonstrate the lengths it is willing to

go to to defend its interests, to demonstrate the possession of a prestigious quality, it is

better to make its demonstration look e↵ortless. Prestige-seeking acts aim at distinguishing

one’s self from those in lower positions in the hierarchy. They often do little however to

distinguish oneself from potential rivals or peers. French action in Tunisia, for instance,

distinguished it from the likes of Spain which couldn’t at the time manage a large empire

abroad. The acquisition of Tunisia however gave Britain little reason to reestimate French

power or competitive ability given that the expansion was conducted at a relatively low

cost against a relatively weak power.

Prestige-seeking also di↵ers from costly signals of resolve in that demonstrations of re-

solve often involve conveying to a particular adversary the willingness to engage in a certain

action. Prestige-seeking on the other hand is about demonstrating a quality more generally

to all states within the international system. The rhetoric surrounding prestige and resolve

should therefore reflect these di↵erent audiences. In the case of prestige, we would expect

leaders’ rhetoric to discuss their motivations in terms of a more general audience. With its

actions in Tunisia, for instance, France notes that “Europe is watching” to see how they

will behave, not Germany or Britain in particular. In the case of resolve, statements more
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often address motivations in terms of specific rivals.

How does prestige-seeking a↵ect the behavior of others?

The previous section described the conditions under which a state would most likely to pay

costs to manage its prestige, regardless of the actions of others. Prestige and influence are

however zero-sum goods which means that the actions taken by one state aimed at managing

its prestige inherently challenge the existing prestige and influence of other states. We would

fully expect therefore that prestige-seeking by one state would directly impact the decision

of other states about whether or not to invest in their prestige. The following chapter

presents the conditions under which the prestige investments of one state may generate

an international race for prestige in which states compete for the prestige associated with

acquiring the largest quantity or the most advanced version of some prestige good. In such

cases, the states involved choose to invest regardless of the material or strategic value of

the good they are competing over but because they fear a failure to invest while others are

investing will lead to an eventual decline in their position within the social hierarchy.
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Chapter Three:

The Systemic E↵ects of Prestige-Seeking

The objective of this chapter is to present the beginnings of a theoretical framework

which move us towards a formal description of when and how prestige changes hands and

when prestige competitions emerge in the intentional system. Chapter 2 discussed the

individual motivations for prestige seeking, arguing that individual states are more likely

to seek prestige when they have experienced an international humiliation which threatens

their existing prestige. This chapter addresses the systemic factors that influence state

decisions to invest in their prestige. It argues that state incentives to invest in prestige

increase with the amount that other states are investing. In some cases, the prestige

investment of one state will emerge into an international race for prestige. In other cases,

this is less likely to be so. This chapter begins to lay out the conditions under which such

races might arise. It also discusses the conditions under which states will be more likely

to pay attention to socially constructed hierarchies rather than international hierarchies

based in relative military power.

The models presented in this chapter present the following arguments. First, states

are in part willing to participate in socially derived hierarchies based on prestige because

these hierarchies provide a more cost-e�cient mechanism of resolving who has influence in

the international system than does allocating international influence based on uncertain
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and potentially costly estimations of military capabilities and resolve. Participation here

refers to the willingness to defer to others that have higher relative prestige. Second, states

are willing to participate in prestige hierarchies when the costs of conflict are su�ciently

low that states will risk making high demands of others and thereby risk conflict and

its costs. In these cases, states prefer to accept international outcomes based in relative

prestige and will be willing to do so even if a successful prestige strategy involves paying

costs to engage in prestige competition with others. Additionally, a population dominated

by states willing to participate in prestige hierarchies is relatively stable against strategies

which involve threatening or coercing others in order to obtain more favorable international

outcomes.

If we assume that international outcomes depend on the relative prestige of those states

interacting, then the marginal benefit of a constant increase in prestige decreases with

prestige. This implies that states have di↵erential incentives to invest in developing their

prestige depending on their current level of prestige relative to others in the system. Those

states with lower relative prestige will receive a larger marginal benefit from investing

than will those at higher levels of prestige, suggesting that those states at the top of the

hierarchy have the least incentive to invest until a su�cient number of others have invested

that their position in the hierarchy is challenged. States that have experienced a recent

possible decline in their prestige will also have more incentive to invest in their prestige

than they would have otherwise.
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Finally, if we assume that influence in the international system is based in part on rel-

ative prestige and that states are interested in maintaining or growing their current level

of influence, then the decision of states to invest in developing their prestige depends to

a great deal on whether or not other states in the system are investing in prestige. The

investments of all other states however do not a↵ect an individual state’s incentive to in-

vest equally. Whether or not the prestige investments of those seeking to augment their

prestige will develop into an international race for prestige in which states make prestige

investments in the hope of acquiring the most of some prestige good depends on the rela-

tive level of prestige of the investing state. The closer an investing state’s position within

the social hierarchy, assuming the investing state has less prestige, the more incentive a

state will have to match its investing. States may be willing to invest in prestige races

over items or issues they have little material or security interest in at an immediate cost

to themselves when enough others are investing in the competition. In this way, the value

of the race is endogenous to the competition – it depends on the amount that other states

are investing rather than on the inherent value of the goods or issues being competed over.1

1This logic is similar in part to that of the security dilemma which argues that states’ decision to invest

in arming will depend on the investments of others. In order to maintain security, states will have an

incentive to match or best the military investments of others. The ways that the dynamics of prestige

competitions are similar and di↵erent to the logic of the security dilemma however is discussed in further

detail below.
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Methods

To develop and illustrate the logic of prestige and prestige races, I rely on a mixture of

formal logic and agent-based simulations which include a role for social learning as well

as rational calculations. In addition to looking at how prestige functions within static

populations, I employ tools from evolutionary game theory to explore how the strategies

employed within the population change over time as a function of states learning from the

recent experiences of others. This is a fitting approach to the study of issues of prestige and

prestige for both substantive and methodological reasons. Substantively, I am interested

in explaining shifts in the distribution of international influence as a result of shifts in

prestige hierarchies. Influence is zero-sum – there is only so much to go around. Thus,

we would expect the incentives of states to invest in their influence and to defer to the

influence of others to depend significantly on how the distribution of influence changes

over time. Understanding how this distribution changes, a primary focus of evolutionary

approaches, is important if we are to understand why certain periods of international

history are dominated by competitions for prestige such as the Scramble for Africa while

other periods are not. In order to explain this, we need to explain the di↵erential incentives

of states to invest in their prestige over time and why certain behaviors become dominant

at certain times. Also, prestige is a social construct; what is deemed to be prestigious

changes over time as a function of beliefs and ideas that shift as a result of social cues.

Thus, it makes sense to study it in the context of strategies that evolve through a process
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of social learning from others.

There are also methodological benefits to the multi-method approach employed here.

First, with the agent-based approach, I can allow the state of the system to evolve in

more complicated ways than would be possible using more technical dynamic rationalist

approaches while at the same time allowing for agents to use reasonable decision rules.2

Second, evolutionary game theory provides a means of studying the evolution of behaviors

as a function of what others in the system are doing. It allows for the composition of

players in the system to change over time and allows for the relaxation of the demanding

rationality assumptions.3 Behaviors within this approach are understood as “phenotypes”

or “strategies” that describe what an actor will do in any situation that may arise; actors

are not required to think or make sophisticated calculations about how to play the game.

Instead, players acquire strategies through adaptive processes such as social learning and

imitation which result in the selection of more successful strategies.4

2For examples of the agent-based approach within international relations, see Axelrod (1997), Cederman

and Gleditsch (2004), Cederman (2002), Epstein (2011).

3For early discussion of evolutionary game theory within biology, see Maynard Smith (1982) and Smith

(1984). For excellent general descriptions of the application of evolutionary game theory within economics,

see Gintis (2000), Bowles (2009, Chapters 2 and 11). For a discussion of evolutionary models and evolu-

tionary game theory within international relations, see Kahler (1999). As Kahler states, evolutionary game

theory provides “a promising avenue for melding realistic reasoning assumptions, strategic choice, and a

dynamic provided by selective pressures acting on populations of actors.” See Kahler (1999, p.181).

4See Kahler (1999, pp.177-181) for more on the benefits to evolutionary game theory over strategic
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In the models below, states pursue strategies which lead them to behave di↵erently

depending on the type of player they are interacting with. Those states playing conflict

strategies, as will be described, engage in rational calculations that determine what kind

of demands they want to make on others, given the probability that they will end up

in conflict if their demands are too high. Those players pursuing prestige strategies also

engage in calculations about whether or not it is optimal for them to invest in attempts

to boost their prestige. The dynamic versions of the models then incorporate a process of

social learning through which the distribution of strategies evolves over time.5 By social

learning, it is meant that individuals adopt strategies once they receive empirical evidence

from past rounds of play of its relative success over their current strategy.6 Thus, they

choice.

5Waltz (1979) acknowledges a role for systemic and institutional change through both competition and

through ‘socialization,’ by which he appears to mean a process of social learning. Wendt (1999) argues

that cultural selection through imitation and social learning play a greater role in contemporary social and

international change than does natural selection, or the selecting out of weaker strategies through conflict

and state death. Modelski (1990) argues that world politics has been a process of evolutionary learning.

By evolutionary learning, he means that the international system itself learns through a macro-historical

evolutionary process of natural selection followed by periods of innovation, the more useful of which are

passed down to later generations.

6Definitions of social learning di↵er among scholars. This definition is closest to that of Peyton H.

Young, who defines social learning as imitation based on su�cient evidence by early adopters that the

trait is worth adopting and thus restricts the focus to imitation based on payo↵-relevant information. See
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are making decisions based on recent events and payo↵s in previous rounds rather than

optimizing given their expectations about future play. This distinguishes the approach

from both rational choice approaches and from other mechanisms of cultural evolution

such as individual learning, in which each behavioral trait is learned independently by

individuals and are not passed on to the next generation, and conformism and imitation,

both of which rely on exposure to strategic types.7

The use of social learning as an adaptive mechanism within international behavior is

justifiable on a number of grounds. States exist in a noisy international environment. It is

di�cult to assess the state of the environment accurately enough to make calculations that

represent every possible future distribution of types and then act optimally. In the models

below, in which power and prestige are distributed across the population and in which power

and prestige change from round to round, optimizing best-response calculations would

require states to assess the incentives of every state in the system to alter their strategy

given their di↵erent levels of relative power and prestige in each period and given who they

were most likely to interact with.8 Such calculations come at tremendous cost, the expense

Young (2009).

7A large formal literature explores the relative role that di↵erent processes of cultural evolution play

in the di↵usion of innovations and social institutions. See Boyd and Richerson (1988), Henrich and Boyd

(1998), Henrich (2001), Young (2006), among others.

8Empirical evidence indicates that individuals learn from the recent experiences of others and that

individuals do better o↵ in noisy environments when they take cues from the experiences of others. See
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of which would be jeopardized if all other states in the system failed to act according to their

best response. Instead, it makes sense that states look to the recent strategies that others

have employed and the related payo↵s they have received and then draw conclusions about

what strategies led to varying levels of success. A substantial literature in international

relations has also established the important role that social learning has played in the

international di↵usion of political institutions and traits.9

This chapter will proceed with a presentation of three sets of models. The first set

of models builds upon a baseline simulation of players pursuing either a conflict strategy,

in which states rationally calculate their optimal demands and responses given uncertain

power distributions in the population, or a prestige strategy in which outcomes are settled

according to relative social influence. The second set of models assesses state incentives to

invest in their prestige at an immediate cost to their security and material interests. The

third set of models combines the baseline interaction model and the prestige investment

model and analyzes the conditions under which prestige strategies are stable within shifting

environmental contexts. Given the common criticism that the results of agent-based ap-

proaches are too complicated and potentially too stochastic to parse, the models presented

Foster and Rosenzweig (1995), Rendell et al. (2010).

9See Cederman (2001). Cederman and Gleditsch (2004) uses an agent-based model to demonstrate that

both natural and social learning play in the di↵usion of democratization. Simmons et al. (2006), Simmons

et al. (2007) and Fordham and Asal (2007) have looked at the role of adaptive mechanisms and social

learning in the di↵usion of liberal economic and political institutions.
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here are intended to be cumulative to make clear the important underlying mechanisms

that are driving the results at each stage.

Models of Prestige

Model Ia: Prestige and Conflict Hierarchies

I start by presenting a base model of influence allocation in the international system in

which their is no updating. The model enables the comparison of two allocation strategies,

one of which distributes influence in the international system according to prestige hier-

archies and the other of which allocates influence according to power hierarchies.10 The

results of the model establish the conditions under which a ‘non-rational’ prestige strategy,

in which states simply agree to divide influence based on their relative prestige,11 out-

performs a rational security maximizing strategy in which states optimize based on their

knowledge of the distribution of power in the system and the costs of conflict. I assume

that states are uncertain in their knowledge regarding the underlying distribution of power

in the system. Because prestige is rooted in the common knowledge of the international

community and arises through the subjective measurements of others about which actors

possess characteristics worthy of respect and deference, I assume that states are able to

10‘Power’ here and in the rest of the chapter will refer to relative military power.

11That this would be a realistic strategy for states to pursue is justified by the definition of prestige.

By definition, bestowing prestige or prestige upon others involves giving deference and influence to those

actors that the group believes possess desirable characteristics.
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know their place within the prestige hierarchy with greater certainty than they know how

exactly they would fare in power competitions with others.12

In this baseline simulation of the model, states play one of two strategies – a conflict

strategy or a prestige strategy – in their e↵ort to divide a one-unit good.13 In each time

period, one state of each strategic type is randomly selected to initiate an interaction with

another state chosen at random. In all cases, the initiating state is referred to as state A and

the responding state as state B. All players possess a level of military capability p

i

which

is distributed uniformly between (0, 1] at the beginning of the game and which consists

of some observable level of power ⇡
i

and some unobservable quantity of power ✏
i

2 (0, ✏
i

).

All states also possess some amount of prestige s

i

which is common knowledge among all

players and which is initially distributed uniformly between (0, 1] and independently of

p

i

. If both state A and state B are prestige players, they agree to divide the one-unit

good according to their relative prestige, which is known by both parties. The outcome

of this prestige interaction therefore is that state A obtains
s

A

s

A

+ s

B

while state B obtains

12Scholars have certainly argued that uncertainty about prestige or the lack of prestige recognition can

lead to conflict. Kang and Wohlforth (2011) argue that status dilemmas similar to security dilemmas

develop because of uncertainty about relative status. Inconsistencies about status may of course develop.

I argue simply that states have greater, not perfect, knowledge of their prestige relative to others than do

of their relative power. This is discussed in greater detail below.

13All simulations presented in this chapter were implemented using Netlogo 5.03. See

http://ccl.northwestern.edu/netlogo/.
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s

B

s

A

+ s

B

. The payo↵ associated with this prestige outcome may be more or less than the

outcome the responding state could achieve by fighting.

If either state A or state B are conflict actors, each round of the game has two stages.

In the first, state A makes either a high or low demand x 2 (x, x). State B then chooses to

accept the demand or to fight. State A’s power p
A

is known by both parties. State B knows

its own power, but state A knows only B’s observable level of power ⇡
B

and not whether

state B is ⇡
B

or ⇡
B

+ ✏

B

. State B will fight whenever it is of type ✏ and the initiator has

made a high demand x. Each state pays a cost of conflict c if fighting ensues. Otherwise, if

a low demand is made or if state B is a low type and a high demand is made, it will accept

the division of the good as outlined below.

Even a low power type of state B, with ✏ = 0, will choose to fight a demand x if what it

can get from acceding to the demand (1� x) is less than it thinks it can get from fighting,

or if:


⇡

B

⇡

B

+ p

A

�
� c > 1� x

This value of x sets the upper bound for what state A can o↵er without experiencing

conflict. Both high and low power types of state B will fight any demand greater than x

so state A has no incentive to make any greater demand. The largest demand state A can

therefore make without a fight from state B is:

x = 1 + c�


⇡

B

⇡

B

+ p

A

�
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The lower bound on the demand that state A can make is set by the point at which a

high power type of state B will be indi↵erent between fighting and accepting the demand

(1� x), defined by:

x = 1 + c�


⇡

B

+ ✏

B

⇡

B

+ ✏

B

+ p

A

�

While state A does not know the type of state B, it does know the distribution of high

power type in the system. Let q be the probability that ✏ = ✏

B

and 1� q be the probability

that ✏ = 0. State A will make demand x when EU(A|x) > EU(A|x). Thus, when:

q

✓
p

A

⇡

B

+ ✏

B

+ p

A

� c

◆
+ (1� q)

✓
1 + c�


⇡

B

⇡

B

+ p

A

�◆
> 1 + c�


⇡

B

+ ✏

B

⇡

B

+ ✏

B

+ p

A

�

State A will therefore be willing to make demand x when:

q <

p

A

(✏
B

� ✏

B

)

2c(✏
B

+ p

A

+ ⇡

B

)(p
A

+ ✏

B

+ p

A

)

Each simulation of the model was run for 100 time periods, involving two hundred

interactions between players. This baseline model was simulated 500 times for each set of

model parameters, including varying values of the c, q and ✏ and ✏. The baseline version of

this model does not include an evolutionary component. Cumulative payo↵s were recorded

for each player over the course of each run. The average payo↵s of each strategic type were

then calculated at the end of each run.

Results

In the first round of simulations, the frequency of conflict and prestige players in the

population was 50%. Figure 1 below illustrates the average cumulative payo↵s for states
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Figure 1: Average Payo↵s by Strategic Type with 50% Conflict, 50% Prestige
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employing the conflict strategy and states employing the prestige strategy as a function of

the costs of conflict c in the graph on the left and the probability of high power types in

the system q on the right.14 In no parameterization of the model did the average payo↵ of

the conflict strategy exceed that of the average prestige payo↵. We see that states receive

the greatest relative benefit from playing a prestige strategy when the costs of conflict or

the probability of high power types in the system are relatively low.15 In these cases, either

the potential costs of conflict or the likelihood of ending up in conflict are low, making

it more likely that state A will risk making a high demand of state B that might lead

to conflict if state B is a high power type. Once the costs of conflict or the probability

14For these simulations, ✏B = .2 and ✏ = �.2.

15The di↵erences between average conflict and average prestige payo↵s become only more pronounced

when additional time periods were added to the model.
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of meeting a high power type player increases above .7, states are no longer willing to

risk making a high demand because of the high likelihood and the high costs of potential

conflict; in these cases, the frequency of conflict in the international system drops to zero.

The e↵ect of varying the values of ✏ and ✏ had a similar impact on average conflict payo↵s,

with states playing the conflict strategy becoming increasingly unwilling to risk conflict by

making a high demand as the potential range of military capability for player B increased.16

Model 1b: Evolutionary Dynamics of Prestige Strategies

In addition to understanding how prestige strategies perform within static populations, we

are also interested in the likelihood that prestige strategies are able to emerge and spread

within a population dominated by conflict players. In order to develop an understanding

of how the distribution of strategies in the population changes over time as a function of

the costs of conflict and the initial distributions of strategic types in the system, a learning

stage was added to the Model 1a. At the end of each round, one player is selected to assess

the relative fitness of its strategy in light of payo↵s received in recent interactions by both

conflict and prestige players. The state adopts the strategy which has produced the highest

16To test model robustness, power and prestige were both assigned at the beginning of the game using an

exponential distribution of power and prestige, a potentially more realistic capture of how these variables

are distributed among states in any given time period. The results were not substantively altered by this

change in distribution.
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Figure 2: Convergence by Strategy, Varying Initial Frequencies
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average payo↵ over the last 10 rounds of play for each strategic type.17 All other aspects

of the model, including the rules of state interactions and payo↵ updating remain as in the

model described above.

Five hundred trials of this dynamic model were run for 500 time periods at various

parameterizations and with di↵erent initial distributions of strategies in the population. In

all trials of the model, the population converged to either all prestige players or all conflict

players. The percentage of trials that converged to each strategic type given di↵erent initial

frequencies of the two strategies in the population is illustrated in Figure 2. The graph

shows the frequency of convergence to each strategy within each set of 500 trials as a

17States only update their type when there are at least 3 data points representing recent payo↵s for both

strategic types. Otherwise, they maintain their existing strategy.
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function of varying the initial frequency of prestige players in the population from .05 to

.9 and with the costs of conflict at .1 and the probability that a conflict player would be

a high power type at .4.18 We see that the population converged to all prestige players

40% of the time when the initial population of prestige types in the system was only 5%.

As the initial population increases, so does the frequency with which the system converges

to all prestige types. Populations initially consisting of 90% of prestige players converged

to all prestige players roughly 75% of the time, suggesting that it is relatively less likely

that conflict players are successfully able to invade a population of prestige players than

the reverse.

While each run of the model leads to the convergence of one of the two strategic types

in this model, these figures also illustrate a notable amount of variability in the outcomes

for each set of variable values. If playing a prestige strategy advantages players at a certain

set of parameters, why would the system converge to prestige in only a fraction of the

trials? The variation is in part a result of path dependence within each run of the model.

When prestige players, for instance, are infrequently represented in the initial population,

they are initially chosen to interact less frequently with other prestige players and therefore

receive fewer advantageous prestige payo↵s.

Variability also depends, however, on the initial distribution of power of the actors

playing each strategic type. While power and prestige are distributed uniformly and ran-

18Again, the values of ✏ and ✏ were held at .2 and -.2 respectively.
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domly, there can be significant di↵erence in the average power and the range of power

among those playing a strategy that is initially represented by only a small fraction within

the population and these di↵erences can impact the rates of convergence in each run of

the model. Logistic regression analysis was performed to assess the correlation between

initial distributions of both prestige and power in the initial population as well as the the

largest individual measures of power and prestige in the system with the likelihood that the

system converges to conflict or prestige outcomes. The analysis shows a statistically and

substantively significant relationship between the di↵erence in average power among the

initial conflict players and the average of power of the prestige players. Though power is

distributed randomly in the population, power is often not distributed randomly between

the two types when the initial population of either type is very small. Increasing the dif-

ference between the initial average power of conflict players and that of prestige players

increases the odds of the system converging to the conflict strategy eight-fold (p = .015).

The initial di↵erences in the average prestige of both strategic types does not significantly

correlate however with the likelihood of convergence onto either strategic type.

Model 1c: The E↵ect of Connectivity

The dynamic model above assumes that all players have an equal chance of interacting

with all others in any round, regardless of their strategic type. We can easily imagine

however that those playing prestige strategies would be more likely to interact with other
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prestige players than they would be to interact with conflict players; we can also imagine

that these varying rates of interaction might impact how often a prestige strategy is able

to successfully invade a population of conflict types.19 In order to assess the impact of the

degree of connectivity on the rates of convergence to each strategic type, links between

players that evolved over the course of each trial were added to the dynamic model above.

States are able to interact only with other states with whom they are linked. In all time

periods and in all runs, all players of each strategic type were connected to all other players

of their strategic type. Each prestige player was also then linked to a fraction x of the total

number of conflict players in any given time period. This degree of connectivity across

strategic type was varied from 0 to 1 within an initial population of 10% prestige players

in the population. The model was again run for 500 trials for each set of parameters,

with costs of conflict of .1 and the probability of high power types at .3. The results are

presented in Figure 3.

We see that prestige players are more easily able to invade conflict populations as the

probability that they are paired with other prestige players increases. They are best able

19This increase in interaction could be understood as stemming from the greater likelihood of forming

alliances with like strategic types and then engaging in joint ventures that require coordination. It could

also be possible that prestige players prefer to engage more with other prestige players because of the

relative advantages of doing so or that states of like type are more likely to be geographically proximate

to like types who they interact with more. See Fordham and Asal (2007) and Cederman and Gleditsch

(2004).
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Figure 3: Convergence by Strategy, Varying Connectivity
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to invade a population of conflict players when they interact only amongst themselves. In

this case, when the degree of connectivity is 0, the prestige strategy successfully invades a

population dominated by 90% of conflict players in 100% of trials. As the number of links

with conflict players increases and with it the probability that prestige players and conflict

players will interact increases, the likelihood of prestige convergence decreases.mThe case

in which the degree of connectivity is 1 equates to the model 1b above in which all states

have connections to all others and in this case, as above, the system converges to prestige

strategies in roughly 40% of the trials.

Discussion of Model I

These baseline models have shown the conditions under which the non-optimizing strategy

of allowing outcomes to be settled by relative prestige outperforms conflict strategies in
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which states optimize their payo↵s given their knowledge about the costs of conflict and

the distribution of high or low power types in the system. The outcomes settled on within

each interaction can be thought of as the division of an actual good or as a measure of the

relative influence of the two interacting states. As described in chapter 2, influence can be

arrived at through the threat or use of coercion or can be acquired through the possession

of characteristics that enough states in the international system collectively deem to be

valuable and prestigious enough that they merit respect. These models have shown that

states which allow relative prestige to decide relative influence often outperform states that

rely purely on coercion or the threat thereof to decide relative influence. This is despite

the fact that states adhering to relative prestige hierarchies often forego benefits they could

obtain from making high demands of others and despite the fact that prestige and power in

this model are distributed independently. Prestige hierarchies and the hierarchy of military

capabilities are often correlated of course. The current model however shows that states can

do better by allowing hierarchies that have nothing at all to do with the underlying structure

of power and military capabilities but which rely on socially constructed hierarchies to

dictate outcomes.

The intuition of this model rests on the uncertainty involved in direct conflict. Given

that prestige is a subjective measure rooted in the second-order beliefs of a social grouping,

prestige hierarchies, by definition, entail less uncertainty than do power hierarchies which

can only be established for certain through direct conflict between players. This is not
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to say there might not be competing notions of the prestige hierarchy. Some states may

believe that they have been judged too low within the prestige hierarchy and may wish to

contest their rank. But the rank should be more or less known by all.20 Of course, one

could say that there would be relatively high agreement on rankings of relative power as

well. But, unless observers have witnessed the frequent use of power and the outcomes of

direct conflict, these rankings can only be based on assessments of other factors and not

actually on how well states would do in direct confrontation. While military investment or

GNP may correlate strongly with military capability, a significant amount of uncertainty

in conflict outcomes resides in unobservable factors such as relative resolve and the e�cacy

of military organization and decision-making.

The dynamic models provide insight into when prestige-based outcomes are most likely

to invade and become dominant within the international system. As the prestige model

suggests, this is most likely to occur when conflict states are most likely to end up fighting

and paying the costs. In the case of this model, this happens when the costs of conflict are

low enough such that states risk making high demands which could lead to costly conflict.

Once the costs or certainty of conflict becomes too high, states will never engage in conflict

because they will never make risky demands. If prestige states are able to control who they

interact with or if geographic proximity for instance acts as a constraint on the types of

20Alcock and Newcombe (1970) presents a survey of individuals asked to rank states according to their

prestige. They find a high degree of consistency amongst these rankings.
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other players they interact with, prestige players are able to do exceptionally well and to

easily take over a population. Additionally, a population of prestige players is relatively

stable, with conflict players rarely able to successfully invade a population of prestige play-

ers when they have few cross-strategy interactions.

Model 2: Prestige Investments

The set of models above looked at the conditions under which allocating influence in ac-

cordance with prestige hierarchies provided an advantage over settling influence hierarchies

through the threat of force and coercion. We now turn to the conditions under which states

have an incentive to pay costs to invest in their prestige. This model builds on the baseline

model described above, but allows for states playing prestige strategies to augment their

absolute prestige over time through investments in prestige goods.

The first version of this model presents a pared down assessment of when actors in

a population of all prestige players will choose to pay costs given that their interactions

result in the payo↵s described in Model 1 above - each state obtains a share of a one-

unit good in proportion to their relative prestige within the interacting dyad. States are

chosen to interact randomly in each time period. Unlike in the model above, however,

prestige is allowed to accrue over the course of the trial. Prior to the interaction in each

round, all states in the population participate in an investment round in which they make

a calculation about whether or not to invest in prestige. This calculation is made by
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comparing the payo↵ they would get in an interaction with a player of average prestige in

this round if they invest in their prestige versus what they would get if they do not choose

to invest. Their expectation about the average prestige outcome in the current round is

based on the distribution of prestige in the system in the last round of the game. The

cost of a prestige investment is the same for all players and is subtracted from a state’s

cumulative payo↵s when a state chooses to invest. The model assumes that the boost that

each state gets from a prestige investment is the same for all players in each round and is

a proportion of the average amount of prestige in the system. The prestige boost exists in

the range from [0, 1
x

* total-prestige] with x 2 (0, 1].21

The model was run for 500 trials with a fixed population of 10 prestige actors and at

varying values of the cost of prestige investment. We can think of this small population

as the group of states in the international system who are competing for elite prestige or

who are competing for access into the great power club. The total number of prestige

investors in each time period was calculated and the results are reported in Figure 4.

Four patterns of prestige investment emerge as a function of di↵erent costs of prestige

investment. The graph on the left in Figure 4 illustrates these patterns; the graph on the

right provides information about the relative prestige of the states choosing to invest in a

21The range of costs of investment which impacted outcomes was dependent on the value of x and the

prestige boost received from an investment. The four patterns described below were maintained for all

values of prestige boost with di↵ering ranges of cost.
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Figure 4: Prestige Investments Over Time
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given time period. Specifically, it shows the average prestige of prestige investors relative

to the average prestige of non-investors in each time period.

In the graph on the left, we see with the dark blue line that when the cost of investment

is relatively low, all states will have an incentive to invest in prestige in every time period.22

The red line shows on the left illustrates a medium cost range when not all prestige players

have an incentive to invest in every round, instead with only a few investing at first and the

number increasing over time until all states eventually become investors. A slightly higher

range of costs of investment produce yet another unique investment pattern. In the case of

‘medium-high’ costs as represented by the light blue line, we see that the number of investors

22As an example, in the case that the boost provided by a prestige investment was .01 * total-prestige,

all states chose to invest when costs were between [0, .03]. Medium costs in this example are between

(.03, .06]. Medium-high costs are between (.06, .1] and high costs between (.1, .4).
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rises to its peak in the first round and then declines over time, eventually resulting in an

alternative pattern in which a fluctuating fraction of states invest in prestige. Finally, when

the costs of investment are in the high range, we see, as demonstrated by the purple line

on the left, that fewer actors invest, again the lowest prestige states in the system, thereby

increasing the average prestige of the population and decreasing the range of the distribution

of prestige. When costs are high, however, this increase in average prestige is not su�cient

to incentivize states with higher prestige to pay the costs for prestige investments. Once

the lower prestige states have decreased the range of the prestige distribution a su�cient

amount through their initial prestige investments, no states have any further incentive to

invest.

The graph on the right shows the average prestige of those states choosing to invest

relative to the prestige of non-investors in the system over 10 time periods. The red line

shows the average relative prestige of investors when the costs of prestige investment are in

the medium range. The line shows that the states making investments in early rounds are

those with the lowest prestige in the population. The e↵ect on a state’s relative prestige

of a boost in prestige depends on the state’s existing levels of prestige relative to others.

Thus, low prestige states receive the greatest marginal benefit from a prestige boost. Early

investments by these low prestige states increase the incentive for higher prestige states

to invest over time as their relative prestige declines in relation to the average prestige in

the population. We see that the player with the highest prestige has the least incentive to
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invest, choosing to invest in prestige only after those with lower prestige have invested and

have thereby caused a decline in the largest state’s relative prestige. When the costs of

investment are su�ciently low, all states have an incentive to continue investing indefinitely.

The light blue on the right shows the average relative prestige of investors when costs of

investment are higher. Again, it is the low prestige states that have an incentive to make

early investments, even when few others are investing. As the low prestige states invest, the

average prestige in the system increases and the range of the prestige distribution decreases,

with those higher prestige players maintain their absolute prestige positions. As the range

of prestige narrows, two groups form, with their prestige grouped at opposite ends of this

prestige range. These two groups then alternate in making prestige investment indefinitely,

with the prestige investment of the lower prestige group increasing their prestige above that

of the non-investing group and giving the now-lower prestige group incentive to invest.

Result: Incentives to Invest

It can also be demonstrated formally that a state with lower prestige will be more willing to

pay a cost to invest in prestige than will a di↵erent higher prestige state or the same state

with higher prestige. To show this, we find the cut point of the cost of investment, c⇤, at

which states are indi↵erent between investing in prestige and not investing. If we assume

that costs of investment can vary, then we can show that a cut point exists above which

states will choose not to invest. Let b 2 [0,1) be the boost player’s receive to their prestige
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when making an investment. Assume an n-player population in which the prestige of others

is represented by x

i

and a given player’s prestige is represented by s, where the prestige of

all players is greater than zero. A player then in expectation receives the following utility

in interactions with prestige players when making an investment in their own prestige:
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A player will be indi↵erent between investing and not investing when the cost of investing
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Taking the derivative of the cost of investment with respect to prestige, we get:
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We see that the sign of the derivative is negative and therefore that the value of investment

costs at which states will be indi↵erent between investing in prestige and not investing in

prestige will decrease as prestige increases. This result indicates that when a state loses

prestige, its cut point will move to the left, meaning that the state will be willing to spend

more to get a boost in its prestige than a state with relatively high prestige or than the

same state with higher prestige in a previous round.
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Discussion of Model II

This model illustrates two key points about how prestige may function in the international

system. First, it provides insight into which states will be the most likely to invest in

prestige. Those states with relatively lower prestige than others within a reference group

will have a greater incentive to invest in boosting their prestige than do those states at the

top of the hierarchy who are most interested in preserving the prestige quo at the lowest cost

to themselves. The model also illustrates that states who lose prestige will have a greater

incentive to invest. As discussed in chapter 2, such a decline in prestige may result from an

external shock which calls a state’s prestige and influence into question. An external shock

might be experiencing a humiliating event that causes one’s prestige to be questioned in

the eyes of others. As Chapter 4 will demonstrate, the loss of territory is an example of

an international humiliation which calls states’ prestige into question. Chapter 4 provides

statistical evidence that such incidents make states more likely engage in prestige-seeking

behavior than states whose prestige has not su↵ered a decline.

The second key point which the model demonstrates are the conditions under which

prestige investments by a single actor are likely to escalate into competitions for prestige

in which the valuation of the item being competed over is determined by beliefs about how

much others want it rather than by an individual’s valuation of the item itself. As the

model shows, as one state’s prestige increases, the relative prestige of other states declines.

This increases the incentive of states confronted with a relative decline in prestige to match
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the prestige investments of the initial investors with their own. Thus, the decision to invest

or not is dependent on the investment decisions of others. As the number of investors

increases, the average prestige in the population eventually increases to the point at which

high prestige states decide it is worth it to pay costs to invest or risk losing their position as

high prestige states. Again, we see why the state with the highest prestige has an incentive

to wait until a su�cient subset of lower prestige players have boosted their prestige before

being willing to pay the cost to boost their own.

Both of these dynamics are born out in the cases of prestige competition during the

Scramble for Africa and the nuclear arms race in the later 1960s, as will be discussed in

chapters 5 and 6. In both cases, a lower prestige state makes investments in prestige goods

which initiated the competition; the state with the highest prestige had the least incentive

to invest, choosing to do so only after the investments of others presented a su�cient

challenge to its place within the prestige hierarchy. In the case of the Scramble for Africa,

we also see that the incentive for France to invest in its prestige increased following its

humiliating defeat and loss of territory in the Franco-Prussian war. Following this loss,

France became adamant about reclaiming its prior position within the prestige hierarchy

and went about doing so by investing in territorial acquisition in northern Africa. Britain,

the most prestigious state at the time, felt that it was dragged reluctantly into the prestige

competition in Africa only after successful cases of French and German colonial acquisition.

In a similar way, the Soviet Union decided to engage in a direct challenge of US prestige
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by committing to balance the prestigious strategic arsenal of the United States. Only after

the USSR grew successful in their prestige bid did the United States commit to matching

the investments of the Soviets. Also in both cases, once the race for prestige arose, the

participating states had an incentive to invest indefinitely to prevent others below them

from eroding their prestige. In many cases of races for prestige, investments are curtailed

only once the entire resource being competed over is depleted or acquired or once the

competing parties reach an agreement limiting amounts of investment, as occurred with

SAL treaties between the US and Soviets during the nuclear arms race.

Also of note in the model is that prestige investors are choosing to pay costs to invest in

prestige at the detriment to their immediate interests. They are choosing to invest in items

that may have no direct and immediate material or strategic value to them and which,

as long as enough others in the system are investing, they have incentive to pay costs for

indefinitely. Failure to do so could result in allowing their relative prestige and thereby their

influence to decline over the long term. This dynamic is similar in some respects to that

defined by the security dilemma in which states respond to others’ investments in military

capability in order to avoid allowing their relative power to decline and undermining their

security. In the case of the security dilemma, states may feel forced to match the investments

or actions of others because of their uncertainty about whether investing states are acting

for defensive or o↵ensive purposes. In this way, conflict or competitive investments in power

may arise despite state intentions. International races for prestige as modeled here however
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involve states paying costs that detract from their immediate security. Additionally, it is

assumed that states accurately perceive that others are making investments in order to

accrue prestige by definition at the expense of others.

It is also worth noting that the cost of investment in this model is the same for all states.

A state’s decision in this model to invest in prestige goods does not provide information

about whether the state is of a certain type. This distinguishes the current version of the

model from models in which ine�cient or suboptimal investments can be understood as

displays of conspicuous consumption that serve as costly signals of di↵erential prestige and

quality.23 Here, di↵erential incentives to invest are not dependent on the underlying ability

to pay costs but on the fact that the boost that a state receives from an investment depends

on the numbers of others investing in prestige or the amount of their total investment. This

is not to say that the ability to pay di↵erential costs to acquire prestige goods or to make

a display of ability does not distinguish higher prestige actors from lower prestige actors.

As argued in chapter two, states often make investments in prestige specifically for the

sake of distinguishing themselves from those of lower prestige. It is simply to show that

di↵erential costs need not be the driving force for seemingly ine�cient prestige investments.

Model III: Evolutionary Dynamics of prestige and Conflict

23See Gilady (2006), Neiman (1997), Smith and Bird (2000), Smith et al. (2003) and Bliege Bird et al.

(2001).
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A final version of the model incorporates both the decision by prestige players to invest

in their prestige, interaction with conflict players, and social learning based on the ten

most recent payo↵s by strategy. The goals of the model are to develop an understanding

of the conditions under which the prestige investment strategy described in Model II is

able to invade a population of conflict players and to develop an understanding of how the

cost of prestige investments and the relative costs of conflict and prestige impact how the

distribution of types in the population evolves over time.

This model builds upon the exact features of Models I and II presented above. In each

round, one prestige player is selected randomly to calculate whether or not it wants to

invest in its prestige. This decision to invest is made as described in Model II, with the

state making a rational calculation of the outcome it can expect from a prestige interaction

against an average prestige player with and without a boost in its prestige. The boost in

prestige obtained is the equivalent to .5 times the average prestige of prestige players in the

population in a given round. Two players are then randomly selected from the population

to divide a one-unit item. As in the baseline model above, if the interaction involves at least

one conflict player, there is a chance the dyad will engage in conflict, both paying a cost. If

two prestige players interact, they divide the unit according to their relative prestige. The

payo↵s are as described above. Finally, one random player is then selected to decide if it

will maintain its strategy or adopt the opposing strategy. This decision is based on which

strategic type has produced the higher payo↵s on average in its last 10 interactions. Unlike
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in the models above, the power of states also accrues over time. In addition to receiving

an increase in their payo↵s equivalent to their proportion of the one-unit item, players

engaged in a conflict interaction receive the equivalent amount added to their power which

accumulates over the course of the trial.

Results

This model was run 500 times for 500 time periods with an initial population of prestige

players set at 10% and with varying values of cost of conflict, cost of prestige investments,

and degrees of connectivity between the two strategic types. The model converged to one

of the two strategic types in every trial of the model. Figure 5 illustrates the percentage

of the 500 runs which converged fully to prestige strategies as a function of the cost of

prestige investments on the x axis and as a function of the degree of connectivity between

prestige actors and conflict actors, as represented by the four colored lines.24 The model

was run with 10%, 30%, 50% and 100% of connections between the strategic types and

was run at costs of prestige investment ranging from 0 to .2. The brackets above the graph

also indicate the average number of prestige investors present in each trial that resulted

in prestige convergence. We see that when the costs of prestige investment are low, more

than 80% of players on average are investing in prestige at the end of the game. As the

costs of prestige increase, the number of investors drops to less than 10%.

The graph demonstrates the following facts about the dynamics of prestige strategies

24The cost of conflict was held constant at .1 and the probability of meeting a high power type was .3.
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Figure 5: Convergence Towards Prestige As Function of Initial Distributions
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over time. As we would expect, given results in the previous models, prestige strategies

are most likely to successfully invade a population of conflict players when the degree of

connectivity between strategic types is lowest. Here we also see that prestige convergence

is slightly less likely when states playing prestige strategies are also paying costs to engage

in intra-strategic prestige competitions. When the costs of prestige investment are low, all

low prestige states will be willing to pay them early on, forcing states with higher prestige

to also eventually invest in the competition. All prestige players then pay a cost for prestige

competition that makes them less e↵ective in their competition with conflict players. As

the costs of prestige investment increase, all states remain willing to pay costs for the

competition but also su↵er more against conflict types. This is represented by the dip in
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the frequency of convergence around c = .05. As costs of prestige investment continue to

rise, few prestige states are still willing to invest in the competition with other prestige

players, making the prestige population as a group more e↵ective against conflict players.

Results of additional trials also indicated that increasing the cost of conflict impacts

the frequency of convergence as we might expect given results of earlier models. As the

cost of conflict increases, fewer players in a conflict interaction are willing to risk making

a high demand and potentially ending up in a costly conflict. The probability of conflict

therefore decreases with its costs with the result of increasing average conflict payo↵s and

consequently the frequency of trials that converge to all conflict players. The impact of

this increase in success for conflict strategies is low however. Increasing the cost of conflict

to .4, for instance, while keeping the frequency of high power types in the system at .3, has

the impact of increasing the frequency of trials which converge to conflict by roughly 7%

across the board. The general patterns of convergence reported in Figure 5 hold in this

instance.

The conditions under which a population of prestige players could be invaded by conflict

players were also investigated. The model was run for 500 trials with the initial frequency of

conflict players representing 10% and 20% of the total population. In only 2% of the trials

at either initial frequency level were conflict players able to invade a population dominated

by prestige strategies, indicating the stability of a population of prestige players.

In conclusion, this model shows that the incentive for individuals to pay the cost of
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prestige investments and receive lower payo↵s in order to increase or maintain their out-

comes against other prestige players comes at the cost of their average performance against

the population of conflict players. Nevertheless, prestige strategies are able to invade popu-

lations of conflict players in a high number of trials when there are constraints about what

strategic types they interact with. Without these limits on connectivity, prestige players

are still able to invade conflict populations somewhere between 30 and 40% of the time.

Conclusion

In addition to laying out the conditions under which prestige strategies are most likely

to emerge and spread within the international system, the models have illustrated the

following key points about prestige and races for prestige which are relevant to the material

presented in later chapters. First, state interests are often constructed by the interests of

other states in the system or in their reference group. That state behavior is reactionary is

not an unfamiliar dynamic within international relations. Both the security dilemma and

realist theories about the balance of power and relative gains suggest that state investments

in military capabilities will often be driven by the decisions of others to invest in their

military capabilities, whether the investments by others are motivated by defensive or

o↵ensive intentions. In these conceptions, states desire to match the investments of others

in order to maintain their security and out of fear of what others might do to them if they

become increasingly vulnerable. In the case of prestige investments, states will match the
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investments of others because they do not want to lose a voice in the international system.

While having a voice and influence over international outcomes can certainly translate into

enhanced security, I argue and show in later chapters that state desires for influence are

often motivated by the psychological attractions of being perceived as influential often more

so than they are by the desire for the resulting security.25

Second, states are often willing to make investments in prestige which they wouldn’t

have otherwise at a cost to their immediate security. Unlike in the case of competitions

over military capabilities in which state investments contribute directly to their security,

prestige goods often provide little inherent security or material value and instead come

at a cost to those involved in the prestige competition. As we will see in the cases of

both the Scramble for Africa and the nuclear arms race for parity, the focal points of the

competitions, territory in the first case and strategic arsenals in the second, were deemed

to be of little material or security value by the states making the investments. Instead,

the value of the items was endogenous to the competition in that they lay in the degree

to which other states invested in them. The more that others invested, the greater the

incentive for others to invest.

As the models also show, however, it is not the costs of the goods that necessarily drive

25As we will see in later chapters, the rhetoric surrounding prestige investments often makes explicit that

states desire influence for reasons unrelated to security concerns but because they want to be influential.

See Ambrosio (2005) and Kinsella and Chima (2001).
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state investments in them. While other models of prestige have shown that prestige goods

are often pursued as costly signals of competitive ability or other characteristics that a social

group might find valuable and prestigious, the models here focus on the fact that states do

not have to distinguish themselves in their ability to pay costs that others cannot in order

to be willing to make prestige investments. As will be shown, the intention of prestige

investors is often to distinguish themselves from those within the ranks below them. It

is also possible however that states demonstrate their prestige by showing that they are

able to engage in an act without having to pay a cost simply because they are su�ciently

influential that others allow them to do things to enrich or shore up their prestige.

These models also provide insight into which states will be most likely to pursue prestige.

Those states with less prestige or those states that have recently lost prestige will be more

likely to invest than those with higher prestige. This suggests that past events that called

into question a state’s existing prestige has the potential to shape future state behavior in

ways that have previously unaccounted for in the literature.26 Those states at the top of

the prestige hierarchy will have the least incentive to pursue prestige since they prefer the

status quo. They will invest only once they perceive that a su�cient amount of investment

has been made by other states that its position in the prestige hierarchy can successfully be

challenged. Prestigious states whose positions are challenged by investments made by those

26It is this e↵ect of past humiliations and potential prestige decline on future state-seeking behavior that

will be the subject of the next chapter.
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beneath them will have a significant incentive to match the prestige investment. Once the

investment has been matched, the initial investor then has an incentive to invest a higher

amount, leading to an escalation in investments that is driven not by each state’s individual

desire for the good but indirectly by the amount the other investing states are willing to

invest.
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Chapter Four:

When Do States Seek Prestige? The E↵ect of Humiliation on Conquest

In 1881, thirty-four years after its last act of territorial expansion into Africa, French

leaders decided to invest in a new imperial mission to spread French influence in Africa,

starting with Tunisia. What motivated this decision to expand? International relations

theory o↵ers numerous possible explanations for this act of conquest. Standard realist

conceptions would have us believe that France was motivated by security concerns - France

expanded into Tunisia because of the economic and strategic gains it believed it could

acquire there and because of the possibility that these gains would translate into enhanced

security for the French state.1 Another common explanation roots the motivation for

conquest in domestic politics, with some scholars arguing that decisions about conquest

are driven by the interest of internal domestic factions and others arguing that leaders

attempt to raise their popularity ratings, possibly to divert the public from economic or

civil unrest, with popular acts of nationalist expansion.2 Detailed analysis of the case

of French expansion into Tunisia however shows that neither of these rationales were at

play. The French, with their knowledge of north African resources established during

their reign in Algeria, did not expect to find significant economic or material resources in

1See Mearsheimer (2003), Waltz (1979) among others.

2See Snyder (1991) and Tir (2010). Also Pickering and Kisangani (2005).
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Tunisia. In fact, French explorers with knowledge of the arid region remarked that the

only thing ‘plentiful in the desert was air.’3 Additionally, Tunisian annexation was not

popular among the French masses. French leaders had to engage in an active political and

media campaign to create public enthusiasm for Tunisian expansion after the annexation

had already occurred.4

What then explains this important case of territorial expansion, a case which con-

tributed significantly to the start of the Scramble for Africa and the conquest of 95% of the

African continent over a 15-year period?5 This chapter argues that this case and many oth-

ers cases of coercive territorial expansion should be understood as acts of prestige-seeking

and that these instances of prestige-seeking become more likely once a state experiences an

international humiliation which calls its prestige into question. In the case of the French an-

nexation of Tunisia, for instance, France was motivated not by immediate security concerns

but by the humiliation France had su↵ered with its loss of Alsace-Lorraine to Germany ten

years before. This loss was perceived as a deep humiliation which left the French people

emotionally scarred and French leaders fearing a decline in French prestige and a subse-

quent loss of France’s influence in the international system. This fear of demotion led

3Roberts (1963, p. 177).

4As will be discussed, the French masses largely focused on the e↵ort to regain the lost territories of

Alsace and Lorraine and felt that expansion into Tunisia was an unnecessary diversion.

5For connections between French expansion in Tunisia and the Scramble for Africa more generally, see

Sanderson (1974).
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France to demonstrate its ability to take territory on the northern shores of Africa at rela-

tively low cost. The argument that past humiliating behavior shapes state policy stands in

contrast to standard realist theory which largely discounts the impact that past humiliat-

ing experiences have on future decisions to act aggressively, more commonly arguing that

state behavior is driven largely by current calculations involving the balance of power and

interests.6

This chapter explores the impact that past humiliation has on future decisions to seek

prestige. As discussed in Chapter 2, theories of prestige-seeking in international relations

have largely left unexplored when exactly we would expect prestige-seeking behavior by

states. Social psychologists have argued that individuals are more likely to seek to reestab-

lish their social position when their self-concept is challenged or called into question.7 As

applied to states in the international system, we would expect those whose high self-concept

has been challenged to be more likely to engage in actions aimed at maintaining their social

position. Such a challenge to a state’s self-concept might occur as a result of some event

such as loss in conflict or it may result from more direct challenges from other states that

choose to ignore the state’s interests. This chapter looks in particular at the impact that

coerced territorial loss might have on a state’s self-concept and its subsequent behavior.

Through both case analysis and quantitative analysis of an expanded and completely

6See Waltz (1979), Press (2005), and Mearsheimer (2003).

7See Baumeister et al. (1996)and Bushman et al. (1998).
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recoded dataset on territorial change, the chapter presents a test of the hypothesis that

humiliating incidents like the loss of territory through coercive means increase the prob-

ability that states engage in prestige-seeking behavior such as conquest or annexation in

the future.8 I find that experiencing a humiliating territorial loss through conquest or an-

nexation raises the probability that a state will attempt a coercive territorial gain in the

future by 153%. This result maintains when controlling for balance of power and security

variables such as recent territorial gains by regional competitors, relative capabilities, and

the total degree of territorial change in the international system. This increased probability

of attempted coercive gains also extends beyond attempts to regain the recently lost terri-

tory and additionally exists not only in the few years immediately following the territorial

loss but in fact decades into the future. In contrast, when territory is lost as a result of

a voluntary agreement which does not result in national humiliation, there is no signifi-

cant impact on subsequent foreign policy decisions about expansion. These results strongly

suggest that state behavior is motivated not only by current security calculations but is

also significantly motivated by what has happened in the past. Events which generated

a state of humiliation will cause states to behave more aggressively then they might have

otherwise.

I hypothesize that this increase in rates of attempted conquest after a humiliating

8‘Annexation’ di↵ers from ‘conquest’ in that, while coercion and threat may have been implied, it was

not applied or used.
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loss is driven not by economic interests but by a desire for emotional satisfaction achieved

through revenge-seeking and by a desire to maintain and augment international prestige.

Analysis of the case of French expansion in Tunisia also calls into question the likelihood

that such cases can be explained by domestic factors such as diversionary tactics or bids for

national popularity. As the results show, while prestige concerns following a humiliating loss

are not the sole motivators of territorial acquisition, they do explain far more territorial

change than international relations theory has accounted for can not be understood in

strictly material terms.

The chapter proceeds as follows. In the first section, I present a theory of humiliation

and draw implications from the theory about which states will be most likely to seek

coercive territorial gains. After laying out a set of primary hypotheses, I explore and

define hypotheses related to alternative explanations of territorial gains, particularly those

logics rooted in material and security concerns. Third, I describe the data on territorial

change and define the variables employed. Results of a statistical test of the impact of

coercive territorial loss on the likelihood of future gains are then presented. Following the

statistical analysis, I return to the case of French expansion at the end of the 19th century

to demonstrate that the primary and persistent mechanism driving French decisions was

indeed a sense of national humiliation and a desire to recapture French great power prestige.

I conclude with a discussion of how these results apply to state behavior in the current day.
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Humiliation and International Politics

Structural theories in international relations conceive of state behavior as driven largely by

immediate security concerns and current assessments of relative capabilities and interests.

Waltz (1979) asserts that self-interested states respond to immediate structural imperatives

to balance or bandwagon against possible threats in order to ensure their security.9 Press

(2005) argues that leaders, in determining the credibility of another state, focus on the

“here and now” and not on an adversary’s past behavior.10 Such conceptions have largely

ignored the role that past experiences, especially humiliating past experiences, may have

on future state behavior.11

Other scholars have argued that states are ultimately concerned about how their

strength and credibility are perceived by other states in the system. Thomas Schelling, for

instance, has argued that “face,” by which he means a state’s credibility or its reputation

9O↵ensive realist theory is also set in the present, with states permanently engaged in an unrelenting,

o↵ensive pursuit of power whenever they have the military and economic means to do so. See Mearsheimer

(2003).

10Press (2005, p. 1).

11There are a few important exceptions in the IR literature that explore ways that the past influences

future behavior. Leng (1983) looks at failure in past rounds of conflict bargaining and argues that states

that failed to obtain their objectives will be more aggressive in the future. Huth (1988) argues that states

when states were ‘bullied’ in past rounds of bargaining, that future e↵orts at extended deterrence will likely

fail.
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for action, is “one of the few things worth fighting over.”12 In this conception, those states

that have been made to look weak or to be lacking in resolve in the past might engage in

actions in the future aimed at demonstrating their strength or their willingness to pay high

costs in order to keep a promise or back up a threat. A failure to do so would leave these

states vulnerable due to their decreased ability to deter security threats.

I argue that past humiliations should be incorporated into our understanding of how

past experience shapes future state policy and that humiliations can have a unique impact

on state behavior because of their impact on assessments of state prestige. Just as we believe

that individuals’ responses to circumstances are shaped in part by their past experiences, I

argue that the history of a state’s violent interactions with others likely shapes its present

and future in ways that have been unaccounted for in our theories of state behavior.

The role that humiliation plays in shaping international a↵airs has recently received

renewed attention among international relations scholars exploring the relationship between

emotions and state behavior.13 Intentional acts of humiliation, those acts intended to

debase or degrade an individual or group, have been connected to increased levels of socio-

political violence at the individual level within contemporary politics.14 Additionally, a

12Schelling (1966). Mercer (2009) has argued on the other hand that reputation is not worth fighting

for.

13See Möısi (2007), Callahan (2004).

14See Saurette (2006) focuses on the role that George Bush’s humiliation during 9/11 played in shaping

the American response. Lindner (2006) also focuses on humiliation as the ‘putting down and holding down’
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state of national humiliation has been connected to acts of revenge rooted in a desire for

the emotional satisfaction obtained from punishing the punisher.15 In this conception, the

degree of humiliation a state feels, following defeat in conflict for instance, will correlate

with the degree of violence they inflict on the state that intentionally or inadvertently

caused their humiliation. The analysis of humiliation presented here focuses on the impact

of a state of humiliation rather than on intentional acts of humiliation. I define humiliation

as the belief that one’s position has been lowered in the eyes of others and that this lower

estimation will result in a decline in respect and deference. Because humiliation involves

beliefs about others beliefs, it is likely that there is at any given time a general consensus

among individuals or states about what events are likely to result in humiliation. This

makes it possible for the idea of “national humiliation” to be incorporated in political

discourse at the national level. A state may therefore feel humiliated even though another

state did not act with the express intent of humiliating it and even though it has not

yet su↵ered a decline in its international prestige.16 The state of humiliation may be

of some Other. Wolf (2011) perceives humiliation as an extreme form of disrespect in which an actor is

treated with less respect than that actor believes their prestige accords them.

15See Harkavy (2000) and Lowenheim and Heimann (2008).

16I argue that a state’s ability to ‘feel’ a particular emotion exists in so far as emotional reactions are

incorporated into public and political discourse within the state. The US experience in Vietnam, for

instance, has often been captured within American discourse as a national humiliation at both the popular

and the national level. For discussion on the plausibility of viewing the state in anthropomorphic terms,
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accompanied by negative emotional responses which drive the state to seek revenge on the

inflictor of their humiliation.17 The impact of humiliation also however logically extends

beyond this desire to avenge one’s self against one’s humiliator. Humiliated states fear

a decline of prestige and resulting influence resulting from other’s lowered estimations of

their abilities and their social position following the humiliating incident.18 These states

will therefore be likely to act in ways that seek to demonstrate their valued abilities and

their existing influence in the international system in order to shore up their ‘rightful

position’ in the international system and to forestall any decline in influence and prestige

that could result from others re-estimations.19 As will be shown below, a response aimed at

shoring up prestige may di↵er from a response intended to convey strength in that prestige

responses do not always involve the willingness to pay high costs. Prestige assertions aimed

at preventing prestige demotion seek to distinguish one’s position or abilities from those

see Wendt (2004) and Ringmar (1996).

17For the role of emotions in international politics, see Crawford (2000); Mercer (2005) and Ross (2006).

The dynamics of humiliation and counter-humiliation may be responsible for enduring rivalries over long

periods. See Saurette (2006) and Lowenheim and Heimann (2008).

18A growing literature has focused on the ways that a state’s desire to have their social identity recognized

a↵ects policy. See Murray (2010); Ringmar (2002); Wolf (2011).

19This is in keeping with our use of ‘humiliation’ at the individual level. An individual may be humiliated

by their her performance in a presentation, for instance, and may fear that observers will lower their

estimation and subsequently treat her with less respect. The humiliated individual may then work harder

than she might have otherwise in order to shape others’ perceptions of her abilities.
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with lower prestige and fewer capabilities. Such signals often do little to convey to potential

rivals useful information about relative strength or willingness to pay costs in conflict with

a more equally sized power.

Before turning to ways in which humiliated states may behave di↵erently than non-

humiliated states, it is important to first establish what types of events might count as

international humiliations. While the rigorous study of humiliation has largely been avoided

because of the seemingly ‘fuzzy’ and subjective nature of the state of humiliation, I argue

that we can make reasonable assumptions about the conditions most likely to generate

international humiliation.20 Defeat in conflict, the loss of territory, having membership to

an international organization denied, or having interests ignored by more powerful states,

for instance, could all be perceived as humiliating international events. Additionally, we

can assume that not all humiliating events are likely to humiliate equally and that intuitive

estimations can be made about relative degrees of humiliation resulting from events. For

instance, we can assume that a rapid defeat in conflict to a smaller or weaker opponent

would likely be more humiliating than would a long-drawn out battle with an equally-

sized adversary that ends in loss.21 In terms of territory, we can assume that territory lost

20Authors have cited the di�culty of measuring the subjective mindset of humiliation as cause for not

testing theories of humiliation all while acknowledging its significant impact on international behavior. See

Saurette (2006), Harkavy (2000) and Lebow (2008).

21There is evidence that France was far less humiliated, for instance, by its loss against many other

powers in the Napoleonic Wars after years of fighting than it was by its rapid loss to Prussia. Schivelbusch
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through coercion or annexation and a threat to use force would be far more humiliating than

would territory lost through more voluntary means such as mutual agreement or plebiscite.

States may also be humiliated by more direct estimations of their esteem in the system,

even if such events are less visible, such as being denied membership to an international

organization or having a bid for cooperation with a more influential state denied.22

While I argue that the impact of humiliation alters the future attitudes of all states,

I hypothesize that we are likely to see the largest degree of impact on great powers. The

elite states in the system are the primary holders of prestige and influence; they therefore

have the most to lose from a humiliating incident which they fear might lead to them being

downgraded out of the league of great powers, thereby rendering them less relevant in the

international system. They are also the states with the greatest capabilities to respond

to any emotional su↵ering or fears of decline they experience following humiliation. Thus,

while weaker states may desire to gain prestige after a humiliating loss, it is the great

powers that have the ability, for instance, to pursue non-contiguous territorial expansion

abroad following a humiliation.

The actions states choose to engage in while in a state of humiliation will be dictated

and Chase (2004).

22There is evidence that Germany occupied its first colonies in East Africa as a result of being ignored by

Britain in its request for joint action there. While this act of humiliation was not highly visible to others,

it provided Germany with a direct estimation of its esteem in Britain’s eyes. It chose to send Britain a

message about how it expected to be treated in the future by joining the colonial fray.
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by the variety of prestige symbols available in the international system at that time of

the humiliation, as well as by the states’ capabilities. States driven by a desire for emo-

tional satisfaction will likely aggressively target the state originally responsible for their

humiliation if they have the capabilities to do so. A state which has been humiliated

and fears a resulting decline in prestige will want to more generally display abilities that

others perceive to be valuable markers of prestige. As discussed, what is viewed to be a

key marker of prestige changes over time, providing evidence for the socially constructed

nature of such symbols. Colonial possessions were viewed to be highly prestigious towards

the end of the 19th century, for instance, but came to be viewed by the mid 20th century

as reprehensible. Some periods also o↵er more means to prestige than do others. Provided

they have the capability to do so, a state would like to demonstrate its prestige in as many

ways as possible concurrently - by acquiring nuclear weapons, initiating a space program,

and by asserting itself within international decision-making, for instance.23 States that

have recently experienced a humiliation however have often su↵ered a subsequent loss in

capabilities which limits their ability to pursue various avenues of prestige. Thus, while

states most likely prefer to demonstrate prestige in the manner in which they lost it, ie.

by defeating others if they have been defeated or by retrieving lost territory, they will also

fear further humiliation if they are unsuccessful. They will therefore either bide their time

until they are more certain of their success or will turn to other less risky and less costly

23Gilady (2006).
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paths of garnering prestige. In the case of territorial loss, for instance, we would expect

states to seek territorial gains from the state that just took territory from them. Fear of

potential failure and the surefire estimations of decline that might result, however, often

prevent humiliated states from targeting that state that humiliated them in their pursuit

of prestige. As will be shown in the empirical analysis below, states turn to the conquest of

other, less costly and less contended territories, often territories which hold little material

or strategic value for them, in e↵ort to convince others they remain both powerful enough

to project power abroad and influential enough to do so without being stopped by other

great powers.

Hypotheses about Territorial Expansion

The loss of territory through coercive means has been perceived by state leaders as a form

of national humiliation that can leave deep emotional scars on the national psyche and

which can leave state leaders believing they need to act in order to defend its current

prestige.24 The specific impact that coercive territorial loss has, however, on the way

the losing state behaves in the future has not been studied systematically. On the other

hand, that territorial acquisition has been perceived by leaders as means to enhanced

24Lord Salisbury noted, for instance that the French loss of Alsace-Lorraine would serve as a “constant

memorial of humiliation.” Quoted in Kennedy (1953, p. 71). A large literature also connects territorial

disputes to enduring rivalries and increased likelihoods of conflict. See Diehl (1999), Senese and Vasquez

(2003), Newman (2006), Huth and Allee (2003), Huth (1996), among others.
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international prestige during certain periods of international history has been established

within the literature.25

I argue that territorial loss should impact future state behavior and in particular state

attitudes towards coercive territorial gain. Territorial losses that occur through di↵erent

means, however, will not all have an equivalent impact on future attempts at coercive

territorial gains. While a great deal of territorial change over the last 200 years has re-

sulted from violence or the threat of violence, states often willingly engage in transfers

or exchanges of territory or agree for ongoing territorial disputes to be adjudicated by

third-party observers. If the theoretical argument above is correct, we would expect that

states that experience coercive loss to be more humiliated than states that haven’t lost

territory or than those that have lost territory through voluntary means. As a result of

this humiliation, we should expect that states will seek revenge on the state that has taken

its territory by aggressively retrieving its lost territory. We can also expect the humiliated

state to exhibit its capabilities and its international influence more generally by seeking

coercive gains at the expense of other states in the system as well. This logic leads to the

following hypotheses.

Hypothesis 1a: Experiencing a coercive territorial loss raises the probability

25Holsti (2004) has discussed the role of territory as a means of prestige, focusing on royal extensions of

domains in the 17th and 18th century, while Lebow (2008) has argued that territory continued to provide

prestige into the 19th century.
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that the losing state will attempt coercive territorial gains in the near future.

Hypothesis 1b: The increased probability of attempted gains will come at the

expense not just of the states responsible for the recent humiliation, but from

other states as well.

These future attempts at coercive territorial gains at the expense of other states will be

pursued because of what acquiring the territory symbolizes to others - that the state has

the capability and independence necessary to take territory without being prevented by

others, an ability that not all states have. The state should be treated accordingly as a

powerful state that must be allowed to participate in the shaping of international outcomes.

In contrast, we would expect that losses occurring through more voluntary means

to be much less humiliating for a losing state than losing territory through coercion and

therefore that voluntary losses would have very little impact on future attitudes towards

territorial gains, leading to the following hypothesis:

Hypothesis 2: Experiencing a voluntary territorial loss will have no significant

impact on the future probability of attempted territorial gains.

Also, in keeping with recent scholarship which has found evidence for the emergence of a

norm of territorial integrity since 1945 stigmatizing territorial expansion in the international

community, I predict that the correlation between past coercive loss and future coercive

gains holds only in the pre-1945 period.26 Additionally, I hypothesize that humiliation

26Zacher (2001); Fazal (2011).
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should impact all states, not just great powers, even though lesser powers may pursue

coercive gains at lower rates because of their limited capabilities.

Alternative Hypotheses

To the extent possible, in the empirical analysis, I attempt to control for competing hy-

pothesis about territorial expansion. As stated, international relations o↵ers numerous

hypotheses explaining conquest and coercive territorial gains. The realist view of territo-

rial expansion perceives the value of territory to lay in its material or strategic value. Waltz

(1979) and others hypothesize that a state will seek to balance territorial gains made by

potential rivals with territorial gains of it’s own in order to maintain the relative propor-

tion of capabilities. Failure to balance gains made by others, and especially gains made by

states in one’s region which serve as the greatest existential threat, puts a state at greater

existential risk.27 Concerns about the need to keep up with the gains of others and to pre-

vent relative gains by others could also logically generate periods of heightened competition

with expansionary policies di↵using throughout the system as states attempt to keep up

with the gains of others. This logic generates the following hypothesis.

Relative Gains Hypothesis: A state will be more likely to attempt territorial

gains if other states within its region have recently engaged in territorial expan-

sion.

27Fazal (2011) applies this logic of the security dilemma to explain the increased likelihood of bu↵er state

death.
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Concerns about relative power and the need to maintain relative balance with rivals would

also lead a state to attempt gains to make up for losses in capabilities or resources that

might result from a territorial loss, coercive or otherwise. In such a case, we would expect

the following hypothesis to be true:

Capability Loss Hypothesis: A state will be more likely to attempt territorial

gains immediately after a loss if the state lost substantial military and economic

capabilities as a result of the territorial loss.

Mearsheimer (2003) in a similar vein perceives the advantages of conquest to lay in the

material and strategic utility of territory, but hypothesizes that states will pursue territorial

expansion when they have su�cient relative advantage over a potential target. They will

expand in attempt to acquire regional hegemony, regardless of the expansionary policies of

potential rivals, leading to the following hypothesis capturing the o↵ensive realist logic.

Relative Power Hypothesis: As a state’s relative dyadic capability increases, so

will the probability that the state attempts coercive territorial expansion.

Finding support for this hypothesis would not necessarily undermine the hypotheses on

humiliation, given that a state seeking prestige after a humiliating loss will also more than

likely take territory from those from who are less able to defend themselves.

Additionally, there is the possibility that states are motivated to pursue territorial

expansion by a desire for economic and financial gain. Testing the power of this motivation
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would optimally rely on data on the amount of resources that expanding powers perceived

to exist in all territorial regions prior to an act of expansion.28 Such data does not exist

and would be extremely di�cult to acquire. Importantly, however, we have no reason to

expect that the material value of territory would bias any correlation we find between past

territorial loss and future attempts at coercive territorial gains. The same can be said of

the strategic value of a given territory. While a state might desire a piece of territory for

the strategic advantages it provides, there is no reason to think that this desire would be

correlated with a past humiliating loss and as a result bias the relationship between a past

humiliation and the probability of future action.29

Research Design and Data

To analyze the e↵ect of coercive territorial loss on future acquisition behavior, I used a

recoded and expanded dataset of territorial change and a grouped duration test of all

politically-relevant directed-dyad years from 1816 to 2000.30 I estimated coe�cients using

28Data gathered post-hoc about resources available within conquered regions would not allow for an

accurate test since the amount of resources conquerers actually find may di↵er dramatically to what they

expected to find in the region.

29The material or strategic value of territory might a↵ect what territory a state that has recently lost

territory chooses to expand into after its coercive loss. It would not however explain why states were more

likely to seek territory after losing territory through humiliating means.

30The dyadic form of the data was used in order to control for revenge gains within the same dyad and

because it enables testing the relevance of relative capability within the dyad to territorial acquisitions.
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logit, employing cubic polynomials as suggested by Carter and Signorino (2010) to control

for temporal dependence between observations of the dependent variable.31 The recoded

dataset builds considerably on the dataset of territorial change for the period 1816 to 2000

collected in Tir et al. (1998). This original dataset contained 826 cases of territorial change

for the period through 2000 and coded instances of change as resulting from one of six types

of mechanisms: conquest, annexation, cession, secession, mandated territories, or unifica-

tion.32 In my updated version of this dataset, I recoded each of the 826 cases according

to nine procedural mechanisms: conquest, annexation, mutual exchange, secession, unifi-

cation, independence, arbitration, mandated territories, and decolonization.33 The largest

benefit of this recoding is that it enables clearer distinction to be drawn between territorial

Politically-relevant dyads were used because we were interested in dyads in which expansion was plausible.

It appears implausible, for instance, that the Bahamas would choose to expand in Iraq.

31Inclusion of t, t2, and t3 produced very similar results as inclusion of cubic splines, as suggested by

Carter and Signorino (2010). The possibility of time dependency between the observations of the dependent

variable was considered both on a systemic scale, a regional scale, and a country year scale. In the first

two cases, the number of ‘events’ during the period was far higher than the 50% upper bound that the

authors suggest for tests of temporal dependence. In the case of temporally dependent regional gains, the

analysis was highly skewed by Europe, which accounts more more than 65% of all cases of territorial gain.

These 297 gains were distributed over 114 of the 187-year period in question.

32For more information, see the coding details provided in Tir et al. (1998). All cases of independencies

were coded as ”-9.”

33For further description of these mechanisms, contact author for the coding rules.
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change achieved through compensation or mutual agreement and cession of territory that

took place through conquest or annexation. Within the original dataset, all instances in

which a piece of territory is passed from one state to another is coded as “cession” of terri-

tory. It was important for my purposes to distinguish between exchanges in which coercion

played a role and those where it didn’t. The original dataset also did not capture the

full degree of territorial change taking place during the period of colonization during the

19th century given that change was coded only if colonizers actively occupied the territory

and not if they simply claimed the land but did not place citizens on the ground. For my

purposes, it is not important to distinguish between occupied territory and non-occupied

territory since the simple act of claiming the land may provide the best means to prestige.

I therefore added 66 cases of territorial change in which a state claimed but did not occupy

territory for a total of 892 total cases. These include cases of colonization in which colo-

nizers claimed land but did not actively occupy it as well as other cases of exchange that

were not included in the original dataset.34 It is important to note that both the original

and the updated territorial change dataset omit instances of wartime conquest in which the

territory does not remain in changed hands following the end of conflict. If the conquest is

formalized in a post-war treaty, the case is coded as conquest.35

34Additional cases were coded using The Statesman’s Yearbook and the World Almanac. See Turner

(2000) and Webb (1936).

35The original dataset includes some instances of territorial loss that occurred just prior to the eruption

of world wars, the response to which would be di�cult to capture since it likely occurred during wartime
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Dependent Variable

The variable coercive attempted gain was coded as “1” if a successful territorial acquisition

took place through coercive means in that country year or if the state attempted a coercive

territorial gain, as measured by Militarized International Disputes dataset, and “0” if no

coercive territorial gain was achieved or attempted. Attempted gains were those in which

the highest act of hostility listed for the country within a MID was either the occupation

of territory, even if temporary, or the threat to take territory and in which no subsequent

transfer of territory took place.36 Cases of voluntary attempted gain were also coded as

“1” if a successful territorial acquisition took place through voluntary means.37 Once all

cases of territorial acquisition not occurring through clearly coercive or voluntary means

were dropped, the dataset included 738 cases of successful and attempted gains, with 540

of those being conducted through coercive means and 198 through voluntary means.

and would not be included in the dataset. To account for these irregularities, all losses which occurred

during the periods 1914-1919 and 1939-1945 were dropped. All cases of territorial change which resulted in

state death were also dropped due to the inability of the deceased state to respond with gains of its own.

36This approach does not account for disputes in which the objective of one party was to take territory

but in which the highest level of hostility surpassed the occupation of territory. In many such cases, the

occupation of territory would likely lead to war.

37‘Voluntary’ means of acquisition include mutual exchange or compensation. Cases of ‘attempted volun-

tary gains’ were not included largely because of the time demands of coding all failed attempts to negotiate

over territorial outcomes.
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Independent Variables

The variable coercive loss was coded as a “1” in the country year in which a state lost

territory though conquest or annexation, which involves the threat of coercion, and as “0”

otherwise. The variable voluntary loss was coded as a “1” in the country year in which

a state lost territory though mutual exchange or compensation and as “0” otherwise or

when a case of coercive loss occurred within the same period.38 The territorial change data

included 263 instances of territorial loss by entities that were not listed as states in the

State System Membership data at the time of the territorial change. Given the intent of

this project to assess the impact territorial loss has on the future behavior of states, these

instances of territorial change at the expense of non-state actors were not included within

the dataset, leaving 247 cases of both coercive and voluntary territorial loss.39 Additionally,

38The analysis of the impact of territorial losses focuses on conquest, annexation and mutual exchange

only, omitting cases of decolonization, secession, unification, third-party arbitration and wars of indepen-

dence primarily because the degree of humiliation caused by these methods is much less clear. It is also

possible that coercion was used to arrive at outcomes of “mutual exchange” in which each side in the dis-

pute received some territory exchange for their own or received compensation in exchange for land. Much

larger powers may have applied coercive pressure on smaller powers that may be unaccounted for.

39See Correlates of War Project. 2008. State System Membership List, v2008.1. Online,

http://correlatesofwar.org. The majority of these cases of loss by non-state actors occurred during the

process of colonizing Africa. Inclusion of losses by these non-state actors would skew results of statisti-

cal analysis since the vast majority of these entities lacked state resources and the ability to respond to

loss with subsequent gains of their own. Of these 247 cases of loss, 105 occurred through conquest or
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territorial gains made during the first year of a state’s life and any year that the state is

reborn after a period of state death were not included in the dataset, leaving 574 remaining

cases of territorial gain in the dataset.40 Four additional variables were coded as “1” if a

state had experienced a coercive loss in the last five, ten, fifteen, or twenty year period;

similar variables were created for voluntary loss. Figure 6 in the appendix provides a list

of example cases of states that experienced a coercive territorial loss and that attempted

territorial gain in ten years that followed. Cases of revenge gains were coded as “1” when

a state had lost territory to the other state within the dyad within the last twenty years

and “0” when the state had not experienced a loss to its dyad partner in that time frame.

To test the relative gains hypothesis, I include two variables that capture its logic.

First, the dichotomous variable gainer in my region in the last 5 years codes, as it suggests,

whether or not another state within a state’s region attempted a territorial gain in the

last five years.41 Additionally, I include a continuous variable activity in the system which

annexation, 142 through mutual exchange.

40These cases were omitted because they did not allow for the testing of the hypotheses that gains are

made at higher rates following losses. The vast majority of these gains are also associated with the process

of unification.

41Regional data was taken from the COW dataset. The impact of regional gainers in the last seven years,

three years, and one year were also checked for robustness, but did not change the results significantly.

The impact of system-wide gains made by others, rather than just regional gains, was also tested, but was

less significantly correlated with attempted gains than were regional gainers.
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is a count of the total number of states in the system attempting expansion in any given

year. To test the relative power hypothesis, a variable relative capability was coded which

measures the relative dyadic capability for each dyad-year using the ratio of ‘cinc’ scores

as taken from the Correlates of War dataset.42

Capabilities

States are also not only limited by their capability relative to other states but are also

limited, I argue, by their current capability relative to their capability prior to a territorial

loss. States that lose significant absolute capabilities as a result of or subsequent to a

loss will be less likely to engage immediately in expansion.43 This will likely be especially

true among great powers who possess the greatest amount of influence and therefore have

the greatest to lose by shifting perceptions of their prestige. These states will desire to

regain their prestige but will also fear further detriment to their prestige if they fail in their

attempt. They will therefore wait until they are more certain of their success in engaging in

successful expansion.44 Thus, I include the variable relative absolute capabilities after loss

that captures a state’s absolute capabilities in each of the twenty years following a coercive

42‘Cinc’ scores were obviously not available for any of the non-state actors which often served as targets

of expansionary policies. Capability in these cases was coded as 0.

43As is shown below, states that loss capabilities as a result of territorial loss take on average 13 years

to return to their pre-loss capabilities.

44See Trager (2012) for a description of the Russian desire to regain prestige after their humiliation

following the Crimean War and their statement that they would ‘wait for their time to come.’
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loss relative to its absolute capabilities in the year of or the year before the loss.45

Results

If the theory of humiliation presented here is valid, we would expect to see an increased

probability of an attempted territorial gain in the years following a coercive territorial loss

(H1) and we would expect that these gains would extend beyond attempts to retrieve lost

territory (H2) as states seek to reestablish their prestige through territorial gain. We would

also expect to see a much lower impact of less humiliating voluntary losses (H3). The results

presented in Figure 1 below provide substantial support for each of these three hypotheses.

The first column shows the correlation of experiencing a coercive territorial loss in the prior

twenty years and attempted coercive territorial gains. We see that for states with a coercive

loss, the log odds of an attempted gain increases by 1.01.46 The second column presents

the same model including revenge gains, or those coercive gains attempted at the expense

of a dyad partner that had taken one’s territory in the last twenty years. When controlling

for revenge gains, a coercive loss in the last twenty years corresponds with a .917 increase

in the log odds of an attempted coercive territorial gain. In more substantive terms, the

predicted probability of attempting a territorial gain which is not an act of revenge is 1.53

45The measure of absolute capabilities was obtained by adding the six components that comprise ‘cinc’

scores.

46A list of sample cases of coercive gains following coercive losses can be found in Figure 6 in the

Appendix. This value is significant at the .001 level.
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Figure 1. Grouped Duration Models
       

Variables 
Model 1: Coercive 

Loss 
Model 2: Coercive 
Loss w/ Revenge 

Model 3: Coercive 
Loss w/ Controls 

Coercive Territorial Loss in 
Prior 20 Years 

1.01** 
(.11) 

.917** 
(.20) 

.781** 
(.18) 

Voluntary Territorial Loss in 
Prior 20 Years 

.193 
(.13) 

.174 
(.22) 

.179 
(.22) 

Revenge Gain in Prior 20 
Years 

 .910* 
(.30) 

.972** 
(.31) 

Relative Capability After Loss 3.22** 
(.64) 

3.20** 
(.88) 

2.70**   
(.81) 

Dyadic Relative Capability 1.46** 
(.14) 

1.53** 
(.26) 

  1.41** 
(.25) 

Gains In My Region Last 5 Yrs .779** 
(.13) 

.802**   
(.17) 

.674**   
(.16) 

Total Systemic Gains in Year .146** 
(.01) 

.146** 
(.02) 

.126**   
(.02) 

Joint Democracy   -1.76** 
(.36) 

Scramble for Africa   1.69** 
(.31) 

Time Since Attempted Gain -.065** 
(.08) 

-.066**     
(.02) 

-.07**     
(.01) 

Time Since Attempted Gain x 2 .001** 
(.00) 

.001** 
(.00) 

.001** 
(.00) 

Time Since Attempted Gain x 3 .000** 
(.00) 

.00**   
(.00) 

.00**   
(.00) 

  ** = Coefficients significant at the .001 level.                 * = Coefficients significant at the .01 level.  
    N = 180,578                                Robust standard errors, clustered by dyad, in parentheses below.  
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times higher among states that have had a coercive territorial loss than among those that

have not.47 Within neither model is there a significant correlation between voluntary

territorial losses and a future attempts at coercive territorial gains. Column 3 shows the

results when additional controls - whether or not both states in the dyad were democratic

and the scramble for Africa - were included in model two. We see that even when controlling

for regime type, for the period of rapid expansion at the end of the 19th century, for revenge

gains, as well as for structural imperatives that there is a strong correlation between prior

coercive territorial loss and future attempts at coercive gains.

The same models were also run using voluntary attempted gains as the dependent

variable. In none of the models does coercive loss in the prior 20 years or voluntary loss

in the prior 20 years correspond to a change in voluntary attempted gains significant at

the .05 level. The coe�cient describing the relationship between coercive losses and future

voluntary gains is positive (.452) and significant at the .10 level while the coe�cient that

relates past voluntary losses with future voluntary gains is not significant at all.

Figure 2 below presents the results of model 2 in terms of increased percentage of

predicted probability of attempted coercive territorial gain. We see support for our primary

hypotheses as well as for the relative gains hypothesis and the relative power hypothesis.

As stated above, the probability that a state attempts a coercive territorial gain increases

by 153% if the state has experienced a coercive territorial loss in the prior twenty year

47Holding gainers by others and revenge gains at 0 and all other variables at their means.
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Figure 2. Predicted Probabilities
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period, when controlling for revenge gains.48 This compares to an increase of only 15%

following a voluntary territorial loss, an increase which cannot confidently be distinguished

from the possibility that voluntary losses have no e↵ect at all. Additionally, having a gainer

in your region in the prior 5 years also leads states to attempt gains at a higher level - with

the probability of attempting a gain increasing by 133%. Finally, a one standard deviation

48This result as well as the others in the figure were found by using observed values of the other variables

in the model. See Hanmer and Ozan Kalkan (2013) for a discussion of observed values and predicted

probabilities. In each case, the other primary variables of interest were set at zero, relative capability and

total activity in the system were held at their mean, and relative absolute capability after loss at 1. For

instance, the increase of 153% following a prior territorial loss was found when holding prior voluntary

losses, revenge gains and prior gainers in the region at zero.
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increase in the ratio of relative capabilities of the states in each dyad increases the chance

a state will attempt a gain by 86%.49

We should not assume that experiencing a prior territorial loss will impact the prob-

ability of attempted gain equally in each of the years after the loss. A state’s ability to

attempt gains in each year after a coercive loss may vary, depending on potential factors

including the state’s level of capabilities relative to its capabilities prior to territorial loss

or the costs of territorial expansion in the neighborhood. To get at the di↵erences in the

probability of gains by year in the time following a coercive loss, a four-term polynomial

counting the twenty years following a loss was added to model 2.50 Figure 3 below shows

the probability of attempted gains over a twenty year period following a coercive loss, as

represented by the blue, curved line. The red line represents the probability of an attempted

coercive gain for a state that has not experienced a loss, a probability that is equivalent in

all years.51

49This equates to an increase from .5 relative dyadic capability to an relative dyadic capability of .915,

or in other words a comparison between a dyad in which the states are evenly matched to one in which

one state has a very significant advantage in capabilities.

50All observations of this variable ‘time since coercive loss’ that did not lay within a twenty year period

of a loss were coded as 21.

51Again, these probabilities are found holding voluntary loss in the last 20 years, gainer in my region in

the last five years, and revenge gains in the last twenty years at zero, relative capabilities at its mean, and

absolute capabilities after loss at 1.
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Figure 3. Predicted Probability of Attempted Gain for Twenty Years After Loss

 

     
     
 

We see that the probability of a gain in the few years following a loss is roughly double

the average probability of a loss in that year without a loss. This period is followed by a

moderate decline in the probability of attempted gain from years four to eleven and then a

significant leap in the probability between years 11 through 18 following a loss. In year 16,

the probability of an attempted gain is nearly triple the rate of gain when no coercive loss

was experienced. The high probability of gains in the first year suggests that a few states

that have the ability to attempt gains do so as soon after a loss as possible. The decrease in

probability which follows the fourth year is possibly accounted for by a decrease in military

capabilities among states that must rebuild prior to engaging in expansion again. That the

average state involved in a coercive territorial loss subsequently experiences on average a

5% decline in their military capabilities and that it takes them on average about 12 years
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before they return to within 99% of their pre-loss capabilities speak to the plausibility of

this explanation.The fact that humiliated states appear to delay attempted gains until they

have recouped military and economic capabilities also strongly suggests that states do not

seek coercive attempted gains following a loss out of a desire to make up for what they

have lost.52

Time and Major Power Prestige

The models presented so far have assumed that rates of coercive loss and rates of subsequent

gains have remained similar during all years over the period 1816 to 2000 and among all

states in the international system. Scholars however have argued that in fact patterns of

territorial expansion and contraction have changed over the course of the 20th century,

with a norm of territorial integrity and unique attitudes about the sovereignty of territory

arising sometime after the end of World War I and solidifying after World War II.53 This

would lead us to expect that states which experienced a humiliating loss in the post-1946

52The rates of territorial gain in the years following these states’ return to pre-loss capabilities are not

significantly di↵erent from the rates of gains among those states who lost territory but whose capability

levels did not decline. Running the grouped duration model while omitting cases in which states experienced

significant loss of capability as a result of a coercive territorial loss from the domain had no significant

impact on regression outcomes.

53See Zacher (2001), Fazal (2004), Holsti (2004).
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period would attempt coercive territorial gains at a lower rate than in the pre-1946 era.54

Additionally, acts of territorial expansion have usually distinguished major powers from

lesser or regional powers in the system; the motivation to respond with an act of expansion

following a humiliating loss may be stronger among those states that view themselves as

major powers and believe they have a reputation for prestige worth protecting.

To test these theories, post-1946 and major power dummy variables were interacted

with the primary explanatory variable, coercive territorial loss in the prior 20 years.55 The

results of this triple-interaction are presented in Figure 4 below, which shows the change in

predicted probabilities when a major power or non-major power has experienced a coercive

territorial loss in the prior 20 years in the pre and post-1946 periods.56 We see that in

each case, the change in predicted probability is positive but that only in the case of major

powers prior to 1946 is this change significantly distinguishable from no change at all in

the probability of an attempted gain following a coercive loss. This is likely because of the

54We would also expect the overall numbers of coercive territorial change to drop dramatically.

55The year 1945 was chosen as a possible cut-point largely because of precedence within the literature

rather than because of a belief that the transition to a norm of territorial integrity occurred spontaneously

in that year. To determine if there were structural breakpoints in attitudes towards territorial expansion,

chow tests were conducted for a variety of cut points between 1910 and 1950. No statistically significant

cut point was found however, suggesting that any change in attitudes towards territory arose gradually.

56These results were obtained by setting observed values of the other variables, as described above, and

clustering by dyad.
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Figure 4. Change in Pr of Attempted Gain After Loss by Time and Major Power prestige

 Non-Major Power Major Power 

Pre-1946 +47% 
(.00422) 

 +92.3%** 
(.00509) 

Post-1946 +23.5% 
(.00135) 

+262% 
(.00017) 

      *Baseline probability of attempted gain in parentheses. 

 

paucity of data for the post-1946 period, in which only 92 cases of coercive attempted gains

took place, as compared with 448 in the pre-1946 period. Of those 92 post-1946 cases of

gain, 13 took place following coercive losses.57 Also, as would be expected, and as illus-

trated by the numbers in parentheses, the baseline probability of a coercive attempted gain,

when a state has not experienced a coercive territorial loss, is lower in the post-1946 period

than in the pre-1946 period. Major powers also account for a larger number of attempted

gains following coercive losses than do non-major powers, with major powers accounting

for 152 cases and non-major powers 49 cases though out the entire time period.

Additional Checks for Robustness

Numerous additional tests were performed to assess the robustness of the results and to

test the sensitivity of the results to model specification. Each model was rerun omitting

57The number of cases of attempted gains following coercive loss in the last 20 years is as follows, by

quadrant: among non-major powers, 41 cases occurred pre-1946 and 8 cases after. Among major powers,

147 cases took place before 1946 and 5 afterwards.
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independent and control variables one at a time. The basic results were una↵ected by

omission of any one or any group of right-hand side variables. Clustering by country and

by country-year reduced the standard errors and left the substantive results largely un-

changed. Inclusion of a variable for regime type, rather than joint regime type, was not

found to significantly correlate with attempted gains and did not significantly alter other

significant correlations.58 Additionally, various versions of variables were considered, in-

cluding whether other states in the region had gained in the last 3, 10, or 20 years, and

including di↵erent measures of relative capability such as iron and steel reserves or absolute

capability rather than relative capability. Inclusion of the dyadic descriptor variable con-

tiguity also had no e↵ect on the core findings, though is was itself significantly correlated

with attempted gains in the directions we would predict. Attempted gains were far more

likely between contiguous countries.

Alternative Explanations for Findings

What other possible factors might explain the correlation we find between prior coercive

loss and coercive attempted gains? As discussed above, while the material or strategic

value of a territory may make it more attractive to expanding states, a desire for economic

or strategic gains does not explain why past coercive losses would correlate with increases

58The variable for joint democracy was ultimately included because of the high degree of correlation

between regime type and those states engaging in the scramble for Africa. When both regime type and the

scramble were included, regime type was found to have no significant correlation with attempted gains.
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in the probability of future attempted gains, especially given that states appear to recoup

their lost capabilities prior to engaging in expansion. Other possible explanations include

individual or leader prestige as a motivator of expansionary behavior following a humiliating

loss. Leader attempts at expansion might stem from a desire to raise their popularity

ratings after an unpopular territorial loss. In this case, we would expect an attempted gain

to occur within a relatively short time frame following a loss while a given leader remains

in o�ce. Given that a leader’s tenure has on average is a little over four years over the past

almost 200 year period, the result that a significant amount of expansion comes more than

a decade following a humiliating loss, calls into question the significance of leader prestige

in motivating expansion after loss.59 Additionally, it is possible that leaders engage in

expansion in order to divert the public from di�cult economic or political times, but it is

again unlikely that such a desire would explain the relationship between past losses and

future attempted gains.60 Territorial gains are often not popular among domestic audiences

and instead, as the case of French expansion in Tunisia will show below, are viewed to be

economic drains and distractions from domestic woes.61

59Data on leader tenure taken from the Archigos data project. See Goemans et al. (2009). Extreme

outliers pull the mean far to the right of the median leader tenure of around 2 years.

60Also, in many cases, as the case of the French conquest of Tunisia will show below, expansion lacks

popular support and must be sold to the masses after the fact.

61Tir (2010) shows that territorial conflicts correspond with an increase in a leader’s unpopularity. It

is possible that a leader’s popularity declines as a result of a coercive territorial loss and that therefore
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Finally, it is also possible that a state, following a coercive loss, is motivated to

attempt coercive gains by a desire to convey resolve or strength to both enemies and allies.

Over 83% of the cases included here among those in which states attempt coercive gains

after coercive losses, however, are those in which the aggressive power had a 50% or greater

edge in the ratio of relative capabilities over the state losing territory. Thus, the large

majority of cases here involve large powers colonizing smaller and weaker territories. We

can imagine that such acts of expansion, while involving direct coercion or the threat of

coercion, likely did not require a display of strength on the part of the conqueror that might

have e↵ectively impressed other potential great power rivals as to the state’s competitive

abilities. It would therefore seem likely that states engaged in acts of expansion against

weaker states in order to signal to observer states in the international system that they

should be considered among those with great power prestige because they are both capable

of doing something that only other great powers can do easily and because they have

su�cient influence to engage in international expansion without being constrained by other

great powers. For similar reasons, it would also seem di�cult to convey resolve, or a

willingness to pay costs in order to follow up on a promise or a threat, through such

relatively low cost acts of expansion.

leader popularity could correlate with the main independent variable of coercive loss. The large amount of

attempted gains that occur more than a decade and a half after a territorial loss again suggests, however,

that many of the attempted gains are not made by the same leader who oversaw the loss.
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Case Analysis: French Expansion & the Aftermath of the Franco-Prussian War

The empirical analysis above provides substantial support for the hypothesis that states

are often motivated to seek coercive territorial gains because they have experienced humil-

iating territorial losses in the past. I have argued that this correlation is driven in part

by a state’s desire to prevent a decline in its prestige and influence following a humiliating

event. The preceding analysis has called into question possible alternative explanations for

this correlation, including economic, strategic, and security variables, a desire for prestige

and the level of individual leaders, and the desire for the humiliated state to demonstrate

strength or resolve. Still other plausible explanations exist, such as the possibility that

seeking territory may be popular nationally, allowing a leader to boost his or her popular-

ity, or that leaders are driven by the desire for emotional satisfaction following a humiliating

event. I now return to the case of the 1881 French expansion into Tunisia and examine

French motivations in detail in order to shed some light on mechanisms that might drive

state response to humiliation. The study of French policy in the early 1880s more clearly

illustrates the logic of the argument that states attempt coercive gains in order to demon-

strate their unconstrained ability to do so as they seek to reestablish their prestige after a

humiliating loss and further calls into question material and domestic theories in explaining

the relationship between past loss and future gains.62 As will be shown in the next chapter,

62While this case describes the response of one country, France, to international humiliation, we have

no reason to believe that this reaction to humiliation is unique to the French. If we safely assume that
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this is far from an isolated case of European expansionism. Historians have argued that

French expansion into Tunisia in 1881 initiated the Scramble for Africa which entailed the

conquest of 95% of the African continent.63

On April 28, 1881, France entered Tunisia with 28,000 troops. By May 6th, the French

had occupied the two major cities and established a protectorate over the state.64 This was

the first act of expansion that France had engaged in on the African continent since its last

act of continued expansion into Algeria 10 years earlier and it was the first act of expansion

in Africa by any other European power outside of southern Africa in over 13 years.65 What

prompted this important act of expansion by the French? That the international system

had experienced a period of relative calm in the preceding decade suggests that France

all states desire to maintain their influence, we can assume that they will act whenever that influence is

threatened by a humiliation in order to stabilize the e↵ects of the humiliation through prestige-seeking.

This case of France merely sheds light on this type of thinking. It may coincidentally also be true that

the French have experienced more humiliating events than other states in the last 200 years and therefore

have engaged in more prestige-seeking.

63This is in contrast to earlier interpretations of the Scramble which placed the British occupation of

Egypt in 1882 at the theoretical beginning of the Scramble. See Sanderson (1974) and Galbraith (1978),

Cain and Hopkins (1993, p. 366-367).

64While the French confronted rebellion in June, it was quickly put down. The total expedition cost

France 8 lives.

65The British did expand their holdings in South Africa in 1871 and took 21,000 square km of territory

in Lesotho in 1868.
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wasn’t attempting to balance the gains of others, as security logics would suggest. French

military and economic capabilities had largely returned to their pre-Franco-Prussian war

levels by inception of the occupation, suggesting it wasn’t a desire to make up for losses in

capabilities that motivated French expansion. Additionally, expansion was not rooted in

popular support - the French public had in fact grown weary of African expansion following

decades of violent and costly intervention in Algeria.66

The roots of French expansion into Tunisia instead extend deep into the preceding

decade.67 In May 1871, France has been forced to accept a humiliating defeat at the hands

of a growing Germany which no one had expected to win.68 By the time of the French

surrender to the newly unified German state, Paris had been under siege for months, its

residents had been starved, and, in a true act of e↵rontery, Wilhelm I of Prussia had been

crowned emperor of the new German state within the Hall of Mirrors at Versailles. If these

66As one prominent journalist put it at the time, “There had never been an epoch nor a country more

indi↵erent to distant adventures than the Third French Republic. . . ” Quoted in Townsend et al. (1941).

67Newbury and Kanya-Forstner (1969) demonstrates that the plans for French expansion into Africa

had started to take shape immediately after the end of the Franco-Prussian war. It would take massive

post-war rebuilding and the rise of Freycinet and Ferry to enact the plan.

68The blow to French self-confidence was particularly intense since the French had sunk prestige into

defeating the Prussians. They had announced its importance to their image and then lost, su↵ering a

larger blow than they might have without such a declaration. The fact that they then lost despite having

declared it of the utmost importance deepened their humiliation. See Howard (1990).
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events had not su�ciently humiliated the French, in May of the same year France has

been forced to cede 1694 villages in the provinces of Alsace and Lorraine in the Treaty of

Frankfurt.69 The deep scar the loss of Alsace-Lorraine left on French national perception

would be embodied by Leon Gambetta’s famous utterance, “think of it always, speak of it

never” and would be taught to school children throughout France for years to come.

Before the post-war treaty was even signed, statesmen throughout Europe, including

the man responsible for the humiliation - Bismarck himself, recognized the substantial

impact that the French loss of Alsace-Lorraine might have on European a↵airs. They

predicted the loss would lead to a dramatically di↵erent French policy than might have

otherwise come about. None of these statesmen, however, including the French, appear to

have interpreted the imminent shift in French actions as resting in security concerns. Lord

Salisbury foresaw at the time of the treaty that the “ceded territory would be a constant

memorial of humiliation” but predicted that “[France] will not again attack Prussia single-

handed.” He foresaw that there would be a day when the dreams of the Germans would

“cross the path of some country strong enough to resent them: and that day will be to

France a day of restitution and revenge.”70 Thus, it was acknowledged that France would

harbor resentment and anger about the loss which would one day translate into direct

revenge on Germany.

69Howard (1990), Raymond (1921), ger.

70Quoted in Kennedy (1953, p. 71).
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It was not only the resulting negative emotions that drove French expansionary policy

however. Both Prime Minister Gambetta and Jules Ferry, his successor and the architect

of France’s colonial policy in the 1880s, believed that France’s stature had been called into

question following the loss of Alsace-Lorraine and both believed that it could be regained

with expansionary action in Africa.71 Rather than exacting immediate revenge on Germany,

they turned to the shores of North Africa, all with the loss of Alsace-Lorraine freshly in

mind. As Jules Ferry himself noted at the time “Must [France] hypnotize [itself] with the

lost provinces... and should we not take compensation elsewhere?”72 Desiring to reshape its

image in the eyes of others, France opted to behave as great powers do in hopes that others

would continue to treat it as a great power. It would exert influence over others in distant

lands. Gambetta announced this e↵ort in 1881, declaring that “In Africa, France will take

the faltering first steps of the convalescent.” Even more to the point, Senator Challemel

Lacour noted that,“The reverses of some ten or twelve years ago have rendered it necessary

for France to make her influence felt among distant populations...”73 As British observers

put it at the time, it was clear that “France would like to find in Africa an outlet for the

energies or ambition which may have received a check on the Continent of Europe.”74

71See Sanderson (1974, p. 9).

72Quoted in Hyam (1964).

73
Ibid.

74
Ibid.
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Why then the focus on Tunisia? France first set its eyes on Tunisia in part because

of its proximity to Algeria, but also because the bid by Italy to gain support for an Italian

colony of Tunisia had drawn its attention. France did not however view possible Italian

expansion as a security threat. Instead, since its humiliation a decade prior, France now

feared an even more despised fate - dropping in the eyes of others to a level of prestige

lower than that of Italy or Spain. Thus, once it seemed as though Italy might convince

the Germans and British to allow their expansionary policy to take root in Tunisia, France

began an aggressive campaign to ensure that it instead would be able to exert its influence

there.75 When France eventually annexed Tunisia in 1881, it had attempted to do so with

the tacit consent of all interested parties except, notably, for that of Italy. This move

marked, in French eyes at least, the comeback of French influence in the international

system. As Gambetta wrote to Ferry upon the signing of the treaty with the Bey of Tunis

in 1881 establishing the Tunisian protectorate, “there will be people everywhere who will

not like it, but they will have to put up with it. France is becoming a Great Power again.”76

These e↵orts by France to seek compensation for its lost prestige by conquering

those much weaker than itself speak against the likelihood that France was engaged in an

e↵ort to rebuild its reputation for resolve. In such a case, France would have wanted to

engage in costly actions that demonstrated its strength and determination rather than in

75The response of the other European powers will be addressed in greater detail in the next chapter.

76Quoted in Brunschwig (1966, p. 57).
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a demonstration that they had the capability to walk into Tunisia largely unopposed. As

one influential French statesman put it in his e↵ort to convince Gambetta of the need to

go into Tunisia, “Europe is watching us, is making up its mind whether we amount to

anything or not; a single act of firmness. . . without serious danger, without bloodshed, and

we shall regain our place in the esteem of other nations.”77 Two interesting elements of

this quote suggest that the motivation was in fact prestige-seeking rather than a signal of

strength or resolve aimed at potential rivals. The emphasis on “Europe” as the observer

rather than on Germany or some other specific rival suggests that France was concerned

more about its general perception within the international system than about warding

o↵ rival threats. Additionally, the quote suggests that France does not expect to pay

significant costs in terms of bloodshed or to face considerable risks with its expansionary

act. While demonstrating their ability to project power abroad without bloodshed arguably

sends a stronger signal of strength than does an ability to project power abroad though at

considerable cost, it is still not clear what useful information potential great power rivals

might gather about France’s ability to fight a equally sized foe in direct conflict based on

its performance against a much smaller rival. Instead, the act of expansion was primarily

aimed at reinitiating France’s prominent role within world a↵airs by distinguishing France

from lesser powers unable to maintain empires abroad and by demonstrating that it could

easily exert itself in distant lands without constraints imposed on it by others, as a Great

77St. Vallier to Barthelemy St. Hilaire on January 26, 1881. Quoted in Ganiage (1959, p. 632).
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Power would.

Conclusion

This chapter has examined the impact of past international humiliation on aggressive state

behavior and hypothesized that the humiliation caused by coercive territorial losses would

lead states to seek coercive territorial gains at a higher rate. The results of the empirical

analysis provide ample support for this theory that past experience shapes future policy.

The probability of attempted coercive gains for those states that had lost territory through

coercive means was 153% higher over a twenty-year period than it was for non-humiliated

states. This increased probability excludes e↵orts by a state to take territory from the

state which recently humiliated it, e↵orts that can clearly also be driven by the desire to

recoup prestige. While realist variables such as the presence of regional gainers or relative

capability also significantly correlate with higher rates of attempted gains, coercive loss

appears to have a significant impact on a state’s decision to seek gains regardless of these

material and strategic variables. In none of the analysis did past non-humiliating voluntary

loss correlate with novel future behavioral patterns.

These results proved highly robust to alterations of model specification and proved

highly robust among great powers in the pre-1945 era. Establishing the relationship be-

tween past humiliating experience and future aggressive action in the post-1945 period and

among non-great powers was hindered by a lack of su�cient data, though the coe�cients
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remain positive suggesting that the relationship may hold even in these restricted domains.

That few data points for coercive territorial change exist in the post-1945 era speaks to

the likely emergence of a norm of territorial integrity. It does not tell us however about

how states which have experienced a rare case of coercive territorial loss in the post-45 era

are most likely to respond. It is possible that those humiliated states are more likely to

pursue more peaceful means of territorial gain.78 This would suggest that what is viewed

to provide international prestige has changed in the post-war period. We would, at any

rate, have no reason to think that the impact of humiliating events on a state’s propen-

sity for prestige-seeking as described above has declined within the contemporary era. It

is likely that humiliation simply increases the likelihood that states will engage in more

contemporary forms of prestige-seeking behavior.

While we have found significant support for the theory that states that have ex-

perienced a past humiliation will behave di↵erently in the future than they would have

otherwise, disentangling the emotional from the instrumental motivations for action re-

mains di�cult. On the one hand, it is likely that the state of humiliation is accompanied

by a negative emotional state that leads states to lash out in search of emotional satisfac-

tion. While the state or states responsible for the initial act of humiliation would serve

as the most likely target of this revenge-seeking, it is also possible that injured parties

78No correlation was found between past coercive loss and future voluntary gains in either the pre or

post 1945 periods, though the lack of data in the 1945 period hinders the formation of a significant finding.
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may seek emotional comfort by lashing out at other states as well. On the other hand,

humiliation engenders instrumental concerns as well among states who fear a decline in

prestige and seek to demonstrate to others that they should maintain their pre-humiliation

prestige. While I have demonstrated that the latter mechanism was the primary motivation

in the case of French expansion in Tunisia, it is possible that emotional concerns also drove

a substantial portion of the cases of future aggressive behavior. Future research should

engage in additional case analysis in order to pinpoint how these two mechanisms function

in driving future state behavior.

Finally, support for the finding that humiliation shapes future behavior towards terri-

tory raises the question of what other behavioral domains might be impacted by humiliating

events. As stated, some element of response to humiliation is likely time-specific. Rather

than pursuing colonies and empires, it is possible that states in the immediate post-war pe-

riod sought nuclear weapons as symbols of enhanced prestige which could distinguish them

from lesser powers.79 Additionally, with more recent e↵orts to enforce norms against nu-

clear proliferation, the means to prestige have likely shifted again, possibly towards greater

assertiveness of independence and leadership positions within international forums and or-

ganizations.80 It also seems entirely plausible, given the findings here, that humiliation

79See Crawford (2002) on the process by which colonization came to be viewed as less prestigious.

80See Ambrosio (2005) for a description of Russian prestige-seeking via assertiveness against the US

actions in Iraq in 2003. Heading international interventions abroad such as France’s recent initiative in

Libya could also be contemporary prestige symbols.
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could lead states to initiate conflicts they wouldn’t have otherwise or to acquire other so-

phisticated weaponry they might not need all in the hope of signaling to other states in

the system how they expect to be treated and the level of influence they expect to hold.

The correlation between international humiliation and these behaviors is the subject of

current research, as is the relationship between the degree of humiliation and a state’s en-

deavors to recoup prestige. These questions aside, though, one point seems clear: contrary

to dominant explanations, just as we believe that individuals’ responses to circumstances

are shaped in part by their past experiences, the history of a state’s violent interactions

with others likely shapes that state’s present and future policies in ways that have been

unaccounted for in our theories of state behavior.
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Figure 6. A Selection of Cases

 Country           Territory Lost  Lost To In Year Territory Gained  In Year  

        
 Austria-

Hungary 
                        

Lombardy Italy 1859 Denmark 1864 
 

 China Kazakhstan Russia 1871 Vietnam 1881  

 China Tibet India 1950 Taiwan 1955  

 France Alsace-Lorraine Germany 1871 Cochinchina 1874  
     Tunisia 1881  

 France Nigeria Britain 1898 Fr. West Africa 1899  
     Morocco 1903  

 India Kashmir Pakistan 1949 China 1950  

 Italy Ethiopia Ethiopia 1896 Turkey 1905  

 Italy Somalia Somalia 1905 Albania 1914  

 Italy Fiume Yugoslavia 1924 Egypt 1925  
     Albania 1926  

 Netherlands            Indonesia Britain 1819 Papua New Guinea 1828  
 Russia  Danubian Princ. Austria-Hungary 1854 Caucasus 1858, 1859  

     Japan  1861  

 Russia Sakhalin Japan 1875 Turkmenistan 1876  
     Romania 1878  
     Transcaspia 1881  

 Russia Vilna Poland 1921 Japan 1925  
     Afghanistan 1926  

 Spain Cuba,  Philippines United States 1898 Morocco 1907, 1908  

 Turkey Bosnia-Herz.,  Cyprus Austria, Britain 1878 Mongolia 1880  

 Turkey Libya,  Dodecanese Ils. Italy 1912 Iran 1916  

 Britain Equatorial Guinea Spain 1843 South Africa 1847  

 Britain Oregon United States 1843 Brunei 1847  
     Myanmar 1852  
 Britain Sudan Sudan 1884 Botswana 1885  
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Chapter Five:

The Scramble for Africa: An International Race for Prestige

The last chapter demonstrated that French expansion into Tunisia in 1881 was mo-

tivated by a desire for prestige following its humiliating loss of Alsace-Lorraine in the

Franco-Prussian War. This chapter addresses how this act of prestige-motivated expansion

developed into an international race for prestige. It will show through comparative case

studies that, in addition to France, the behavior of Germany, Italy and Britain cannot

be understood without accounting for prestige dynamics and that, as the Scramble went

on, the prestige investments of one state cannot be understood without accounting for the

investments of others. This was in spite of the perception by imperial leaders throughout

the process of colonization that the colonies would serve as a drain on resources, would

o↵er little in the way of economic growth, and would increase the vulnerability of their

states. Decision makers developed beliefs that other states perceived the colonies to be

essential to international prestige, setting in to motion a dynamic that led to the conquest

of the entire African continent within a 15-year period.1 To put the significance of colonial

expansion during the Scramble for Africa into context, of the 885 cases in which territory

1These cases di↵er from symbolic competitions over weapons that usually originate within a clearly

strategic or material logic for the competing parties and thereby provide a good opportunity to distinguish

material interests from prestige. Often as competitions over weapons advance they lose touch with their

original strategic logic. The case of the cannons that could shoot 360 pound cannonballs illustrates this
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changed hands between states since 1816, 245 of them occurred in Africa at the hands of

the British, French, Italians, Belgians, Germans, and Dutch. Changes in the imperial map

of Africa accounted for more than one quarter of all instances of territorial change over the

last 200 years.2

Prestige and Territory

Scholars have yet to apply notions of prestige-seeking to the important case of territorial

expansion. As stated in chapter 4, international relations scholars, largely ignoring the role

that prestige has played in decisions to expand in size, have instead focused on security or

domestic motives for such decisions.3 Realist scholars argue that the primary purpose of

territorial expansion is the acquisition of the material or strategic value of territory. Given

the anarchic structure and the resulting uncertainty that pervades the international envi-

point. Originally, having a larger cannon than a competitor provided some strategic advantage. The

symbolic competition over larger cannons eventually however drained the weapons of their strategic value

as they became too large to use. The same could be said for the competition over the number of weapons

in Cold War nuclear arsenals. While the original weapons had significant strategic implications, eventually

additional numbers of weapons added little strategic value at all.

2Data on territorial expansion was taken from the COW dataset on territorial change. See Tir et al.

(1998).

3A notable exception is Lebow (2008) who argues that European imperialism was both a “bottom-up”

and “top-down” project driven in part by middle classes wanting to expand their prestige through the

expansion of the prestige of their nation, pp. 324 - 346.
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ronment, states can never be certain about the intentions of others. States must therefore

work to achieve relative superiority over others in order to ensure their survival. Territorial

expansion o↵ers a means of doing so, enabling economic growth through the provision of

natural resources and expanded markets and in turn enabling militarily growth.4 Another

group of scholars root the causes of imperial expansion within domestic political concerns.

In one conception, imperial expansion can be explained by the emergence of particular

specific interest groups with overseas objectives.5 When such groups assume power, they

are sometimes able to form coalitions which trade policy choices, thereby paving the way

for imperial expansion though not all groups ultimately desire it. Nationalist objectives are

then used to justify this policy of expansion. Others cite the attempt by governments to di-

vert disgruntled domestic audiences and to boost approval ratings by focusing on territorial

expansion and wars of conquest.6

Detailed analysis of the years prior to and during the European scramble for Africa

indicate not only that prestige considerations were the primary driving force behind much

4While Mearsheimer believes that conquest should be rampant within any international structure, Van

Evera believes that conquest will occur when o↵ense dominates the international system. When o↵ensive

technologies dominate, conquest becomes easier. See Mearsheimer (2003), Van Evera (1998), Waltz (1979).

Also Bean (1973). For and IR model of expansion rooted in economic bases, see Friedman (1977); in its

regime type, see Alesina and Spolaore (1997), Lake and O’Mahony (2004).

5Snyder (1991).

6Tir (2010).
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of the expansion but also that the di↵erent stages of the Scramble adhere to the dynamics

of prestige competitions. As the cases show below, the states that felt they were at risk

of being allotted less influence than they expected made the initial acquisitions of the

prestige good. Second, other states, taking note of this commitment of resources by the

challenger, then recognized that all other states had also recognized this act for what it is -

an attempt to gain prestige at the expense of others. Other states wanting to maintain their

prestige then imitated the act of the challenger if they were able, generating an increasingly

competitive international environment. Finally, as more of the good was acquired, the value

to each actor of the focal point of symbolic competition was not related to the perception

of its material or strategic value but was endogenously derived from the dynamics of the

competition. The more states perceived that other states wanted African territory, the

more they in turn wanted it, leading to an international race for prestige.

The chapter proceeds as follows. In the first section, I review the standard alter-

native hypotheses for African expansion at the end of the 19th century. I then turn to

comparative case studies assessing the motivations behind the early instances of European

expansion into Africa after 1880: the French foray into Tunisia, the British takeover of

Egypt, Germany’s decision to plant its first flag in East Africa, and finally Italy’s ongoing

attempts to acquire a colony of its own in northern Africa. Finally, I turn to the nature of

state thinking during the height of the scramble from 1885 to 1900.
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Alternative Explanations of Imperial Expansion in Africa

In 1880, less than 10% of the continent of Africa had been colonized by European powers.

By the year 1914, a full 96% of Africa was consumed under protectorate or colonial status

by just six European powers, and most predominantly by just two - France and England.

That the European powers moved with such speed and conviction to conquer Africa during

this particular 30-year period is remarkable in numerous ways. First, England, France,

Portugal, and Spain had maintained small but gradually expanding footprints along the

African coasts throughout the first half of the 19th century. However, gradual British and

French expansion throughout this period had failed to generate any intense expansion or

competition between rivals during that lengthy period. Those powers had long been able

to assess the value of their African territories and had pursued expansion only in piecemeal

fashion if at all, begging the question of what then led the Scramble to occur when it did.

With some important exceptions, historians have largely ignored the role that prestige

has played in shaping decisions about territorial expansion and about colonial expansion

in particular, focusing instead on economic, strategic and social motivations of imperialism

expansion.7 Classic treatments of the economic motivations for imperialism locate the

value of colonies as new markets for the excess of goods and capital produced in developed,

capitalist economies.8 Later theorists, however, have noted that there was little about

7A well-regarded account by Sanderson (1974) argues that prestige was a likely cause. See also Howard

(1990).

8See ?. Lenin (1917) argued that the expansion of finance capital into underdeveloped colonies was the
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the need for new markets that necessitated annexation of territory.9 Over the course of

the 19th century, the British had come to adopt this perspective, viewing protectorates

as ‘unwelcome burdens’ and embracing the notion that ‘trade, not territory’ provided the

means to the highest profits.10 The costs of establishing protectorates represented an

‘unnecessary reduction in marginal profit.’11 There is also little evidence to support the

notion that imperialism was driven by capitalists’ or the landed interests’ needs for foreign

outlets for their surplus capital. Langer has noted that the most heightened periods of

British colonial expansion in fact coincided with a sharp decline in overseas investment

of capital rather than with increased capital export and A.J.P Taylor has pointed out

that “the Economic analysis [of imperialism] breaks down in almost every case which has

been examined in detail.”12 The sad state of the balance sheets of the British East Africa

Company and many of the German charter companies by the end of the 1880s also suggest

‘highest stage of capitalism,’ driven by the need to both export excess capital and to acquire monopolies

of the labour and resources and competition that capitalism required.

9See Robinson (1922).

10British experience following the American revolution had called into question the necessity for annex-

ation of territory for economic gain. British trade with the former colonies not only increased following

secession but became the most dominant trade route for England, leading policymakers to cite their good

fortune at having lost the war. See Robinson (1922, pp. 160-8).

11Sanderson (1974, p. 10), Chamberlain (1974, pp. 40-44).

12Quote cited in Hammond (1961); Langer (1935). See also Fieldhouse (1961) and Platt (1968).
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that there was often little surplus capital to go around.13 Instead, as RJ Hammond has

noted, “financial gain, as well as decent administration, seem to have been subordinated

in the British East Africa Company to the acquisition of territory for its own sake.”14 In

some countries like Italy and Portugal, there was actually a shortage of capital, leading to

a situation in which, as Chamberlain has noted, “far from capital fighting to get out, it

was almost impossible to persuade it to go.”15 There is also little to suggest that these

capitalists and bankers had significant impact on the political decisions of Bismarck or

the French government.16 Instead, the French government in large part had to implore

its businessmen and industrialists to invest in Africa years after the Scramble had already

begun.17

It is also di�cult to explain the colonization of Africa in terms of the more direct

material motivations cited by realists. First, the material value of African colonies and

colonization in general had long been called into question by European leaders. By the

time of the Scramble for Africa, the French and British had some experience with African

colonies. The French had found in Algeria that the only thing plentiful there was desert

13Chamberlain (1974) notes that the former was essentially bankrupt by 1890 and the latter were not

far behind.

14Hammond (1961).

15Chamberlain (1974). See also Sanderson (1974).

16See Sanderson (1974) for more on the ’mythological beast’ of economic imperialism; and Hyam (1999).

17Brunschwig (1966).
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and the only thing ‘plentiful in the desert was air.’18 As viewed from positions of costs and

benefits for the British, by the middle of the 19th century, it had also begun to look to

some like the loss of the British empire “might not be of material detriment to the interest

of the mother country.”19 In both cases, by 1880, the markets and the resources of Africa

were of ‘almost negligible importance to the European economy.’ Bismarck had also noted

in the cases of earlier British and French colonies in Africa that ‘the expenditures often

exceeded the gain,’20 stating in 1871 that “I will have no colonies. For Germany to possess

colonies would be like a poverty-stricken Polish nobleman acquiring a silk sable coat when

he needed shirts.”21

Robinson and Gallagher have o↵ered the most prominent argument for the strategic

rationale behind the Scramble for Africa. Refuting economic motivations, the authors cite

British concerns that instability in Egypt would enable the French to ‘steal a march on

them in Cairo’ thereby giving France command of the Suez Canal as the primary British

motivation for occupying Egypt in 1882.22 The annexation of Egypt set o↵ counter French

18Roberts (1963, p. 177).

19Quote by Lord Melbourne, 1837. Quoted in Reid (1906). Also, by the 1830s, British policymakers

were acknowledging that independence was the state towards which all prosperous settlement colonies were

destined and moves were being made towards devolution in parts of Australia, Canada, and South Africa.

20Stoecker (1986, p. 17).

21Quoted in Townsend (1922, p. 18).

22Robinson and Gallagher (1965, ch. iv).
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annexations that then led to the British to reply in kind. However, as numerous scholars

have argued, the evidence for British fears of French expansion simply does not hold up.23

In addition to a lack of documentary evidence that the British actually feared loss of

access to the Suez Canal prior to their ground invasion in June 1882, the British privately

acknowledged months prior to their invasion that the French had no interest in taking part

in a solo or joint e↵ort to restore stability in Egypt.24

Finally, historians have argued that social conditions at home drove imperialism

abroad. The argument is largely that colonies abroad would act as a ‘safety valve’ for

social unrest at home either through ensuring economic growth or by providing space for

emigration. As Cecil Rhodes saw it, new markets would provide work for citizens and

keep money in their pockets, thereby reducing the likelihood of civil unrest. In Rhodes’

own words, ‘If you want to avoid civil war, you must be an imperialist’ and there is some

evidence that Bismarck and Jules Ferry in France both held this view. There is little

evidence, however, of how such concerns relate to the timing of the intensification of the

23There has been a great deal of evidence o↵ered in refute of the Robinson and Gallagher argument. See

Schölch (1976), Sanderson (1974) and Galbraith (1978), Cain and Hopkins (1993, p. 366-367), Hopkins

(1986), among others.

24Schölch (1976, p. 775) cites Granville telling his man on the ground Malet on February 3, 1882 that

the French were “strongly against English and French single or joint occupation as well as against any form

of Turkish intervention in Egypt.”
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partition of Africa.25 Rhodes uttered these statements in 1895, long after massive segments

of African territories had already been claimed. Instead, the initial attitude of the colonial

states towards the partition was more one of gamesmanship than of essential struggle for

the cohesion of the homeland. As noted in Sanderson (1974), the partition of Africa was

more the ‘steeplechases of rival missions with their stock-in-trade of national flags’ than it

was a matter of national life or death.26

While these large-scale explanations may provide some insight into the background

conditions that gave way to colonization, they completely ignore the political circumstances

on the ground and the actual decisions to expand and in so doing fail to explain anything

about the timing or location of each instance of expansion or the relationship of each of the

cases of expansion to each other. The next sections of this chapter explore the immediate

circumstances of the initial cases of expansion in Africa and looks at the motivations guiding

the key decision-makers in the cases of colonizing France, Britain, Germany and Italy. The

case studies demonstrate that France, Germany and Italy were motivated in their African

expansion by a desire for a greater voice in the international system and that the actions

of France in its drive to renew its place in the world, in part sanctioned by Britain and

Germany, initiated the scramble. Britain was eventually motivated to expand by a desire

25See Sanderson (1974) for a more detailed argument on the timing.The account below will also relate

the timing of civil unrest with territorial acquisition.

26Sanderson (1974) [pp. 14-5].
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to maintain the relative influence that it had, but only after France had made significant

strides. Germany was spurred on in East Africa after being humiliated by the British; the

Italians followed them into the fray, for if Germany was expanding, Italy would have to

also if it desired to be considered a member of the club of Great Powers. These initial cases

gave rise to second order beliefs that such colonies were the key to international success

and their value resided not in economics or strategy but in their symbolic value as prestige

goods.

Imperial Expansion Before the Scramble: 1815 to 1870

For roughly seven decades prior to the Scramble in Africa, states had showed relatively

little interest in colonial expansion in Africa. French statesmen after the Napoleonic Wars

acknowledged that if they did seek African colonies again, it would solely be out of a desire

for prestige. The Duc de Richelieu noted in 1816 that France would push to takes its

former colony of French Guiana back from Portugal “not because of any real advantage we

derive from [it]. . . but because it would be harmful to the dignity both of the King and of

the State to concede anything to Portugal to which she has no sort of claim.”27 British

attitudes towards the colonies after 1815 had come to be defined by “indi↵erence tempered

by uneasiness”28 This policy of devolution or maintenance, but not expansion, of the empire

27Quoted in Brunschwig (1966, pp. 14- 5).

28During the wars, the public and policymakers became concerned about the expense of maintaining and

defending the colonies Robinson (1922, p. 160).
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after the defeat of its biggest rival made sense within the broader logic for British imperial

expansion. Much British expansion had been rooted in concerns for its national security

and its standing in the world. Throughout the 18th century, the British had expanded out

of a fear of French expansion and with little enthusiasm for the act and expense of ruling.29

Without a rival France attempting to overtake Britain’s dominant position, British policy

towards expansion could take more variable form.

Starting in 1830, just 15 years after the Napoleonic Wars, the French again embarked

upon expansion in to Northern Africa. The motivation behind Charles X’s first push into

Algiers seems to have been a desire to distract domestic audiences from maladministration

at home. While Algerian and French relations had ruptured in 1827 following a dispute over

money owed indirectly by the French government to Algerian merchants,30 the true cause

of French actions in Algeria three years later seems to have been a desire by a vulnerable

King to fill the eyes of the public with glorious adventures in exotic faraway lands in hopes

of establishing a more absolutist government and suppressing his internal opposition.31 The

29See Marshall (2005, p. 6). Seeley also argues that British territorial policy was driven more by fear of

French expansion than by a desire to expand trade or out of singular ambition Seeley (1899).

30Upon arriving in Algiers in 1827, the French consul announced the intentions of the French government

no to pay the dey directly, in response to which the Dey swatted the French consul six times on the arm

with his ceremonial fly swatter and ordered him out of the room. This event led to a three-year blockade

of Algiers. Aldrich (1996).

31See Swain (1933, pp. 359-60); Roberts (1963, pp. 176-77); Aldrich (1996, pp. 25-6).
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King ultimately failed in his e↵orts to save the Restoration and his rule through overseas

expansion - elections shortly afterwards brought the opposition back into power, leading

to the eventual fall of the Restoration monarchy and the flight of Charles from France.

Charles X first pushed into Algeria starting in 1830, providing France its first new imperial

territory since Napoleon, though French commitment to her Algerian territory wavered for

decades following. Algeria was a desert after all and the only thing plentiful in the desert,

it was noted, was air; there were few economic benefits to be hoped for.32 Nevertheless, the

French pursued a violent course of suppression of Algerian masses and expansion deeper

into the continent as the century wore on.33

It is important to note that these acts of expansion worried Britain but did not

generate any shift in British foreign policy towards expansion. Instead of placing French

prestige at stake in these acts by declaring them attempts to restore prestige and influence,

the French worked diligently to minimize British upset and to deny any role for enhancing

French status. Fearing British attempts to force withdrawal from Algeria and recognizing

their likely ability to do so, the French did all they could to calm British fears that French

actions in Algeria were not rooted in a desire for material expansion or personal interest.

Instead, they cited the damage to their honor done by the Algerian Dey and the need to

32Roberts (1963, p. 177).

33The cause often given for this continued expansion was a need to protect the settlers that arrived after

1830. The situation for Frenchmen in Algeria was precarious at best. More French troops were sent to

essentially protect French investment in the area. See Roberts (1963); Aldrich (1996, pp. 24-8).
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keep the area safe from pirates through the enforcement of maritime laws for the good

of all European powers. Thus, significant French prestige was not invoked here and no

subsequent retaliatory acts of expansion occurred.

By the end of the 1870s, the African colonies of both France and Britain proved to

be a net loss, yet the 1880s saw a massive e↵ort towards further expansion. Brunschwig

has described the paradoxes surrounding their colonial policies in the 1880s and beyond as

follows:

The British acquired an empire whilst declaring that colonies were on the whole

harmful to their economy. Rather than colonies they preferred a free trade

system. The French conquered an empire when their overseas trade was at a

minimum and when their people were totally uninterested in the world beyond

the seas.

The question thus remains as to what events exactly prompted the subsequent period of

ever-increasing competition.

The First Steps of the Scramble for Africa, 1881 - 1885

Prior to 1880, there were a few instances of European expansion into Africa. However,

these constitute a small fraction of the total area eventually taken. As table 1 indicates,

between 1816 and 1881, there were just 20 separate instances of European expansion into

Africa totaling 1,172,780 km2, or just under 5% of the total African territory eventually
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taken by European powers up through 1914.34 Of this expansion occurring prior to 1881,

just 156,473 km2, or 13%, were taken at the hands of the British around South Africa

while 87% was taken by the French, primarily in Algeria over a period of 40 years. In the

four years period of 1881 to 1885, nearly 8,750,000 km2 were taken by France, Portugal,

Belgium, Germany, Italy and the United Kingdom.

French Expansion into Tunisia, 1881: The European Response

The last chapter examined the motivations behind French expansion into Tunisia in 1882.

This section will focus on the reaction of European leaders to the French desire for territory

in Tunisia and will address why French expansion there went unopposed. As shown in the

previous chapter, the roots of French expansion in 1882 and the Scramble for Africa more

generally extended deep into the preceding decade. The loss of prestige su↵ered at the

hands of the Prussians in the Franco-Prussian war and the loss of Alsace-Lorraine left a

mark on the French psyche. Large segments of the French population and French leaders

became focused on restoring French prestige. Such e↵orts were forestalled by the need to

invest resources in domestic rebuilding after the war. Upon the fall of the anti-colonial

monarchists in 1879, charge fell to Jules Ferry and Charles de Freycinet, both of whom

were convinced of the need to take action in order to protect and enhance Frances world

stature and both of whom came to believe that France could regain the preeminence it lost

in Europe by pursuing expansion in the colonial sphere.

34Data taken from Tir et al. (1998).
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Unlike previous acts of French expansion in Africa, that French expansion into Tunisia

was motivated by a desire to shore up prestige following the loss of French territories to the

Prussians was clear to all European leaders. As shown in the last chapter, French leaders’

rhetoric clearly conveyed the connection between a desire to regain prestige and expansion

into Tunisia. European leaders were aware of French humiliation following the war and

fully expected France to eventually reassert itself in the hopes of reestablishing its position

of social preeminence. The man responsible for French defeat and humiliation, Otto von

Bismarck, was acutely aware of French ambitions to reclaim stature and feared that the

French would direct their energies towards Prussia. He wanted to ensure above all that

French claims to prestige were recognized in a way that satisfied the French; he felt that

the best means to ‘compensate’ France was through territorial aggrandizement in Northern

Africa at the expense of the expiring Ottoman Empire.35

The question then is what type of ‘compensation’ did Tunisia o↵er France. As dis-

cussed in chapter 4, the bankrupt desert country provided meagre resources. France also

already had a strategic stronghold with its Algerian holdings, making it unclear what addi-

tional strategic utility the possession of Tunisia o↵ered. Rather than material or strategic

compensation, Tunisia provided France with the social recognition it sought and which

35As Langer (1925) notes, Bismarck’s policy aimed to satisfy the ambitions of all powers who felt they

required greater prestige and believed that territory abroad provided the best means of doing so. Bismarck

encouraged England to take Egypt, Russia to take Bulgaria, and France and Italy to carve out influence

around the Mediterranean. Langer (1925, pp. 59-60). See also Roberts (1963).
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others apparently believed it deserved. That the European powers allowed France to in-

crease its sphere of influecne unopposed indicates that France was attempting to augment

its prestige an amount which was in keeping with how other European powers perceived it.

Put another way, it is very unlikely that Germany and Britain would have allowed France

to enhance its sphere of influence if they had not believed that France prestige merited it.

While German and Britain acquiesced to French expansion, thereby providing recog-

nition of French prestige, French expansion had a di↵erent e↵ect on less prestigious powers

who were also interested in enhancing their own position within the prestige hierarchy. The

Italians, for instance, perceived French expansion into Tunisia to be at their own expense.

Throughout Bismarck’s years of maneuvering on this question, the Italians had expressed

a specific desire for Tunis and had at times received German signals in support of these

aims. That the less prestigious Italian state might end up with an enlarged sphere of influ-

ence before France did spurred France to action. Failure to do so could send a signal that

French prestige was lower than that of Italy. As one French diplomat put it, France would

be “allowing itself be relegated to the level of Spain.”36

The French took action in Tunisia therefore with the primary aim of consolidating

French prestige. They did this by acting with the acceptance of other prestigious powers

36St.Vallier to Barthelemy St. Hilaire on Jan 26, 1881 in Ganiage (1959, pp. 632). As Sanderson notes, it

was with these types of sentiments that Ferry and Gambetta were brought to action in Tunisia. Sanderson

(1974, p. 9).
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and by engaging in an action which clearly distinguished France from those beneath it

on the social hierarchy. Doing so cost the French the friendship of the Italians and cost

French leaders the support of the French masses, who believed that Ferry had played into

the hands of Bismarck.37 Nevertheless, French statesmen believed France was on course to

reestablish itself in the eyes of other nations. Importantly, these actions took place prior to

1882 and the onset of the Egyptian crisis. While some historians have argued that the crisis

in Egypt prompted the scramble for Africa as British moves led to French countermoves of

expansion, the French had long planned to expand into Tunisia prior to these events.38

The British Expansion into Egypt, 1882

The British occupation of Egypt in the following year was less the result of a coherent

policy of expansion than it was the result of ‘muddleheadedness’ and miscalculation.39 Its

impact on the Scramble for Africa, however, and on later French action, was significant.

As we would expect, the British, as the most influential naval and colonial power, had

little interest in gaining further territory and thereby further prestige. Instead, the British

desired to protect and maintain their current influence when challenged. The French, in

their role in the crisis, were attempting to maintain their relative influence by insisting that

the Egyptian crisis by handled be France and Britain alone, as preeminent powers. The

37Kelly (1955). Ferry’s government was immediately overthrown.

38Chamberlain (1974).

39See Chamberlain (1976) and Galbraith (1978).
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end of the crisis, however, and the subsequent end of French influence in Egypt, left the

French resentful and humiliated, leading them again to pursue territorial gains in hopes of

renewing their status.

The French and British had maintained shared influence over Egypt from afar since

the Convention of London in 1840; their citizens had developed considerable financial inter-

est there.40 By 1876, however, the Egyptian leader Khedive Ismail Pasha had run up su�-

cient debts that the Egyptian government was forced to declare bankruptcy. As the British

and French took greater control over Egyptian finances in an e↵ort to protect investments,

an Egyptian nationalist movement, targeted against British and French bondholders, arose

throughout the region. Britain and France responded by urging the Turkish sultan, nom-

inally in control of Egypt, to remove Khedive Ismail from power and to replace him with

his more pro-European son Tewfiq. The nationalists continued to accrue power, however,

as the nationalist leader Arabi becoming the Minister of War in January of 1882. A naval

demonstration by the French and British in May aimed at bolstering the position of the

Khedive Tewfiq, had the unintended consequence of producing riots in the Egyptian streets

which resulted in the killing of 50 Europeans, many of French and British descent. As the

British faced the growing necessity to intervene militarily in order to defend its reputation,

40The Convention was signed by Britain, Austria, Prussia, Russia, and the Ottoman Empire and granted

Muhammed Ali and his heirs control of Egypt in exchange for not undermining the stability of the Ottoman

Empire.
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French policy moved in the other direction, as Freycinet pulled all French ships from the

harbor and refused to participate in any further military action in Egypt. Following an

ultimatum by the British to remove all cannons from the port of Alexandria, the British

bombarded and occupied the city along with Turkish troops. The era of French influence

in Egypt was o�cially over.

What prompted these policy choices on the parts of the Dual powers? It was certainly

not an interest in formal expansion on the part of the British. The British had maintained

a status quo policy in Egypt throughout the mid-19th century and even up to the time

of occupation, perceiving occupation to be a useless encumbrance.41 Instead, the British

appear to have been motivated by a desire to both protect financial interests and to maintain

the Anglo-French entente throughout the early period of the crisis from 1876 to 1881. It

was at the urging and authorship of the French that the Joint Note of January 8, 1882

was produced which took a hardline on protecting European financial interests and on

maintaining Dual Control of the two powers in Egypt at any cost. Though the tone of

the joint note struck Gladstone as too aggressive, he went along so as not to disrupt the

alliance.42 Following the release of the joint note and the subsequent increase in power by

41Disraeli to Salisbury, Nov 29, 1876. Sir William Harcourt, the majority leader, expressed doubt in

1881 that Britain could even sustain such expansion, declaring “We have already as much Empire as the

nation can carry. If you have the heart too much work to do. . . you enfeeble its action and it succumbs.”

Quoted in Brunschwig (1966, p. 68).

42See ? and Robinson and Gallagher (1965).
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Egyptian nationalists, it seems that the British perceived their reputation for resolve to

have been called in to question. Thus, while they desired to avoid direct intervention at all

costs, preferring the internationalization of the crisis, with the incorporation of the other

Great Powers, and the reliance on Turkish troops to subdue the nationalists as the ideal

alternative, they moved closer towards intervention following the death of British citizens

following the naval demonstration in May.43 In the eyes of the cabinet, the perception was

growing that restoring British influence in Egypt had become a ‘prerequisite’ for protecting

British reputation and for securing British colonies throughout the world.44 On June 12th,

after ships had been put into place for the bombardment, the British Foreign Secretary Lord

Granville claimed that the conquest of Egypt had been ‘forced’ upon them and bemoaned

to Lord Spencer that the British takeover of Egypt was “a nasty business, and we have

been much out of luck.”45 The British themselves recognized that they had been backed

into the defense of British influence in Egypt because of the signal of potential weakness

43The British remained concerned about intervention, fearing the costs of occupation and that they

would incite the other Powers by acting too hastily. The British cabinet felt that the perils taking on an

armed intervention “are so formidable, and the jealousy of the Powers so great, that there can be no desire

on the part of any Ministry to commit itself to precipitate action.” Quoted in The Pall Mall Gazette, 2

February 1882, p. 1.

44“Copy of a Despatch from Earl Granville to the Earl of Du↵erin respecting the A↵airs of Egypt”, 11

July 1882, Parliamentary Papers, Egypt 10. See discussion in Halvorson (2010).

45Quoted in Chamberlain (1974, p. 33).
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the crisis sent to British colonies around the world.

For the French, the initial objectives in the Egyptian crisis were not only to protect

the interest of French bondholders but also to maintain ‘absolute parity’ of influence with

the British in Egypt.46 With the annexation of Tunisia, France had become singleminded

in its focus on raising its international profile and on balancing British influence at every

turn. This in turn meant keeping other Great Powers out of the Egyptian domain despite

repeated British attempts to internationalize the crisis.47 The French in turn desired to

minimize Turkish influence in Egypt, fearing the repercussions on Tunisia and Algeria of a

pan-Islamic movement.48 These objectives led to the heightened French role in Egyptian

a↵airs from 1876 to 1881 and to Gambetta’s January 1881 note threatening intervention

in Egypt which he invited the British to sign. French policy changed quite dramatically

however with the downfall of Gambetta on January 30, 1881. While Freycinet maintained

interest in quelling Egyptian dissent, he, and the French people, were becoming less tolerant

of paying costs to do so. While the French proposed the joint naval demonstration in May of

1882, they increasingly disagreed with the British proposal to follow up any bombardment

with Turkish ground forces. As French public opinion swayed dramatically against the

form of intervention proposed by the British taking the votes of the French Chamber with

46Packenham (1991).

47The French feared the diminishment of their status if the other Great Powers were invited to participate

in Egyptian actions, thereby leveling the status hierarchy somewhat.

48See Blunt et al. (1907).
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it, Freycinet was left with no choice but to pull French ships to the Port of Said the day

before the British naval bombardment began in mid-July.49

The primary point of interest of the Egyptian case for the purpose of assessing the

role of prestige in the scramble for Africa is less the British motivations for occupation

than the impact of the event on the French. Though the blame for French inaction laid

solely with the French people and French chamber, it was perceived by the French press

that France had made a fool of itself in allowing itself to be beaten by Britain. The loss of

Egypt was spoken by some in the same sentence as the loss of Alsace-Lorraine, referred to

as the “second disaster” with consequences almost as disastrous for France as the war of

1870.50 This humiliation, though self-imposed, presented France with a new psychological

motivation for redemption of its prestige for fear that it would otherwise be reduced to the

level of Italy or Spain. As will be seen, it led to a policy of expansion within Central Africa

which likely would not have otherwise existed, thereby marking the true starting point in

the race for Africa.51

49A request was also made by the British for French participation in the protection of the Suez canal

following occupation. Freycinet took the request to the French Chamber, which voted it down, leading to

his resignation the following week.

50See Sanderson (1965) and Andrew (1968) for the impact of the loss of Egypt on Delcassé and his later

policy towards Egypt during the Fashoda crisis.

51The French would continue to demand compensation for withdrawing from Egypt or a return to Dual

Control for decades after occupation, making it the most consistent point within their foreign policy. The
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France and Britain in the Congo, 1882

Just as instability in Egypt was mounting, European competition in the Congo was also

ramping up. The early stages of the competition for the African interior were driven largely

by private charter companies. The o�cial policy of the French government in 1880 was that

it had no interest in the Congo; it primarily focused on the Mediterranean ports as the best

routes to prestige. Nevertheless, the Frenchman de Brazza was independently maneuvering

deep into the Congo and on September 10, 1880 signed an agreement with Makoko, chief

of the Bateke, in which the chief promised to “cede his territory to France. . . and his

hereditary rights of supremacy.”52 Brazza’s expeditions into the Congo coincided with

those of Leopold II of Belgium, who cherished hopes of increasing Belgian prestige through

colonial expansion.53 News of Brazza’s success in besting Leopold did not initially make

it all the way up o�cial French chain of authority however. In July 1881, the British

Ambassador in Paris inquired about the status of Brazza’s agreement, to which the Quai

d’Orsay replied that it was a matter of concern for the French committee within the AIA,

the charter and development company that had supported the trip, and not a matter for

British however perpetually “refused to buy the French out of Egypt.”

52Brazza had set out in e↵ort to best Stanley who was returning to Africa on behest of Leopold IIs

African International Association to carve out a piece of the Congo. See Brunschwig (1966, p. 44-48).

53Leopold noted often the model of Great Powers achieving their greatness through expansion. See

Viaene (2008) and Aldrich (1996, p. 54). Leopold also noted that he saw Belgian expansion as ’a means

of giving us a more important place in the world.’ See Brunschwig (1966, p. 31).
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the French government, which was o�cially not interested in the interior of Africa. This

remained o�cial French policy until the middle of 1882, when the French government began

to change its tune on Brazza’s expeditionary accomplishments.

Why this rather sudden shift? Most importantly, by June, it had become clear that

Freycinet would have to shrink from Egyptian intervention; the government either sensed

or feared that French public opinion would been incited by these events. As the months

wore on, the growing perception that France had lost prestige in that encounter by allowing

the British to go it alone increased the demand for France to make a display of its influence.

The government and French people merely had to be convinced that the Congo provided

the means to renewed prestige and Brazza led a powerful press campaign in support of his

expeditions aimed at doing exactly that. With the Congo, Duclerc came to believe that

he had the means to satisfy public opinion for a ‘patriotic’ act of grandeur without coming

into conflict with the British, or so he thought.54 Duclerc successfully pressed for French

Parliament ratification of Brazza’s agreements with the Makoko in November, 1882.

Throughout the late 1870s and early 80s, the French government had taken great care

to not provoke the British in their quest for greater influence. Though France desired greater

influence, they were not willing to risk conflict with Britain to obtain it. Though there were

signs of British decline, Britain was still the dominant military force in the world.55 Thus,

54Chamberlain (1974) and Brunschwig (1966).

55Sanderson (1974).
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France had pressed for expansion in Tunisia, but only with the consent of the British. In

1881, the French had sacrificed lands in Senegal gained by French private expeditionary

forces to British interests there to ensure they didn’t poke the British into action.56 The

British to date however had expressed little interest in the Congo, leaving Duclerc convinced

that it’s annexation provided the least costly way to enhance French prestige. Yet, though

the British had not expressed interest in the Congo prior to French annexation there, their

tune changed soon after. The French treaty with Makoko had cut o↵ Leopold from the

water and hinted at French ownership of much of the west coast of Africa and a larger shift

in influence towards France. These concerns led the British back into negotiations with

Portugal, long dormant, over the Portuguese colonies in Goa, Mozambique, and the Congo.

These negotiations led to the Anglo-Portuguese treaty of February 1884 in which Britain

recognized Portuguese claims to the mouth of the Congo river and declared navigation

of the Congo to be under the purview of an Anglo-Portuguese Commission.57 Upon the

signing of the Anglo-Portuguese treaty, however, there was immediate international outcry

about these seemingly aggressive British policies in an area of international interest. The

arrogance of British behavior in the Congo even provided the basis for a short-lived Franco-

German reconciliation, with Bismarck backing French claims there. It also spurred on

Germany’s decision to gain influence at the expense of the British. Bismarck thus organized

56Brunschwig (1966, pp. 44-48).

57Chamberlain (1974).
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the Berlin Conference in 1884 to address not only the Congo question, but also to address

‘new occupations’ within the continent.

The Causes of Early German Expansion

In 1868, Bismarck defended Prussian abstention from colonial expansion, saying:

The advantages which people expect from colonies for the commerce and indus-

try of the mother country are mainly founded on illusions, for the expenditure

very often exceeds the gain, as is proved by the experience of England and

France in their colonial policy.58

Bismarck worried not only about colonial drain on resources and the costs of administering

them, but was also concerned that colonies would act as a drain on German military

capabilities as well since they would have to be defended by powerful naval fleets which

Germany did not have at the time. Additionally, Bismarck had no interest in becoming

more reliant on parliament for funds to support colonial initiatives.59 Despite Bismarck’s

persistent disdain for colonial adventures in Africa, however, by 1884, Germany had decided

to acquire areas of Cameroon, Namibia and Togoland as German colonies, an area larger

than Germany itself, and by 1886 had colonial holdings in Kenya and East Africa. Given

58At that time, Prussia also lacked an e↵ective navy and su�cient manpower to engage in significant

expansion.Stoecker (1986, p. 17). See also Pflanze (1990).

59Pflanze (1990, p. 122-3), Mommsen (1995).
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his doubts about colonial profitability, why ultimately did he follow Britain, France, and

Belgium into the colonizing fray?

Historians have long debated the overarching motivations behind Bismarck’s sudden

change of heart in April 1884 when he gave orders for the German flag to be planted in

East Africa. They cite large-scale economic or social conditions that gave rise to Germany’s

need for expansion, attributing the shift in policy to the need to export capital, goods, or

emigrants,60 the desire for a “safety valve” to stave o↵ social unrest,61 or to Bismarck’s

desire for support from domestic merchant groups and a general public which was becoming

increasingly bent on Germany establishing a colonial footprint.62 While these arguments

60Smith (1978)

61Pflanze (1990, p. 116).

62Aydelotte (1937) As regards the AJP Taylor argument that Bismarck’s expansion into Africa was

aimed at angering the British in order to draw closer to the French, as Sanderson notes, it is not clear

why the Germans needed a quarrel with England to arrive at this outcome nor why he would have aimed

to anger Britain through colonial expansion rather than exploiting British strategic vulnerability in Egypt

Sanderson (1974, p. 8). This theory also does little to explain the behavior of Italy, Belgium or Portugal

or the timing of the partition. While social imperialist arguments have held up over time, arguments

rooted in economic rationales have largely been discredited, with Mommsen (1982, p. 100-104) arguing

that economic arguments were usually adduced as afterthoughts to justify territorial gains that had already

taken place.” See also Fieldhouse (1973), Pflanze (1990), Sanderson (1974). Such ambiguity exists about

the German case primarily because decision-making was a private a↵air, with Bismarck guiding significant

policies in ways he saw fit with little need to explain his rationales publicly or privately.
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may o↵er insight into the underlying conditions surrounding German expansion, they o↵er

little in the way of explaining exactly when and why Bismarck opted to expand where he

did. Analysis of the immediate circumstances surrounding Bismarck’s decision to plant

Germany’s first flag in Africa in April 1884 suggests he was motivated primarily by the

peremptory attitude of the British towards his inquiries about territory in Angra Pequena

in east Africa.

Bismarck’s skepticism about the utility of colonies was well known. Throughout

the 1870s and early 1880s, Bismarck had turned down requests from German merchants

with footholds in Africa seeking protection from the German state.63 However, requests

initiated by Herr Luderitz, a factory owner in east African Angra Pequena, in late 1882

eventually resulted in the establishment of the first German protectorate there on April

24, 1884. What was di↵erent about this particular request? As late as mid-1883, Bismarck

preferred that, rather than have the German state o↵er protection of the German traders,

that the British would extend sovereignty over the territory of Angra Pequena and in turn

assume responsibility for providing law and order in the region. He sent word as such to the

British in February 1883. By August 1883, he had received no reply, at which point, he sent

another “cautious inquiry” to the British seeking to determine British intentions towards

the territory of Angra Pequena and to ascertain the basis of any claim to title of the land

63Pflanze (1990) cites Bismarck as saying privately in 1882 “I don’t like colonies at all. They are only

good as supply posts.” (p. 114)
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that the British might have had. Additionally, he inquired about provisions the British

might make for the protection of German traders in the case that title was claimed. Again,

response was slow in coming, leaving Bismarck bristling. The nature of the eventual British

response in November, nine months after the initial German inquiry, did little to alleviate

Bismarck’s irritation. It stated that although the British had little interest in claiming

Angra Pequena themselves, they would perceive “any claim to sovereignty or jurisdiction

by a foreign power...[to] infringe their legitimate rights.”64 An irritated Bismarck followed

up with a stronger note in late December, citing previous British admissions that they had

no title to or interest in the territory and asking the to British provide some legitimate

basis for their claim. This o�cial enquiry too went unanswered for six months, leaving

Bismarck irked and suspicious of British intentions.

Within a few months, Bismarck’s hope that the British would extend sovereignty

over the Angra Pequena territory in order to protect German traders had morphed into a

concern that Britain would take the land while completely ignoring Germany in the process

as well as a subsequent desire to preempt Britain in this attempt. Before any response to

the strong December note was ever received from the British, Bismarck ordered the German

flag planted on April 24, 1884 and Germany took responsibility for protection of the Angra

Pequena settlements. He ensured that Germany would take no financial role in colonial

administration and recognized that the inevitable costs of even colonial protection would

64Quoted in Pflanze (1990, p. 124).
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have to be dealt with down the road.65 Explorers even prior to the time of the German

takeover sent reports questioning the economic value of Angra Pequena, citing “It is one

of the least economic coasts on earth. . . no tree, no bush, no leaf is to be seen, nothing

but sand.66 Nevertheless, Bismarck proceeded into Angra Pequena primarily because of his

growing indignation at Britain’s flippant treatment of German interests.

For their part, London was shocked upon hearing of the German claims. The British

had long taken Bismarck at his anti-colonial word and were not expecting his change of heart

regarding German colonies. In a later apology to Bismarck for the slight, Granville claimed

to have been guided by this impression in dealing with the German inquiries and had

therefore deemed them of secondary importance. Bismarck could not fail to notice however

that this formal British apology was not accompanied by a formal recognition of German

sovereignty over Angra Pequena, leaving Bismarck even more indignant.67 On June 1st, he

wrote to Count Münster, the German ambassador to London, decrying the “unrestrained

[British] claims against us in colonial matters. A Monroe Doctrine for Africa!...Public

opinion in Germany will not endure the arrogance and selfishness of the English for ever.”68

On June 1st, Bismarck again decries the British arrogance, stating that ”. . . the Monroe

65See Stoecker (1986, pp. 16-20); Smith (1978, pp. 27- 34); Pflanze (1990).

66Another German explorer, upon visiting the new protectorate, exclaimed “What a terrible desert we

have acquired.” Both quoted in Pflanze (1990, p. 134).

67Turner (1967, p.63).

68Letter from Bismarck to Count Munster, May 25th, 1884. Dugdale.
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Doctrine, that monstrosity in International Law, was being applied in favour of England to

the coast of Africa. . . This näıve egoism is in itself an insult to our national feeling, and you

will please point this out to Lord Granville. The ’quod licet Jovi, etc.’ cannot be applied

to Germany.”69

On August 7th, Bismarck ordered flags to be planted along the coasts to the north

and south of Angra Pequena as well as in Cameroon, Togo, and Namibia, thereby acquir-

ing within 5 short months a territory roughly three times the size of Germany itself and

accounting for almost 83% of all territory that would be acquired by Germany in Africa.

A few days following this move, he told Münster:

London is not showing the consideration to our overseas trade to which it is

entitled. If we fail to push our rights with energy, we shall risk, by letting them

sink into oblivion, falling into a position inferior to England, and strengthening

the unbounded arrogance shown by England and her Colonies in opposition to

us. . . Seeing the want of consideration shown in British colonial policy, modesty

on our part is out of place.70

Upon hearing of supposedly preemptive moves by Bismarck in Africa as well as in New

Guinea, Chamberlain too expressed indignation, saying “I dont care about New Guinea,

and I am not afraid of German colonization, but I don’t like to be cheeked by Bismarck or

69Letter from Bismarck to Count Munster, June 1st, 1884. Dugdale.

70Letter from Bismarck to Count Münster, August 7, 1884. Dugdale
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anyone else.”71

The above comments suggest a primary rationale behind Bismarck’s e↵orts in Africa:

to press back against British attempts to altogether exclude German influence from African

a↵airs. This is not because Germany had some inherent interest in African a↵airs. Bis-

marck had done all he could to ensure loose economic and political ties to his protectorates.

Instead, it was because Britain’s slights there signaled to Bismarck that Britain held Ger-

many in low esteem and felt comfortable ignoring its interests. Failure to press back on

these slights meant risking demotion to second-rate status in the perception of the inter-

national community. Assertion on the issue however meant signaling to Britain and the

international community that Germany had influence in international a↵airs would have to

be a↵orded greater respect than had been given. These calculations led Bismarck to thwart

a policy of British expansion in east Africa that he had supported only months before and

to engage in a costly exercise of protectionism that Bismarck had no immediate interest

in.72

71Taylor and Percivale (1967, p. 71).

72Bismarck was not the only German incensed by British treatment. We see Bismarck cite growing

animosity by the German public towards British arrogance, a movement he was all so careful to keep

tabs on. As time went on, the expansion of the German footprint in the world became an increasingly

predominant electoral issue among the German public, with Bismarck citing in 1885 that “At present,

public opinion in Germany sets such great store by colonial policy that the government’s position in home

a↵airs largely depends on its success. The smallest corner of New Guinea or West Africa, even if in actual
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The Causes of Italian Expansion

Italy’s first case of large-scale expansion into Africa was in 1889 with the annexation

of Ethiopia. Italy’s expansionist policy had been in e↵ect long before that however. As

early as 1880, taking cues from French exploits, Italy began searching for Mediterranean

colonies in order to raise its international profile. While Germany had come about as a

relatively strong member of the international system, Italy had entered the system as a

weakling.73 If it desired therefore to enhance its position in the system, it would have to

do so largely through self-promotion in whatever a↵ordable ways it could and with the

tacit acceptance or support of the Great powers, which was slow in coming. As described

earlier, Italy decided to first stake a claim on Tunisia in 1881, placing her in competition

with the French for the area. Though Bismarck initially hinted at potential lands for Italy

in the deal, Italy was eventually shut out of the deal. Following the embarrassment of the

“Tunisian bombshell,” as it was called in the press, Italian opinion shifted back towards

colonial indi↵erence, with the Italian foreign minister Pasquale Mancini stating in 1881 and

similarly in 1882 that “the system of territorial colonies is sterile and harmfula source of

weakness rather than of strength. I fully believe that those nations which do not already

have territorial colonies should not consider procuring them.74

fact completely worthless, is at present more important for our policy than the whole of Egypt and its

future.” Quoted in Stoecker (1986, p. 34).

73See Bosworth (1979) for a description of Italy’s tentative rank at this time.

74Hess (1967).
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This attitude largely held among the Italian public and the government throughout

1882 and 1883 but experienced a dramatic shift in 1884 when the Italians began again to

angle for colonial holdings in Africa. What had changed? When colonization had been

perceived as a game between just the British and French, the Italians had little reason to

act. Bismarck’s dive into the African competition in 1884 however had made an impact,

profoundly a↵ecting Italian statesman who saw German actions as setting a new precedent

that could be easily followed.75 As Hess has noted, the shift came with the recognition that

“Colonialism was not be solely a French and British phenomenon. Germany had acted;

Italy must act.”76 Of course, it would take numerous unsuccessful attempts before Italy

obtained its first prize in the fight. With secret sanction by the British, Italy took the port

of Massawa in Eritrea on the Red Sea in 1886 and took land near the horn of Africa in

1887. It would take two years of Italian military engagement for it to bring its coveted

Ethiopia into the fold in 1889, though the colony would be lost again in 1896 after Italian

defeat.

Above all, in these attempts, Italy wanted its ‘place in the sun.’77 It was a new state

and had notions of grandeur. While it was relatively weak, participation in the scramble

for africa might signal to others that Italy was more influential than they knew. As Prime

75Hess (1967, p.153).

76Ibid.

77Brogi (2006).
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Minister Francesco Crispi in particular believed, if other Powers were acquiring colonies in

Africa, Italy should also acquire them in order to look more like a Great Power.78 The

Italian statesman di Rudini also later admitted as such, acknowledging that Italy had

sought colonies “in a spirit of imitation. . . for pure snobbism.”79 France and Britain had

provided models for great powers behavior. Germany was going to join them in that fray.

Italy chose to imitate them rather than be left behind.

The Height of the Scramble and Beyond: 1885 and 1912

In early 1884, Britain seemed dedicated to its anti-expansionist policy. Though it had

moved to block the expansion of French influence in the Congo and had protected interests

in Egypt and South Africa, it had not yet embarked on expansion into any new domains.

Lord Derby, the Colonial Secretary at the time, even noted to Gladstone in December 1884

“there is something absurd in the scramble for colonies.”80 The first acts of German expan-

sion initially did little to arouse the British out of their satiated torpor. The British press

in fact referred to the early territories taken by the Germans in East Africa as ‘sterile sand

holes’ and noted that if the Germans were foolhardy enough to embark there, the English

would o↵er a “hearty welcome to the development of the Teuton abroad.”81 Nevertheless,

78Sanderson (1974).

79Quoted in Langer (1925, p. 281).

80Derby to Granville, December 28, 1884. Granville Papers.

81Quoted in Gi↵ord et al. (1967, p. 4). Gladstone himself also wrote that “If Germany is to become a
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a transition in British thinking occurred during 1884. While Britain had little interest in

any particular colony of the Germans or French, Britain was concerned with its mounting

number of diplomatic losses. Bismarck had been successful in establishing Leopold II as

King of Belgian Congo and at pushing the French to expand their holdings in West Africa.

Continued German expansion following the German elections of 1884 caused Britain to

reassess its position that German expansion was merely an electoral gimmick. With the

addition of this new expansionist power on the scene, British policy was finally destabilized;

it became axiomatic in British o�cial thinking that Britain must not be left behind.82

The general British position was that expansion of the British Empire was not in their

interest, but French and German expansion unmatched by British expansion was even less

so. As stated by Sir Percy Anderson in 1885, “protectorates are unwelcome burdens, but

in this case, it is. . . a question between British protectorates which would be unwelcome,

and French protectorates which would be fatal. Protectorates, of one sort or another,

are the inevitable outcome of the situation.”83 The British also sensed that the Germans

“intended to injure British interests in Africa wherever it may be possible.”84 As Sanderson

notes, following numerous diplomatic defeats for the British between 1883 and 1885 and the

colonizing power, all I say is “God speed her!” Quoted in Porter (1975, p. 102).

82Boyce (1999).

83Quoted in Hyam (1999, p. 40).

84Lister to Salisbury, February 15, 1889. Quoted in Gi↵ord et al. (1967).
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perception of declining British prestige, the policy of colonial self-denial suddenly ceased

to exist. The Brits would try to salvage something of their status in Africa by proclaiming

protectorates.85

At roughly the same time that Britain was finally shifting its policy towards expan-

sion, the French were doubling down on their colonial gamble. They still had yet to get

the masses and the businessmen fully behind their endeavors. Though ousted from o�ce in

March 1885, Jules Ferry spoke to the French Chamber in July, touting the need for French

expansion at all costs. Though Ferry’s motivations for French expansion during his first

term in 1881 and 1882 had been largely rooted in a desire to regain French prestige, the

motivation he in part now touted was an economic one.86 He also still relied heavily on

political arguments that eventually won the day, arguing:

To stand on the side from all European combinations and to regard expansion

as a rash adventure. . . would mean we would cease to be a first-rate power

and become a third or fourth rate power instead. . . France must put itself in a

position where it can do what others are doing. A policy of colonial expansion

is being engaged in by all the European powers. We must do likewise.87

This quote clearly demonstrates a predominant French take on the utility of the colonial

85Sanderson (1974, p. 28).

86Ferry’s interchange with the Chamber is quoted at length in Brunschwig (1966, pp. 74-81).

87Ibid. [p. 80].
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enterprise: colonial expansion in Africa is now the mark of a Great Power. If we fail to

imitate others in their expansion, we will not longer remain among the ranks of the Great

Powers where we belong. Instead, we will su↵er further loss of prestige and influence. Of

course, what Ferry fails to acknowledge with the quote was that it was largely the actions

and attitudes of France that initiated this competition for prestige in the first place.

Bismarck, on the other hand, had grown disillusioned by African colonization by 1886.

The colonies were proving to be expensive, as he had expected, and showed few signs of

tangible rewards.88 Nevertheless, pro-colonial forces in the German government continued

to challenge him on his ’passivity’ in the face of British encroachments in the Tanganyika

region where Germany was a competitor. His declaration of a protectorate over the Benadir

Coast was evidently intended to satisfy the demands of the colonialists, who demanded Bis-

marck drive a hard bargain with the British.89 Bismarck however was removed from o�ce

in 1890 and with him went a moderate approach to German colonization. As Sanderson

has noted, upon his departure, “Bismarck’s pragmatism gave way to an o�cial conviction

that Germany’s future greatness depended on further expansion overseas. . . and therefore

to pressure for repartition.”90

88Germany’s colonies were smaller and fewer than those of other colonizing powers, possibly suggesting

their role as a symbol of Germany standing up to British monopoly as well as Bismarck’s inherent skepticism

about their utility. See Sanderson (1974, p. 35).

89See Sanderson (1965).

90Sanderson (1974, p. 40).
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In general, this enhanced focus on winning the imperial competition itself, rather than

on the rewards of winning particular colonies, ramped up over the course of the 1890s. By

the 1890s, the public demand for colonies in the name of national honor had reached a

near ‘hysterical’ pitch in Britain and France.91 ‘Colonial jealousy’ between Germany and

Britain in South Africa had become Salisbury’s chief concern by 1895, despite the fact

much of the territory itself was deemed to be of little value.92 Indeed, by the mid 1890s,

many colonial ventures were failing economically.93 Nevertheless, there was little talk of

abandoning the colonies and focusing on strategies with greater material or even strategic

value. Instead, colonizers became more convinced that maintaining colonies was essential

for Great Powers wanting to remain great.94 As Pflanze has stated of Germany’s empire,

despite the fact that the rewards of colonization were inadequate, colonies in Africa had

91Sanderson (1974).

92Gi↵ord et al. (1967). We see this illustrated in the case of Morocco at the end of the century. The

British view of the crisis over Morocco was as follows: “Of course the Germans will ask for Mogador and

I shall tell Lord L. that if they do we must at least have Tangier - of course it is all rot and it would not

matter to us whether the Germans got Mogador or not but I’m going to say so all the same.” See Monger

(1976, p. 189).

93For instance, even in 1895, output from the Belgian Congo made up for only 25% of colonial expenses.

94It might also be argued that the states were reluctant to give up their colonies because they had

already sunk costs into them. Prospect theory would argue states would be more risk acceptant the more

investment made and therefore more reluctant to give them up. This would not explain the heightened

rhetoric surrounding their possession as the contest went on, however.
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become “symbols of national pride and power, proof that Germany was a Weltmacht with

far-flung possessions and a rival of Britain, whose achievements had so often and in so

many ways incited Germans to envy and emulation.”95 The colonizers thus clung to their

territories not out of a fear that others would occupy them and reap their material rewards

but instead that they would accrue symbolic ones.96

By the mid 1890s, states that only a few years earlier had acknowledged the costs of

colonies exhibited an increasing recklessness in their aim to win point by point competitions

for territory and an increasing willingness to resort to military force. The Portuguese writer

Eca de Quieroz refers to these impulses in discussing Portuguese expansion at the turn of

the century: “Precisely what preoccupies us, what gratifies us, what consoles us, is to

contemplate just the number of our possession; to point here and there on the map with

the finger; to intone proudly “we have eight, we have nine; we are a colonial power, we are

a nation of seafarers”.”97 As a result, the competition took an increasingly weighty tone.

Colonial competition originally intended to enhance prestige and motivated by jealousy

eventually became in the European mind nothing less than a competition for survival itself,

even though the underlying value of the African territory did not change. In anything, the

costs had become increasingly clear. Eventually, even Chamberlain had become convinced

95Pflanze (1990).

96See Brunschwig (1966, p. 99); Sanderson (1974, p. 41).

97Quoted in Hammond (1961, p. 583).
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that “imperialism was. . . not only a form of survival. It was the sole policy for survival.”98

Conclusion

The Scramble for Africa constituted a large portion of all cases of territorial expansion

that have occurred over the last 200 years. We see in the cases above that the states

engaged in this expansion were motivated to a large degree by concerns about prestige.

France, Germany, and Italy each desired to gain prestige and influence in the international

system while Britain tried desperately to hold on to its dominance. The aforementioned

challengers attempted to gain prestige by establishing a reputation for influence through

symbolic competition in Africa rather than by engaging in potentially risky conflict. We

also see that these concerns about prestige often trumped considerations about the value of

the territory itself; states invested in the administration of territories they believed would

have little value and held on to territories that drained resources. While competition for

prestige in Africa was less costly than direct conflict, it did require the commitment of

significant funds and resources to both conquer and to administer the colonies.

The cases above also shed light on dynamic features of prestige competitions. First,

France perceived that it had experienced a public loss of prestige and desired to get it back.

Second, second-order beliefs played a role in enabling the challengers to mount a symbolic

competition. Through the 19th century, interest in Africa had remained largely dormant.

98Quoted in Thornton (1965, p. 88).
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With his success in channeling French desires for prestige towards Tunisia, Bismarck, with

the consent of the British, established among the powers the belief that each of the others

perceived land in Africa to be a path to greater prestige. Later expansion into Africa was

then viewed with this lens, leading powers to attempt to balance the attempts of others.

Third, we see that Britain was the last to alter its policy towards expansionism. It was the

dominant power and had had little to gain from expansion prior to the successful challenges

by France and Germany. This point enables us to distinguish this case from pure security

dilemma logic which would suggest that states should match challengers no matter what

to hold on to their relative advantage. Fourth, we see that the domestic desire for prestige

was sometimes rooted in domestic public opinions and sometimes among governmental

forces. Whether the push for expansion was driven by public opinion or executive agendas,

the intent was the same: to obtain for their country a greater say in international a↵airs.

While this could be perceived as an exercise in vanity, the states for the most part desired

greater say as a means not just to security but also to greater influence in the future that

would help them achieve their goals. Finally, once the competition began, the value of

the territory at stake became endogenous, depending on how much it seemed that others

wanted it. States invested more resources into the competition and as a result had even

more at stake in its outcome. The mark of prestige changed from the ability to make any

claims on land in Africa to the ability to match the expansion of others. The states came

to view this competition itself, rooted largely in symbolism, as a key to survival.
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Chapter Six:

Prestige-Seeking and the Quest for Nuclear Parity

In 1956, President Dwight Eisenhower spoke of the need to limit the size of the

American strategic arsenal, stating “If you get enough of a particular type of weapon, I

doubt that it is particularly important to have a lot more of it,”1 regardless, he made clear,

of the size of the Soviet nuclear arsenal. Four years later, his skepticism of the military

utility of large nuclear arsenals remained unchanged. When told of the rapid growth rates

of the Soviet strategic arsenal in 1960, he pointedly asked, “How many times could [you] kill

the same man?”2 Throughout his tenure as Secretary of Defense during the 1960s, Robert

McNamara echoed Eisenhower in this skepticism, often citing American strategic arms

buildup as wasteful and useless.3 Nevertheless, Secretary McNamara oversaw the largest

relative buildup of the American strategic arsenal witnessed throughout the Cold War, with

the number of ICBMs increasing from 18 in 1960 to 904 by 1966 and the total number of

1Quoted in Gaddis (1982, p. 80).

2Quoted in Ibid., p. 187.

3Within McNamara’s doctrine of Mutually Assured Destruction, there was little logic to support a

strategic weapons buildup passed the point of a survivable second-strike capability since a truly “preclusive

first strike” was not considered possible. This logic would suggest little utility in the US reacting to Soviet

arsenal sizes. See O’Neill (2001, Ch. 13). Also Luttwak (1972, pp. 20-21) and Kull (1988, pp.22-23). Also

see Wohlstetter (1958) for a classic description of the requirements of a secure second-strike capability.
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nuclear weapons increasing from 20,434 to 32,040 over the same period.4 Even following

this buildup, in 1968 Secretary McNamara recognized in regard to nuclear weapons that

“with any numerical superiority reasonably attainable, the blunt, inescapable fact remains

that the Soviet Union could still e↵ectively destroy the United States, even after absorbing

the full weight of an American first strike.”5

American leaders were not alone in their skepticism that nuclear superiority over the

Americans would provide greater security. First Deputy Chairman of the Presidium of

the Supreme Soviet, Vasily Kuznetsov, decried the pursuit of strategic superiority, stating,

“One more aircraft. One more submarine. One more missile. . .What can that alter in a

situation where both sides already possess weapons capability of killing everything on each

many times over?”6 Kuznetsov made this statement in 1977 after Soviet strategic arsenals

had largely caught up with American strategic arsenals in terms of number of weapons.

Both the US and the Soviets, however, had maintained the ability to blow each other up

‘many times over’ since the mid 1960s. Nevertheless, Soviet policy throughout the 1960s

maintained as its objective to obtain strategic parity, if not superiority, with the American

arsenal and Soviet supplies of ICBMs, warheads, and delivery devices continued to grow

4Data was taken from The Military Balance (1969) (1969) and Norris and Kristensen (2006). By

comparison, the number of Soviet ICBMs had increased from 35 to 300 and the number of warheads from

1,605 to 7,089 over the same period.

5Quoted in Kahan (1975, p. 106).

6Quoted in Kull (1988, p. 253).
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after parity with the United States was reached around 1969.7

The primary questions explored in this chapter are what rationales, if not military

and strategic, guided the Americans and Soviets to obtain such enormous strategic arsenals

and, more importantly, why did both sides allow their policies to be shaped by the concept

of nuclear ‘equivalence’ all while acknowledging the concept’s fundamental lack of strategic

utility?8 I argue that the answer lays in concerns about prestige.9 In particular, I argue that

7Soviet ICBMs stockpiles increased from 1050 in 1969 to 1,618 at the time SALT1 was signed in 1972

and its number of nuclear warheads increased to roughly 45,000 at the peak in 1986. Data taken from The

Military Balance (1971) (1972) and Norris and Kristensen (2006).

8This chapter will focus on the armament policy once a secure and second-strike capability had been

acquired by both sides. It therefore assumes that there is a point of nuclear arming beyond which such

weapons provide diminishing returns and are without military utility. As will be discussed, the US did

continue to enhance its first strike capabilities throughout the Cold War. See Burr (2001). The presence of

Submarine-Launched Ballistic Missiles that could go without detection ensured however that either country

would be able to get o↵ a second-strike.

9There is an extensive literature on the causes of arms races. See Gray (1974), Glaser (2000). Some

argue that arms races are characterized by spiral models and that they decrease security between rivals.

See Diehl (1983), Diehl and Kingston (1987), Wallace (1982). Others argue that arms races are driven by

a desire to deter and that arming increases security. See Jervis (1976), Glaser (1992), Glaser (2004), Kydd

(2000). There is also an extensive literature on optimal levels of arming. See Powell (1999), Downs et al.

(1985), Glaser (2004). Rationalist arguments on optimal arming blame suboptimal arming on domestic

factors. See Fearon (1998) and Glaser (2004). The desire for prestige may stem from domestic demand for

or from leaders’ desire to enhance national prestige at the expense of other states.
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the Soviets’ goal of nuclear parity as well as some of their choices about which weapons to

develop were rooted in their desire to enhance the prestige of the Soviet Union vis a vis the

United States and their belief that nuclear parity and highly visible technological advances

in their strategic arsenal would help them obtain political influence equivalent with the

United States in the international system. The Americans’ fears about maintaining parity

were driven not by military concerns or their own notions about prestige but by their

beliefs about what other states in the system believed to be prestigious. The US desire to

maintain prestige compelled US leaders to shape policy in order to convey strategic parity to

observers, for fear that if they did not, the shifting beliefs of others would turn against them,

rendering them less influential in international a↵airs. In addition to demonstrating the

degree to which both sides in this competition were motivated by prestige concerns through

archival evidence, I lay out the process by which these states thought the acquisition of

superiority or the maintenance of parity might impact the hierarchy of prestige and thereby

alter the balance of influence in the international system.

This case of nuclear competition is important to our understanding of the role of

prestige in a number of ways. First, showing that prestige concerns motivated the de-

velopment of strategic arsenals during the Cold War indicates that prestige doesn’t just

motivate behavior at the margins of international politics. Instead, it is responsible for core

behaviors that are most often considered to result from security competition. Addition-
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ally, the case helps highlight the role of second-order beliefs in shaping prestige concerns.10

The United States did not believe the size of nuclear arsenals past the point of mutual as-

sured destruction mattered militarily, but they did become convinced that the Soviets and

third-party states believed nuclear superiority to be prestigious. The Soviets too indicated

they believed that additional weapons past the number required for a secure and flexible

second-strike response held little material or strategic value, yet they believed that the US

likely perceived them to be prestigious.11 States in both cases refused to rely on their own

strategic assessments that the superior or growing stockpiles of the other side were not

militarily threatening, instead often basing their policy on their second-order beliefs about

what other states in the international system viewed to be important signals of prestige.

Finally, the case provides ample evidence not only that military considerations didn’t

predominate in decision-making but shows that prestige concerns expressly did. This dis-

tinguishes the case from those in which the argument for the importance of prestige in

driving behavior must be made primarily through a process of elimination by showing that

a particular state behavior cannot be attributed to any particular series of security, eco-

nomic or strategic factors. In other words, there was a conflict between what the military

goal would call for and the prestige goal. Both Soviet and US leaders stated explicitly that

10Second-order beliefs are simply beliefs about others’ beliefs. See O’Neill (2006).

11As will be discussed, both the US and the Soviets, were somewhat concerned that other side might

believe that large nuclear arsenals could translate into military advantages. The emphasis within diplomatic

statements, as will be shown, however, was on the political utility of a large nuclear arsenal.
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their policy decisions about strategic arsenal size were driven by their beliefs about others’

beliefs about what was prestigious in the international system. Such explicit statements of

prestige motivations are rare given the domestic incentives leaders face to cloak their for-

eign policy in military, strategic, or economic rationales. This case therefore o↵ers unique

insight into how second-order thinking played an active role in decision-making as well as

into how and why symbolic advantages such as strategic superiority might translate into

shifts in the distribution of influence in the international system.

The chapter is organized as follows: first, I will discuss the previous literatures on the

role of prestige in weapons acquisition and the extensive literature on perceptions and the

Cold War. I will then turn to a discussion of the competition for numerical parity in the

late 1960s and early 1970s and the rationales for participation o↵ered by both Soviet and

American leaders. This will be followed by a more in-depth theoretical exploration of how

the hierarchy of prestige during this period resulted from second-order beliefs and of how

the acquisition of such weapons beyond those required for a secure second-strike capabil-

ity may translate into positive political outcomes, an important conceptual link that has

remained in the literature both “obscure and vague,” according to Robert Jervis.12 This

last point is particularly important for understanding how the hierarchy of prestige might

deviate from the underlying hierarchy of capabilities in the international system.

12Jervis (1989, p.139) notes that why large strategic arsenals might lead to shift in political influence

remains unknown.
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Prestige and Weaponry in International Relations

The argument that weapons are often procured not primarily for the military advantages

they provide but for their prestige and symbolic value is not a new one. Scholars have ar-

gued that a desire for prestige has motivated states to develop nuclear weapons.13 Others

have cited the desire for prestige as the motivation behind the acquisition of other advanced

weapons, such as large navies, aircraft carriers, supersonic jets, and armed personnel carri-

ers.14 To this list, I add that prestige motivates states to not only acquire nuclear weapons

but to pursue enormous nuclear arsenals as they engage in a competition over supremacy

of numbers, a competition they believe the winner of which will acquire added prestige and

international distinction. As the Cold War demonstrates, states pursue prestige symbols

13Sagan (1996) argues that France acquired a nuclear arsenal in an e↵ort to restore the global grandeur

France had lost during and after the war with the loss of its global empire. Kinsella and Chima (2001) have

argued that India’s development of a nuclear weapon was largely motivated by their desire for prestige and

status. Johnston (1995) argues that similar motivations in part drove China’s acquisition.

14Murray (2010) argues that Germany pursued dreadnoughts and significant naval development at the

turn of the 20th century not for its military value but out of a desire to be recognized, primarily by Great

Britain, as a Great Power. Gilady (2006) argues that aircraft carriers, as well as space programs, are

symbols of modernity that have been acquired by states with little use for them but which desire them

for their status. Eyre and Suchman (1996) focus on recent weapons acquisition primarily by new and

developing third-world states and show that states are more likely to acquire flashy modern equipment like

supersonic jets the more enmeshed they are in the international network through organizations.
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in spite of and likely in contribution to heightened military environments. I also show that

the specific weapons and delivery systems the Cold War powers chose to pursue were also

a↵ected by what they perceived others perceived to be prestigious.

The question then becomes: what is it about weapons that makes them symbols of

prestige? In answering this, it is first important to distinguish the influence that derives

from the prestige value of weapons from the influence that might stem from weapons’ more

coercive aspects. A state may acquire powerful weapons with the intention of signaling to

other states that it now has the means and intention to exert deadly force if it does not get

its way. Using such tactics to bully other states may expand their influence, but it likely

reduces the chance that they will be viewed as prestigious by the international community

given that the proclivity towards coercion is unlikely to be viewed as a positive and valuable

characteristic by others.15 Nuclear weapons are then interesting to consider within this

context. Given that most of the international community believed that the threat to use

nuclear weapons for o↵ensive means lacked credibility after both sides in the Cold War

had developed Mutual Assured Destruction,16 it is unlikely that the leaders responsible

15There are exceptions to this. In the case that the international community is evenly divided into two

camps, it may also be divided over what is viewed to be prestigious - it may be viewed as desirable by one

group of allies to have a state within their group that is willing to act coercively and threateningly towards

the enemy. This would likely not enable that state to gain within the international hierarchy of prestige

but to gain in prestige only among his group of allies.

16For more on the logic of Mutual Assured Destruction, see Brodie et al. (1946) and Kahn (1960).
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for the buildup of large strategic arsenals believed the weapons could be convincingly used

as e↵ective instruments with which to militarily dominate and threaten others. Thus, it

would initially appear that it was not the coercive capacity of nuclear weapons that drew

leaders to acquire them in large numbers.

If not their coercive capacity, then what attributes of weapons make them suitable

prestige symbols? For one thing, weapons may convey a state’s competitive ability which

may be viewed as an esteemed trait by others. While demonstrations of competitive ability

might at first seem synonymous with demonstrations of coercive ability, showing you have

the ability and means to compete once a competition has been initiated is quite di↵erent

than showing you intend to use your capabilities for coercive purposes.17 Showing your

competitive ability may serve as a costly signal that you are able to do something with

greater ease and at a lower cost than other less able actors.18 Within this framework,

17If and how these capacities of weapons relate to the possibility they can be used to ‘exert psychological

pressure,’ as noted by the CIA, will be discussed in further detail below.

18Gilady (2006) makes this argument most clearly, arguing that states engage in conspicuous consumption

in hopes of signaling to others their valuable ability to compete. Gilady’s use of the term ‘costly signal’ in

this argument is more similar to one of the first uses of the term within the Spence education model than

it is to more recent uses of the term in International Relations which focus on states’ ability to signal their

resolve in a crisis by sinking costs. See in Spence (1973). Within the Spence model, the more productive

the individuals, the lower their costs of pursuing an education, allowing potential employers to distinguish

between the productivity levels of applicants.
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states might be able to pursue weapons development at lower costs than others because

they possess greater organizational or technical ability or because they possess greater

resources, all of which might also be characteristics that individually garner esteem within

the international community. In other words, advanced weapons development may provide

states a way to show that they possess many valuable qualities that other states may view

as prestigious.

This suggests that more costly weapons may be viewed as more prestigious. However,

it is not solely cost that determines how prestigious a weapon will be perceived. Two

weapons of the same cost may be perceived as garnering very di↵erent degrees of prestige.

For instance, it was not only the cost that distinguished the early ICBMs as more prestigious

and desirable than the available manned bombers at the time. It was the fact that ICBMs

were new, that they represented the cutting-edge of strategic weaponry and technological

advance, and this despite the fact that the early ICBMs were used primarily for defense

because they were so inaccurate as to be ine↵ective at attacking military targets, a task

left to the older manned bombers.

Two additional attributes of weapons make them optimal symbols of prestige in the

international arena. First, the use and development of certain types of weapons are highly

visible to others, thereby e↵ectively generating common knowledge among others about a

state’s qualities as all who witness a state’s acquisition recognize that all other states have

in turn witnessed the acquisition, thereby aiding in the establishment of beliefs about what
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others believe.19 For instance, in 1961 Russia decided to test the 50-megaton Tsar Bomba,

the most powerful nuclear device ever detonated, on the Novaya Zemlya archipelago.20

Both the size of the device and the fact that the explosion was seen from 100 miles away

ensured that this detonation would receive wide attention and that all observers would be

sure they were not alone in what they witnessed, a demonstration of Russia’s unsurpassed

technical might. This made it more likely that beliefs developed among leaders about other

leaders’ beliefs about whether has Russia prestigious attributes. Thus, weapons that are

large and visible, such as aircraft carriers and dreadnoughts, or those that draw attention

for their technological prowess, such as supersonic jets or strategic delivery devices capable

of launching multiple warheads, will be more likely to generate prestige than will weapons

with technological attributes that are less visible or draw less attention.21

Second, the fact that weapons provide easy markers of success and failure also make

19Gilady (2006) and Sagan (1996) also make a similar point about the need for prestige symbols to be

visible. O’Neill (2006) relates visibility with the generation of common knowledge.

20The bomb was also nicknamed Kuz’kina Mat, likely in reference to Khruschev’s promise to the United

States at the UN General Assembly in 1960 that he would show them a “Kuz’kina Mat,” or something

they had never seen before. See Sakharov (1990, pp. 215 - 220).

21Whether or not a submarine is quieter than other competing models would not, for instance, be

visible; states therefore would be highly unlikely to pursue such advances for the sake of prestige. This

also demonstrates the disconnection between actual military utility and prestige value, given that vastly

quieter submarines may be exceedingly useful in wartime.
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them suitable to be symbols of prestige. A state either technically possesses or does not

possess a particular weapons and either successfully launches a new rocket or does not.22 Of

course, states have attempted to engage in the act of deception in regards to their weapons

capabilities. Khruschev, for instance, advertised new Russian bombers before they could

deliver bombs. These cases of deception are often exposed, however, as was the case of the

supposed ‘bomber gap,’ reducing the incentives for states to blu↵ about their potentially

prestigious successes. In most cases, as O’Neill (2006) notes, weapons provide a clearer

barometer of success than do social advances such as education levels or levels of poverty

which are di�cult to quantify and compare. It is not surprising then that whether or

not a state has more weapons than does another state, as opposed to more technical but

less visible comparisons of attributes of weapons regarding accuracy for instance, might be

conceived of as a marker of prestige given the clarity of the comparison. This comparative

visibility provides incentives for states to compete for superiority in the case of strategic

arsenals and in the case of the number of African colonies, as will be discussed below and

as was discussed in the previous chapter.

Perceptions and the Cold War

22The North Koreans recently learned of the downsides of highly visible failure when the highly publicized

launch of their Bright Star-3 observation satellite, a launch thought by the west to convey North Korea’s

ballistic missile capabilities, exploded 90 seconds into flight and crashed into the Yellow Sea. This event

was seen to be highly humiliating for North Korea.
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Leaders and scholars have long recognized the importance that perceptions played dur-

ing the Cold War. American leaders at every stage of the Cold War placed concerns

about perceptions at the heart of their strategic policy, often ahead of military concerns.

These concerns were particularly emphasized however when the balance of strategic forces

changed in some categorical way. For instance, following Soviet acquisition of the bomb,

Eisenhower came quickly to recognize the bomb’s lack of military utility, noting that while

they could not be e↵ectively used as weapons, the weapons do have “great psychological

importance.” Decades later, once the size of the Soviet strategic arsenals matched or even

surpassed that of the US, Secretary of Defense Schlesinger so emphasized the importance

of the “perceived equality” between the two powers in his annual report to congress that

a congressional committee interpreted from the DOD report that the need to influence

perceptions about superpower equality was the nation;s primary objective, independent of

the military realities that would be required.23 This emphasis continued into the 1980s,

with Admiral Stansfield Turner, shortly after departing as the Director of the CIA, arguing

that “changing the world’s perception that we are falling behind the Soviet Union is as

important as not falling behind in fact.”24

23See Schlesinger (1974) for the original DOD report and Senate Committee on Foreign Relations (1975)

(1975) for the congressional response and interpretation. Schlesinger’s concern about perceptions over the

military balance had not altered dramatically from that of his predecessor Melvin Laird or from that of

his successor Donal Rumsfeld.

24See Turner (1981).
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Scholars have acknowledged the important role that perceptions played during the

Cold War and have helped elucidate what about the nuclear environment placed concerns

about perceptions at the heart of military concerns. Robert Jervis has argued that nuclear

weapons and Mutual Assured Destruction revolutionized military a↵airs in a way that

brought perceptions and psychology to the forefront.25 As Jervis notes, though they are

the ultimate weapons, nuclear weapons can’t e↵ectively be used for achieving o↵ensive

aims or as instruments of war. Because the damage caused by the use of nuclear weapons

would be so grave as to make the threat of their use incredible, the ability of states to

make credible threats and to convey their primary interests may actually be reduced in

a nuclear environment. This leads to a “weakening between physical capabilities and the

behavior of states,” a weakening which allows for “an unusual opening for the play of

psychology, symbols and beliefs.”26 In other words, because they can’t credibly be used for

direct coercive purposes, the acquisition of these weapons can only translate into political

influence indirectly and through processes involving “large elements of highly subjective

assessments.”27

This is not to say that the role of perceptions is limited to the nuclear realm.

Wohlforth (1993) notes that there are two primary ways to understand how power works

25Jervis (1989), Schelling (1966) and Powell (1990) see that international conflict in the nuclear context

is a competition in risk-taking.

26Jervis (1989, p.179) and all of Chapter 6. Also Jervis (1984).

27Jervis (1989, p.182).
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in the international system. In the standard realist conception, espoused most notably by

Waltz, the distribution of influence in the international community eventually coincides

directly with the hierarchy of absolute capabilities in the system. As Wohlforth notes,

however, this perspective of power says little about how relative capabilities translate into

political influence. The perspective is challenged on this point by the fact that what con-

stitutes power may change over time and because relative levels of capabilities typically

become clear only in hindsight. In Wohlforth’s conception, states can only rely on per-

ceptions of others power, mainly because of the di�culty of measuring relative capabilities

but also because there are many ways di↵erent indices upon which to construct hierarchies

of power. In this conception, states can only come to understand their power positions

through their perceptions of the statements and actions of other states in the international

system.28 Within the nuclear context, the reliance on perceptions goes even further, Jervis

argues, given that states need not only worry about perceptions of capabilities but also

more generally about the perceptions of others in order to maintain deterrence and to be

able to convey resolve. Thus, even small events can matter since they may shift others’

perceptions against you.

This gets at the notion that states that are not able to rely on objective measures

of power and intention must rely not only on their perceptions of others but on their

28Wohlforth (1993, p. 181). Morgenthau was among the first to lay out this notion that states must rely

on perceptions of power because of the di�culty of measuring absolute power. See Morgenthau (1960).
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perceptions of others’ perceptions. This leaves open the possibility for misperceptions at

multiple levels. States may misperceive the power and intentions of others. But they may

also misperceive the perceptions of others and these misperceptions may be used to guide

their policy-making. These misperceptions then shape a new reality which other states

then respond to in turn. It is as W.I. Thomas noted, that ”if men define situations as

real, they are real in their consequences.”29 The reliance on perceptions also suggests that

states may pursue policies not because they themselves believe them to be advantageous

but because they believe others to believe them to be advantageous.30 Steven Kull has

equated this scenario in which states act in ways they believe to be against their immediate

interest because they believe others think the issue important to that of a “drawing room

comedy. All of the players know it’s a farce but still play along because they aren’t sure

that ll others know it’s a farce.”31

What types of attributes did states want others to perceive they possessed during the

Cold War? First and foremost, it was important to convey resolve to the enemy. Ensuring

that the enemy perceived a state’s determination to follow up on one’s promises or threats at

any cost if attacked or if primary interests were threatened was a key concept of deterrence.

The extension of deterrence to allies also required that the enemy and allies alike perceive

29Quoted in Jervis (1989, p. 182).

30As will be shown in the documentary evidence below, these types of thoughts often guided American

thinking about the importance of nuclear superiority.

31Kull (1988, p. 36).
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that the state was willing to follow up on its promise to extend protection in the case of

attack. Given that the strategic defense of Europe would likely lead to retaliatory attacks

on the United States, instilling this perception was di�cult. Determining how to best instill

these perceptions of resolve, especially with the allies themselves, was a primary focus on

American policy within the 70s and 80s. As a result of these concerns, American policy

was shaped in large part by what American leaders believed European leaders believed to

be the key signals of resolve; this led American leaders to engage in policies that they, if

left to its own devices, would not have engaged in and which they felt had limited military

utility.

The installation of MX missiles in Western Europe in the early 80s primarily resulted

from such reliance on second-order perceptions. The decision to place American MX missile

silos throughout Europe was made despite the consensus by 200 military experts and six

previous Secretaries of Defense as expressed by the 1982 Scowcroft Report to President

Reagan that the expensive deployment of these missiles would provide little additional

military capability.32 Such missile silos, they acknowledged, would be among the first

targets within a first strike. The panel additionally acknowledged that the allies had a

su�cient retaliatory strike capability without the additional missiles. Nevertheless, the

32Scowcroft Commission (1983). See also Kull (1985). There were those under Reagan, including Casper

Weinberger, who started to at least speak of the possibility of“first-use.” See Bundy et al. (1981) and

McNamara (1983).
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panel recommended the installation of the missiles, largely for reasons of perception and

the need to persuade the allies of American resolve. Robert McNamara expressed these

concerns at the time, acknowledging that “There is no military requirement for NATO

to deploy the Pershing II’s and cruise missiles. . . The Europeans are operating under a

misperception. . . that the balance of MX missiles matters, but as long as they are, it must

be treated as a reality.”33 Thus, signals sent to shape perceptions of resolve should be

directed primarily at allies in part to control nuclear proliferation, even by allies, and in

part to maintain a degree of influence over the allies who might feel compelled to defer to

the US in exchange for credible o↵ers of protection.34

While creating perceptions of resolve was certainly key to superpower policies during

the Cold War, it was certainly not the only perception that the Americans and Soviets

were concerned with. As the evidence will show below, both sides were concerned to a

similar degree about perceptions of prestige; the Americans focused on maintaining the

perception that they were the most prestigious member of the international community

while the Soviets focused on being perceived as at least equally prestigious as the US.

Concerns about prestige by definition involve perceptions of others perceptions, or second-

order beliefs about what states think that other states think is valuable and should be

33Quoted in Kull (1988, p.41). Also see Turner (1981). Add more cites on MX missile decision.

34This model of working to convey resolve arguably applies more to the Western alliance. The Soviets

relied more on domination and threatening means to obtain influence over its satellite states.
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esteemed in other states. Both superpowers during the Cold War, therefore, acted in ways

they might not otherwise have in hopes of convincing others of their status and in hopes that

the high estimations of others would be accompanied by freely bestowed deference.35 At

the very least, they feared losing the voice they currently maintained in the international

system and wanted to ensure they wouldn’t be left behind as others signals of prestige

shaped international perceptions. This meant that, as with concerns about resolve, the

superpowers were motivated by what they thought other states thought was prestigious,

sometimes leading them into policies that they themselves believed to have little direct

value but which they believed held indirect value because others believed they did. Signals

aimed at shaping perceptions of prestige were therefore not directed solely at allies but

more generally to all observer states in the system and in this way are distinguishable from

signals sent to convey resolve.

The next section of this chapter will argue that these concerns about prestige led to

the dramatic build up of the Soviet nuclear arsenal and to a focus by the Americans and

the Soviets on strategic equivalence that cannot be explained by military factors. Specif-

ically, it will demonstrate that the Soviet desire to enhance its prestige led the state to

make strategic parity with the United States its primary policy goal throughout the 1960s

35While states and leaders arguably do pursue prestige and status for its own sake and the psychological

benefits it might provide, prestige also confers potential advantages of enhanced influence that both sides

found attractive.
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and early 1970s and it will show that the American desire to maintain its prestige gener-

ated concerns about “essential equivalence” among Americans even though they recognized

that the concept at its heart had little military validity. Understanding the degree to which

states were concerned about and motivated by prestige is only part of the puzzle however.

How each side believed that the relative size of nuclear arsenals would translate into actual

shifts in political influence in the international system is also essential to understanding

how prestige functions and shapes states behavior.

The Competition for Nuclear Superiority and Perceptions of Prestige

Both superpowers shaped policy decisions about strategic arming based on the concept of

strategic parity, but at di↵erent periods of the Cold War. The Soviets adopted the goal

of developing equal numbers of strategic weapons as the United States under Khruschev

shortly after the Cuban Missile Crisis in 1963. The Soviets first focused on reaching parity

in the number of advanced strategic delivery devices, with the number of Soviet ICBMs

increasing from 300 in 1964 to roughly 1,050 in 1969, roughly the same as the US.36 It

took the Soviets longer to overcome the significant lead the United States had established

in the number of strategic warheads, not reaching equal levels until roughly 1978.37 Soviet

36ICBMs were considered to represent cutting-edge technology at the time and their development there-

fore drew attention from others.

37The US had 29,249 warheads in 1963 while the Soviets had 4,238. By 1978, both sides had roughly

25,000 warheads. These figures are taken from the Norris and Kristensen (2006) and are similar to the
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warhead development did not stop at parity however but continued until 1986 when the

stockpile reached a total of 40,723 warheads. This was despite the fact that the United

States had decided to reduce its stockpile from its high of 28,335 in 1973.

American policy focused on the importance of strategic parity only once it became

clear that the size of Soviet stockpiles of some delivery devices already matched American

supplies and that the Soviets had every intention of catching up American with supplies of

other weapons as well. These existing and potential asymmetries became most stark during

the SALT I negotiations, which started in 1969. The US had not increased its number of

ICBMs since 1967 because it had failed to recognize the progress the Soviets had made in

ICBM development and had shifted their attention to MIRV (multiple independently tar-

getable reentry vehicles) development and because military leaders had acknowledged the

diminishing returns which would result from even larger stockpiles.38 The SALT I agree-

data from the arsenal size data in Kroenig (2012).

38See McNamara (1967) and McNamara (1964). In the early 60s, Soviet leaders had employed a policy

of “Launch upon warning” which involved launching weapons within minutes of receiving report that

US first strike missiles were in the air. This policy would have advantaged larger arsenals. American

leaders expressed doubts throughout the 60s about the reliability of early warning systems and in fact

there were instances of false positive reports of Soviet launches. Such concern was expressed in an NSC

document prepared for Kissinger in 1969. See Lawrence Lynn, U.S. National Security Council Sta↵, to

Henry Kissinger, Assistant to the President for National Security A↵airs, ”Talking Paper on ’Firing on

Warning’ Issue,” 1 May 1969. There were therefore few in the US who should unambiguous support for this

policy. See Freedman (1989, pp. 252-3, 372). At any rate, the existence of SLBMs and assured second-strike
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ment made in 1972 however solidified existing asymmetries, allowing for a Soviet stockpile

of 1618 ICBMs to the Americans’ 1054 and acknowledging rapid Soviet development of

SLBMs (submarine-launched ballistic missiles) by allowing the Soviets an eventual SLBM

stockpile of 950 and the Americans a stockpile of 710. Largely because of their recent

focus on MIRVs, which allow for the placement of several warheads within one missile,

the Americans possessed a larger stockpile of nuclear warheads. They also maintained an

advantage in the number of manned bombers, though were becoming increasingly obsolete.

The highly publicized SALT I agreement created common knowledge throughout the

international community about the existing balance of forces, the status of which had pre-

viously not been well-known. It also brought the asymmetries to the attention of American

statesmen and leaders like Senator Henry Jackson who in 1972 successfully attached an

amendment to the SALT I agreement calling for “the President to seek a future treaty

that, inter alia, would not limit the United States to levels of intercontinental strategic

forces inferior to the limits for the Soviet Union.” It was at this point that American

political attention turned more towards “equality” with the Soviet Union and that mili-

tary strategic became a secondary driver of American arming decisions.39 The importance

of “essential equivalence,” a term used frequently within negotiations over the Jackson

capabilities would seem to render LUA and the possibility of a preemptive first-strike irrelevant.

39As noted in Kull (1985), until the time of the Jackson amendment, traditional deterrence policy had

recognized the importance of shaping the enemy’s perceptions about retaliatory capabilities and intentions,

but that afterwards, perceptional priorities expanded at the expense of military reality. See p. 31.
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amendment, played a prominent role with the thinking of numerous Secretaries of Defense

for at least a decade afterwards, and this despite little agreement over what the policy

implications of the term actually were.

That the Soviets and the United States chose to invest in policies driven by the goal

of numerical parity with the other side presents a puzzle for IR theorists who perceive

the arms race to be driven by military considerations alone. This is of course not to say

that the buildup of strategic arsenals never makes sense. The need for a su�cient number

of warheads and delivery mechanisms to ensure a survivable second-strike capability was

always perceived as necessary to security and a successful deterrence strategy. While it is

unclear exactly how many nuclear warheads are needed for a successful second-strike, we

do know that the concept of MAD required, at least in Robert McNamara’s mind, enough

weaponry to kill 33% of the Soviet population and somewhere between 66 and 75% of its

industrial capacity. A committee assigned by McNamara with the task of determining the

arsenal size su�cient for deterring the Soviets determined that 76% of Soviet industry could

be destroyed with only 400 one-megaton bombs. Based of the committees assessments,

McNamara decided that 1000-1200 ICBMs would be su�cient for successfully imposing an

assured second-strike retaliatory capability on the Soviet population. He in turn decided

that for any additional forces, “the incremental gain in e↵ectiveness diminishes.”40

40McNamara (1967, pp. 393). McNamara’s committee determined that the centralization of the Soviet

economy, especially focused on heavy and military industry, made the country’s industry particularly

susceptible to destruction with only a few weapons. McNamara concluded that any more than 400 devices
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It is also not accurate to say that neither side perceived any possible military advan-

tage to a larger nuclear arsenal that would allow states to have more flexibility in deciding

how to respond during a crisis. While it appears that American thinking was little e↵ected

by their numerical advantage during the Cuban Missile Crisis, it appears that the Soviets

drew the conclusion that it had been America’s advantage in the number of nuclear weapons

that had led them to take greater risks and ultimately prevail in the crisis. The Soviets

expressed concerns that the US might engage in an exercise of ‘damage limitation’ in the

form of a ‘preemptive first strike’ in an act of defense. As noted in Trachtenberg (1985), it

was likely these considerations which prevented the Soviets from making war preparations

during the crisis because Soviet forces were less numerous and therefore more vulnerable

than American weapons. That the Soviets perceived they had been in a position of weak-

ness was made clear by the comment of the Foreign Minister Kuznetsov to an American

UN representative following the incident that the US “will never be able to do this to us

again.”41 While the exact impact of this experience on their subsequent decision to arm

would not meaningfully change the amount of damage “because we would be bringing smaller and smaller

cities under attack.” Ibid., p.118. Also see McNamara (1964). See also Enthoven and Smith (2005) for a

more detailed description of how su�ciency was determined in the 1960s; also Clearwater (1996), Kugler

(1975), and Ball (1980).

41Quoted in Bohlen and Phelps (1973, p. 495). See also Lambeth (1979) and Betts (1987). Numerous

recent empirical articles have addressed the advantages of nuclear possession or superiority for purposes

of coercion, with varying findings. Kroenig (2012) argues more generally that numerical superiority can
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has not been made precisely clear, it seems unlikely that the crisis, which led the states

closer to direct conflict than at any other point during the Cold War, was not a factor in

the decision to pursue a larger strategic arsenal.

Thus, while a desire for survivability and flexibility likely led both the US and Soviets

to establish larger strategic arsenals, the development of arsenals past the point required for

flexibility and survivability remains unexplained. There is also nothing about survivability

and flexibility that necessitate a concern about parity or essential equivalence in the size of

strategic arsenals.42 More generally, as Robert Jervis notes, prioritizing parity with one’s

opponent rarely makes sense in the strategic context: “One could be ‘far ahead’ of the

other side and still not have enough to destroy the required targets; one could be way

‘behind’ and still have su�cient forces to knock out all the targets one would want to.”43

The states also seemed to behave in ways that tacitly recognized this fact. The United

States, for instance, in its focus on “essential equivalence” did not seek to achieve parity in

all categories of weapons, but instead institutionalized asymmetries of SLBMs and ICBMs

with their signing of the SALT I agreement. The US, as will be shown below, focused more

on a equivalence in a ‘general sense’ rather than at every strategic level. A military logic for

lead states to take larger risks within a crisis. See also Beardsley and Asal (2009). Sechser and Fuhrmann

(2012) find evidence that nuclear weapons have not been used e↵ectively as means of compellence. Halperin

(1987) provides qualitative evidence that states have not successfully coerced with nuclear weapons.

42Kull makes this point as well. See Kull (1988, p.10).

43Jervis (1989, p.200).
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strategic balancing fails to explain these inconsistencies and this focus on relative number

rather than on the absolute number of survivable warheads and delivery devices.44

The focus on numerical parity is also left unexplained by a host of other factors

o↵ered by scholars as rationales for arms race participation. Colin Gray explores seven

possible such rationales, including deterrence, defense, diplomacy, domestic political ad-

vantage, domestic economic and industrial advantage, reputation or, as he at times refers

to it, prestige, and technological advance.45 While it has earlier been established that nu-

merical parity past the point of survivability and flexibility cannot be easily explained by

deterrence or defense needs, it is possible that domestic benefits to manufacturers or lead-

ers responsible for procuring contracts might have contributed to parity obsession. There

is little documentary evidence, however, to support a role for domestic motivations in ar-

senal buildup during the periods discussed below. In terms of the need for technological

advance and not wanting arsenals to become obsolete, it isn’t clear how this rationale could

explain why states would accumulate large numbers of the same weapon.46 Finally, Gray

argues that both a desire for diplomatic or political advantage and prestige or reputation

44This focus on relative numbers extended to defense budgeting. In 1975, when a group of American

Senators heard that the Soviets were spending twice as much as the United States, they made a push to

simply match the Soviet budget. This was without knowing any details about the numbers or types of

weapons the Soviets were developing, but only the bottom line number. See Kull (1985, p.34).

45See Gray (1974).

46See also Evangelista (1988) for a focus on innovation during the Cold War.
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may lead states to participate in arms races. He acknowledges that both concepts rely

on the perceptions of others and the desire by states to shape these perceptions in part

for political gain. It is the role of these two concepts, distinguished by Gray but unified

in the theoretical approach here, that will be addressed in depth in the case studies below.47

Striving for Parity: Soviet Policy in the Late 1960s and 1970s

While the Soviets might have perceived some advantages in creating more invulnerable

supplies of weapons after the Cuban Missile Crisis, why they continued to pursue stockpile

numbers matching those of the United States after obtaining a highly potent second strike

capability cannot be understood without focusing on the continual Soviet belief that they

were not being accorded the deference and degree of international influence they believed

they were due. The Soviets began their quest for greater prestige shortly after the war

and continued their quest until the period of detente in the 70s, once they perceived that

their degree of influence had dramatically expanded. Thus, throughout the Cold War, the

47Gray distinguishes the two by arguing that reputation is more general more future-driven. It isn’t clear

that these two concepts are truly theoretically distinct however since a state often vies for a particular

reputation in order to obtain diplomatic influence in future crises. Additionally, Gray acknowledges that

diplomatic advantage may stem solely from perceptions and the fact that meaningless weapons may be

important to influence if leaders think the weapons are important. Thus, it is di�cult to disentangle these

two concepts of political influence and prestige, as Gray describes them, given that both seem focused on

shaping others’ perceptions about a state’s standing, current or future, in the international system.
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Soviets pursued policies which they perceived to be viewed as prestigious by other states,

especially in the United States, in the system. I argue that it was this quest for a greater

international voice that led the Soviets to not only pursue but also to publicly highlight

the importance of strategic parity in the late 1960s.

The Soviet Quest for Prestige before Parity

Soviet perceptions about the rightful amount of influence they should have in international

a↵airs were largely shaped by their role in jointly defeating Germany. The Soviets believed

that political influence should be allocated in a proportion equivalent to a state’s military

capability. Given the large conventional advantages of the Soviets after the war, they ex-

pected to have substantial say, equivalent to that of the United States, over the important

post-war political events, including the occupation of Germany, the reconstruction of Eu-

rope, the future of Germany as well as to have influence over a↵airs in the Near and Far

East.48 The Russians became focused on asserting themselves as “the other superpower,”

as evidenced by Foreign Minister Molotov’s announcement in February of 1946, that “The

48See Wohlforth (1993) for a detailed description of how the hierarchy of capabilities corresponded with

the hierarchy of influence throughout the Cold War. Wohlforth provides an insightful analysis of the

sources of influence during each period, which more often than not were not rooted primarily in relative

military capabilities but in economic capabilities, centrality within the international network of states, or

technological prowess. He argues throughout that prestige and the desire for influence was a primary driver

of Soviet behavior, often more so than were concerns about possible military conflict.
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USSR now stands in the ranks of the most authoritative of world powers. It is impossi-

ble to resolve the important issues of international relations without the participation of

the USSR. . . ”49 Despite their expectations, the Soviets found themselves shut out of the

majority of important post-war decisions. The substantial military capability that the So-

viets had demonstrated during the war had failed to translate into an proportional position

within the hierarchy of influence after the war.50

Even after the US and USSR entered an environment of Mutually Assured Destruc-

tion, the Soviets still believed that they had not achieved their ‘rightful place’ in interna-

tional society.51 Khruschev decided that the USSR would pursue prestige in part through

the development of the most highly advanced technologies of the time, in the late 1950s

ICBMs and thermonuclear devices in particular, believing that the mere possession of the

most advanced weaponry would provide the cheapest path to influence. Ever one to ac-

knowledge the importance of perceptions in shaping the hierarchy of influence in the system,

49Quoted in Larson and Shevchenko (2001), which addresses more broadly ways that the Soviet desire

for status impacted their behavior.

50As Wohlforth notes, that ability in direct conflict did not correspond with actual political influence

immediately after the fact calls into question realist assumptions that the nature of influence in the inter-

national system can be understood as a direct translation of absolute capabilities and resources. See Ibid.,

Ch. 1 and pp. 129-133.

51Wohlforth (1993) argues that this battle for prestige and influence was a primary driver of the emergence

of the two antagonistic alliances blocs during the Cold War.
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Khruschev pressed the military to focus develop innovations that would draw attention to

Soviet technological superiority even if the weapons were less militarily useful than other

possibilities and even if they weren’t exactly prepared to contribute to war-fighting. The

ICBMs deployed in the late 1950s, for instance, lacked thermonuclear warheads to go on

them and were too large to be deployed in large numbers.52 The Soviets additionally opted

to develop the 50 mega-ton Tsar Bomba even though its military utility was likely less

than that of two 25 mega-ton bombs. In each case, Khruschev expected that the Soviets

ability to not only acquire the advanced weapons but also to acquire them first would be

perceived as prestigious by other states, as he noted in his statement to Averill Harriman

in 1959 that “We developed the hydrogen bomb before the United States. We have an

intercontinental bomb while you have not. Perhaps this is the crucial symbol of our po-

sition. . . ”53 Deference proportional to perceived Soviet capabilities was slow in coming

however, as Khruschev acknowledged in a statement to Soviet military graduates in 1961:

“Today it is acknowledged in the West that the forces of the Soviet Union. . . are not inferior

to the forces of the Western powers. . . Yet our partners. . . nevertheless want to dominate

in international agencies and impose their will these.”54 By the early 1960s, the Soviets

52See Luttwak (1976) on this and other examples of specific weapons that were pursued more for their

prestige than for their military value. Also Wohlforth (1993, ch. 6) for ways that Khruschev tried to gain

diplomatic advantage by shaping the perceptions of others as to Soviet prestige.

53Quoted in Wohlforth (1993, p.158).

54Quoted in Adomeit (1982, p.251).
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had concluded that technological advance did not o↵er the means to the degree of influence

they desired.

The Soviet Quest for Parity

Soviet focus in the mid 1960s turned to achieving strategic parity with the United States,

by which was meant equality with the US in conventional force size and in the arsenal

sizes of major strategic weapons and delivery devices. There are three primary reasons for

this new focus. First, the Soviets appear to have believed that strategic superiority had

provided the US with negotiating leverage. This is not to say that the Soviets themselves

believed that the strategic weapons could be used to credibly coerce and threaten others.

Soviet military and political leaders continued in fact to announce the military disutility

of a focus on ‘more’ rather than on ‘enough.’ In addition to Kuznetsov’s proclamation

that more weapons were senseless in an environment in which both states could destroy

each other many times over, Major General Rair Simonyan declared that “neither the

addition of fresh consignments or armaments nor the increase of their destructive force

can produce any substantial military advantage.”55 Brezhnev also echoed the sentiment

about the pointlessness of superiority given the existence of large arsenals on both sides.

Nevertheless, there seemed to be a consensus among the Soviets that they could not be

in anyway ‘inferior’ and that American developments ‘compelled’ the Soviets to pursue a

55Quoted in Kull (1988, p. 253).
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similar approach.56

While the prevalent view among Soviet leaders was the nuclear weapons could not be

e↵ectively used as military instruments or for coercive purposes, the Soviets were less sure

about how American leaders perceived the weapons’ utility. First, the Soviets feared that

the Americans did not share their belief a nuclear advantage did not provide any military

advantage and feared the existence of American beliefs that strategic superiority could be

successfully exploited in a preemptive first strike. The Soviets in part translated the events

of the Cuban Missile Crisis along these lines - the US might have believed they could use

their weapons to their advantage, leaving the Soviets in a vulnerable position.57 But it

was not only the fear of actual use of the weapons that shaped Soviet behavior. The fact

that the Americans might have believed in the utility of the weapons, even if they didn’t

intend necessarily to use them, was likely to make the US more aggressive and risk-seeking,

in Soviet thinking, thereby raising the risk of accidental escalation or the possibility the

US would attempt to blackmail the Soviets. For these reasons, the Soviets appear to have

concluded that they would never again allow such a humiliating disaster to result from

56See Ibid., pp.252-253.

57As laid out in Trachtenberg (1985), the Americans thinking and policy-decisions do not appear to have

been impacted by their strategic advantage. Nevertheless, the Soviets were able to translate particular

aspects of American policy and commentary as evidence of their belief that the state with more firepower

would gain advantage with a preemptive first strike.
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relative Soviet weakness.58 The Soviets thereby grew to view parity with the US as a

‘reliable guarantee of peace.’

It wasn’t simply the desire to balance the US military perceptions that guided Soviet

pursuit of parity however. The quest for strategic parity became intertwined with the

continued Soviet quest for equal influence over international a↵airs which began shortly

after the end of World War II. The Soviets had once thought that obtaining the ability

to inflict equivalent damage on the US would translate into equivalent political influence.

When that didn’t work, it seems they then became convinced the US would respect strategic

parity at all levels and that only then would the US be ‘psychologically’ convinced of the

Soviet Union’s equivalent status and treat it with the according deference.59 They believed

58See Ibid.,[pp.156-161] for Soviet perceptions of the e↵ect of the nuclear imbalance on the outcome of

the Cuban Missile Crisis. He also notes, as stated earlier, that the relationship between a decision to

increase arming and the Cuban Missile Crisis has not been firmly established. Again, however, it would

be certainly worth explaining if such a connection didn’t exist. Also Lambeth (1979).

59See Kull (1988, p.262). Larson and Shevchenko (2011) highlight three ways that states are able to

challenge their status within the system: competition, mobility or imitation. In pursuing parity, the Soviets

were choosing to imitate the strategy of the US hoping that they would in turn achieve equivalent status

to the US and equivalent deference. Scholars have argued that states often pursue status recognition

predominantly because they want to be treated with a degree of respect in accordance with their perceived

identity. The focus on the influence that accompanies greater prestige and respect is secondary in these

conceptions. Ringmar (2002) addresses the role that a desire for great power recognition drove Soviet

policy throughout the USSR’s existence. He notes that Soviets perceived that simple nuclear advantage
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that equality in weaponry would mean equality of influence and voice in world a↵airs mainly

because they believed that the US believed this to be the source of great power prestige.

This connection between strategic parity and political influence can be gleaned both

as interpolated from Soviet comments about equality in the 60s as well as from statements

after parity had been reached. The Soviets had indicated repeatedly throughout the 60s

their expectation that equal force should equal treatment and deference. Khruschev made

this clear in his 1961 speech to the military graduates, saying that “Where there are equal

forces there must also be equal right and opportunities.”60 He challenged Kennedy directly

with a similar question in 1962, asking “How then does the admission of our equal military

capabilities tally with such unequal relations between our great states? They cannot be

made to tally in any way.”61 The inequality Khruschev referred to most often was the

di↵erent degrees to which each state influenced events and debate within international

agencies as well as within third-world countries. Of course, the equality he referred to

in 1961 was the equal ability to hurt and to launch a successful second strike. But the

expectation of equal say for equal capabilities carried over to guide the Soviet pursuit of

nuclear parity later in the decade. Foreign Minister Gromyko announced in 1977, after

parity had been reached in virtually all categories of weapons, that “the present marked

were no longer perceived as symbols of superpower status - the focus instead became on parity. Also see

Murray (2010) on the German drive for great power recognition at the turn of the 20th century.

60Quoted inAdomeit (1982, p. 251).

61Quoted in Wohlforth (1993, pp.177-178).
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preponderance of the forces of peace and progress gives them the opportunity to lay down

the direction of international politics.”62 Thus, it wasn’t simply a desire for recognition or

a desire for security that drove the Soviets to pursue parity. They primarily pursued the

symbols they believed the US would respect because of the ‘privilege of an equal voice’

they expected it to a↵ord them in international a↵airs.63

Finally, the Soviets were also motivated in their push for strategic parity by concerns

not just about American perceptions but about those of third party countries about what

characteristics should garner respect in the international system. Again, the Soviets were

not driven by their own belief that strategic parity was politically advantageous because

of some objective military reality but by the belief that other states believed parity to

be an important measure of international prestige. The primary idea here, trumpeted

to an even greater degree on the American side, was that few observing states had a

62Quoted in Lambeth (1979, p.38). Emphasis added.

63This desire was perceived by the US State Department which noted that “Moscow’s primary objective

in demanding parity is to enhance the prestige of the bloc by presenting an image of a powerful and

monolithic bloc. . . which is at least equal. . . and which must be dealt with on equal terms.” Quoted in

Wohlforth (1993, p. 173). American leaders in the 70s also perceived the desire for equality to be driving

Soviet policy. Nixon remarked about the Soviets in his memoirs that “They still crave to be respected as

equals.” See Nixon (1978, p.619). Kissinger noted similarly that “equality seems to mean a great deal to

Brezhnev. . . it was central.” The Americans in fact focused on ways to convey parity at the first summit

under Nixon. See Kissinger (1979, p.1141).
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true understanding of nuclear reality and the mechanisms of deterrence. They lacked the

detailed knowledge that would enable them to draw accurate conclusions about how the

two sides of the Cold War actually measured up. The leaders of those states, therefore, cued

o↵ of visible measures of power, such as actual weapons counts, in determining who was

‘ahead’ in the Cold War even though such relative numbers were not terribly informative.64

This is not to say that third party leaders actually thought this way about the Cold War

balance of power, but that the Soviets believed that they did.65 When questioned about

the rationale for the Soviet focus on strategic parity, Soviet diplomats and retired military

o�cers among others noted that their need to match the US was driven by the fact that

“third parties have been impressed by numbers” and that they in fact assign the state with

greater numbers more respect.66 Failure to match if not exceed American numbers then

left the Soviet Union vulnerable to downgraded estimations in the eyes of others and a

64A focus on simply numerical comparisons ignores di↵erences in accuracy, e�ciency, deployability and

often times payloads. Also, the destructive capability of certain weapons is often di�cult to compare

without technical knowledge.

65Surveys of people in Europe, Japan, the Middle East, the USSR and the US in 1978 asked if “perceivers

tend to think in terms of numerical comparisons of superpower military strength.” The basic response

summarized by researchers was that both sides had su�cient weaponry and that parity was a concept of

little value. See Daniel (1978).

66Interviews were conducted by Steven Kull. The fascinating results are reported in his book Kull (1988).

As Kull notes, obtaining interviews with Soviet o�cials to talk about Soviet nuclear policy was no easy

task. See pp. 282-283.
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consequent decline of influence.

In short, a desire for equality motivated the Soviet policy of strategic parity with

the United States;67 the desired equality involved both respect and influence in accor-

dance with Soviet understandings that they held largely equivalent military power with

the United States. When the relative ability to hurt did not translate into equivalent inter-

national influence, the Soviets turned to the acquisition of symbols of prestige in hopes of

shaping others views of their prestige. While they at times attempted to obtain influence

through coercive techniques, especially with those states within the Soviet bloc, they also

pursued strategies they thought would be respected by others in hopes that this respect

would translate into say over international a↵airs. They chose to pursue influence through

strategic parity not because they believed the concept had an underlying objective basis,

but because they believed that other states believed parity to be prestigious. Soviet policy

was therefore largely shaped by a new reality founded on second-order beliefs rather than

on Soviet analysts’ understanding of the military reality of the Cold War.

American Policy During the 1970s

The US leadership did not always care about strategic parity. The US maintained an eco-

67References to a policy of strategic parity here and elsewhere within the chapter refer to their push

for weapons above and beyond those required for survivable second strike capabilities and for flexibility of

response.
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nomic, political, and strategic advantage over the Soviet Union for much of the 50s and

early 60s.68 During this time, they did worry upon occasion about the Soviet Union ‘catch-

ing up’ militarily with the Americans, not so much because of the security implications

but because they feared a subsequent decline in American influence. Kennedy acknowl-

edged, for instance, when confronted with possible signs of Soviet convergence, including

a supposed missile gap, that such decline could not be allowed to continue without the

US risking becoming irrelevant. Once the gap proved to be nonexistent and the military

became convinced of their ability to survive and flexibly respond to a Soviet strike, the idea

that maintaining US strategic superiority at all costs was a worthless endeavor more or less

prevailed among American political and military leaders. Leaders maintained these views

throughout the late 60s, when the Soviets were working hard to match American strate-

gic stockpiles. It was only once the SALT I agreement brought the existing and growing

asymmetries in to stark perspective that American focus turned to the concept of strategic

parity. The debates surrounding the call for strategic parity in all future arms control

agreements with the Soviets, a call eventually codified in the Jackson Amendment in 1972,

played a significant role in both shaping concerns about relative arsenal numbers and in

making these concerns common knowledge to all spectators both at home and abroad.69

68See Rosenberg (1983) on the causes of the massive US strategic buildup from 1945-1960s. Quester

(2000) addresses why the US did not use its nuclear monopoly to extract concessions from the Soviets

during this time. Also see Trachtenberg (1988).

69See Kull (1985) for more information on the Jackson Amendment and its impact on military thinking.
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After 1972, the language of ‘equivalence’ that had been used by advocates of the

amendment during these debates found its way into reports to Congress made by numerous

subsequent Secretaries of Defense. This included Secretary of Defense James Schlesinger’s

demand in 1974 that “there must be essential equivalence between the strategic forces of

the United States and the USSR.”70 The emphasis here, and within much of Schlesinger’s

analysis of the concept of strategic parity, is on ‘essential’ equivalence rather than on

exact equivalence of each type of strategic weapon. When pressed by Congress to define in

greater detail what ‘essential’ equivalence entailed, Schlesinger stated that establishing that

others ‘perceived equality’ was the primary objective, not ensuring that the US matched

the Soviets in the arsenal sizes of all categories of strategic weaponry.71 Schlesinger’s

successor Donald Rumsfeld similarly maintained in his 1977 Report to Congress that the US

The fact that American leaders were willing to institutionalize significant asymmetries in the numbers of

ICBMs and SLBMs is another important indicator that leaders were not motivated by security concerns.

If they had believed that strategic superiority jeopardized American security, it is unlikely they would

have allowed their legal sanctioning within the SALT I agreement. Another clue that security was not the

primary concerns is that American military leaders had allowed such asymmetries to arise in the first place

without trying to balance them.

70Schlesinger (1974). Throughout the report, Schlesinger emphasizes ‘perceived’ balances rather than

actual tactical advantages.

71Again, leaders who were concerned about asymmetry for reasons of security concerns would likely

have wanted to balance Soviet capacities in the number of all types of weapons rather than just to create

‘perceptions’ of balance.
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should take all “actions to create the necessary perception of equivalence.”72 Harold Brown,

Secretary of Defense under President Carter, clarified that the concern about superiority

was about perceptions and not about any security threat that Soviet superiority might pose,

stating that “Insistence on essential equivalence guards against any danger that the Soviets

might be seen as superior - even if the perception is not technically justified.”73

But whose perceptions were they worried about? Similar to the Soviets, American

leaders were concerned about how the Soviets perceived nuclear superiority. While they

had little direct knowledge about Soviet perceptions, US leaders were able to draw tentative

conclusions from Soviet actions and statements to others. Caspar Weinberger concluded

from the fact that the Soviet investment in strategic forces had been two to three times the

size of the American investment that the Soviet leadership “did not share the judgement

that additional capabilities are pointless.”74 Secretary of Defense Schlesinger in his 1975

Congressional Report indicated that, while US analysts weren’t sure exactly how the Soviets

perceived the importance of superiority, they could conclude from rapid Soviet arming that

the Soviet leadership did perceive some value in it. Schlesinger also noted that this belief

was bolstered by the fact that the Soviets had touted their strategic superiority to leaders

of other states, suggesting to the US that the Soviets at least believed that superiority

72See Rumsfeld (1978).

73Brown (1978). Emphasis added.

74See Annual Report to Congress FY 1988 (1987).
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would provide some diplomatic advantage.75 American leaders also feared that the Soviets

would potentially behave more aggressively if Soviet leaders believed that superiority did

provide some advantage, political or military.

As Luttwak has noted, however, it was not Soviet perceptions that most preoccupied

American leaders.76 As Schlesinger stated, it was important that equivalence was perceived

“not only by the Soviet Union, but by third audiences as well.”77 American leaders and

analysts were of the belief that leaders of other countries, not just allied or rival countries,

and “informed public opinion the world over” paid attention to which state had more

strategic weapons.78 Schlesinger believed that “many leaders” kept note of and reacted to

numerical comparisons of the number of warheads, megatonnage, and relative force size and

suggested that “to the degree that we wish to influence the perception of others, we must

75See Schlesinger (1974).

76See Luttwak (1972), Part II.

77See Schlesinger (1974). Emphasis added. The report expresses concerns about the general perceptions

of other states in the international system about the status of the numerical balance.

78Luttwak (1972) argued that nuclear weapons were “psychologically by far the most impressive of all

instruments of power,” which ensured that other states would certainly have a definite awareness of which

side had more than the other.
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take appropriate steps (by their lights) in the design of the strategic forces.”79 The emphasis

the Secretary of Defense placed on the importance of managing perceptions suggests that

he must have believed he was taking the “appropriate steps” to do so within his force and

budget requests he annually made of Congress.

Above all, managing these perceptions was deemed important because, the Ameri-

cans believed, perceptions of superiority were tied directly to estimations of prestige and

influence in the international system. While ‘more’ was generally regarded as implying

greater ‘power,’ the nature of this power was typically political. Again, Secretary of De-

fense Schlesinger’s statements provide insight into US thinking on the matter. He indicated

that equality was important for symbolic purposes “in large part because the strategic of-

fensive forces for us have come to be seen by many however regrettably as important to

the status and stature of a major power.”80 The desire to achieve a particular stature in

the eyes of others, and not to balance security threats, most often guided American and

Soviet decisions to pursue strategic balance. This was indicated within one Former Joint

Chief’s comment about US military leaders’ e↵orts to achieve parity: “I think they are

wise enough to know that theres no threat. . . There’s a prestige item associated with this,

79Schlesinger (1974). Also see Schlesinger (1975) and Kull (1985). This belief that other states attached

importance to the count of strategic forces was echoed by many American leaders and analysis, as will be

discussed further below.

80Schlesinger (1975). Also see Luttwak (1972).
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where the Soviets want to be considered image wise as being on an equal with the US.”81

Enhanced prestige and stature were also not only prized in and of themselves. Their

importance laid in how perceptions of prestige would a↵ect the hierarchy of influence in

the system and the amount that third party countries and allies would be willing to defer

to the great powers in international a↵airs.82 American leaders in particular feared the loss

of relevance the US might experience if it allowed observer states to perceive it as inferior

in any important way to the Soviet Union. As a result, American leaders were hoping to

manage these perceptions so that “the world - the third world particularly, and everybody

else, even our own allies - perceive that the Soviets are inferior to us” and that they, as

a result, become “more likely to acquiesce to us.”83 Leaders believed that obtaining such

acquiescence from third parties provided political influence which indirectly provided the

best path to security within a nuclear context. Admiral Stansfield Turner suggested as such

with his comment that, “Whatever we do, it must not only correct the actual imbalance

81The quote is taken from a private interview in which the respondent was pressed to provide a rationale

for American policy on strategic parity. See Kull (1988, p. 229).

82How and why leaders expected prestige symbols to translate into actual influence over political out-

comes will be explored in more detail in the next section of the paper.

83This quote was taken from an interview with a senior military o�cial. See Kull (1988, p.117). It was

thought, more generally, that third party behavior would be impacted by their judgment about who was

‘doing the most to retain or acquire a relative advantage.” Taken from an interview with a senior o�cial

from the Arms Control and Disarmament Agency. Ibid., p. 229.
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of (nuclear) capability; it must also correct the perception of imbalance. . . Changing the

world’s perception that we are falling behind the Soviet Union is as important as not

falling behind in fact.”84 As this quote suggests, the pursuit of security was seen as best

accomplished more indirectly through the pursuit of greater prestige rather than through

the pursuit of actual strength.85

The emphasis here on the prestige motivations for the focus on strategic parity does

not imply that this focus was not also driven by the US’ desire to demonstrate resolve to

their allies. As Schlesinger stated in the 1975 report to Congress, “Friends may believe that

willingness on our part to accept less than equality indicates a lack of resolve to uphold

our end of the competition and a certain deficiency in staying power.”86 Yet even buildup

motivated by a desire to convey resolve was rooted in perceptions of perceptions that rather

than nuclear reality. While matching the arms of the Soviet Union could be in part a costly

signal to allies that the US was willing to do whatever necessary to protect itself and its

allies, as shown above in the case of the MX Missiles, much of the added strategic force

provided no additional ability for the US to do so. While Schlesinger and his successors did

highlight to some extent their concerns about properly managing the perceptions of allies,

84Turner (1981). Caspar Weinberger also viewed “the political advantages of being seen as the superior

strategic power” as “more real and more useful than the military advantages of in fact being superior in

one measure or another.” Quoted in Jervis (1989, p. 197).

85Frank (1983, p. 399).

86See Schlesinger (1974).
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the greater number of references to the perceptions of ‘third-parties’ and ‘the world’ more

generally about the strategic balance indicates that resolve was not the primary driver

behind the desire to keep up with the Soviet Union’s arsenal buildup.

Finally, while numerous leaders of the American military in the 70s and 80s empha-

sized the importance of strategic parity, this does not tell us the extent to which these

concerns actually impacted the size of American strategic arsenals. In fact, given that

‘perceptions’ of parity were deemed more important than actual parity, leaders might have

engaged in maneuvers, much as Khruschev did in the 60s, to draw attention to highly vis-

ible elements of American superiority while ignoring those areas where the US had fallen

behind or while failing to engage in actual weapons buildup. Instead of focusing on buildup

to match the Soviet numbers, however, the Americans focused their e↵orts on arms reduc-

tion and freezing the total strategic delivery forces of both sides to an equal number. While

SALT I had institutionalized asymmetries in arsenal sizes in 1972, the US worked hard to

repair that asymmetry by negotiating an overall reduction in strategic force sizes, getting

the Soviets to agree to an aggregate strategic delivery arsenal of 2400 in SALT II seven years

later.87 That the two sides agreed on a single, easily digestible and highly visible number

to institutionalize the two sides strategic parity rather than on an agreement that focused

87While SALT II was not submitted for ratification by Carter following the invasion of Afghanistan,

Carter and Reagan complied with its tenets until 1986 when Reagan abandoned the agreement because of

possible Soviet violations. See Newhouse and Newhouse (1989) on SALT accords.
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on ensuring actual military balance of the number of ICBMs, SLBMs, and heavy bombers

indicates the priority placed on managing the perceptions of others and on controlling the

costs of any future competition aimed at shaping these perceptions.88

In short, the US shifted its policy towards one of strategic equality in the 1970s af-

ter the Soviets had been allowed to catch and even surpass American stockpiles of some

strategic weapons. This policy shift was rooted in a desire to manage the perceptions of the

Soviets, US allies, and most importantly, the international system more generally about

who which state had more prestige. American leaders had become convinced throughout

the late 60s and early 70s that observing countries perceived the numerical balance to

represent a running tally of prestige. Failure then to balance the numbers would risk a

loss of prestige and a subsequent loss of influence. As with the Soviets, American policy

regarding the balance of forces was guided far less by concerns the US had than by what

they perceived the concerns of others to be. And as with the case of Britain and the

Scramble for Africa, the Americans, as the dominant state in the system, were reluctant to

engage in the competition for prestige, waiting until it became clear that observer states

88The US during this time also chose not to keep up with Soviet production of actual nuclear warheads,

with the Soviet arsenal continuing to grow until 1986 and the US arsenal topping out in 1973. That the

number of warheads wasn’t a focus of the SAL talks suggests that attention wasn’t drawn to the relative

comparison and thus that the US had less incentive to correct the imbalance. One can imagine that if more

attention had been drawn to the warhead asymmetry, American policy about warhead arsenals would have

been di↵erent.
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might be using the balance of forces as an important measure. The US waited long past

the point at which security concerns would have suggested they act to balance Soviet forces.

Strategic Parity and the Balance of Political Influence

This chapter, to this point, has focused primarily on establishing that concerns about

perceptions drove US and Soviet behavior more so than did concerns about the military

threats weapons posed and on the belief of the two states, especially the United States,

that others’ perceptions of superiority would have an impact on the hierarchy of influence

in the international system. This section of the paper explores in more detail how exactly

the states thought that superiority would translate into political influence. Given that the

states could not credibly threaten to use the weapons for purposes of coercion, it is not

clear why such a symbolic advantage would shape the nature of international influence. In

this section, I build on the following answers initially presented in the previous sections:

states often base their policy not on their own assessments of what is important but on their

second-order beliefs, or perceptions of others’ perceptions, about what is important. These

perceptions are particularly important to a state competing for influence when it perceives

that other states attach some measure of prestige to their assessment which will a↵ect who

they defer to. Observer states prefer to be on the side of the more influential state and

therefore base their perceptions in part on their beliefs about other states’ perceptions of

what is prestigious.
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As the sections showed above, second-order beliefs were key in shaping American

and Soviet armament policy. Each side was both motivated by their beliefs about their

adversary’s beliefs about what the important focal points of the competition were. That

the Soviets themselves announced to other powers that superiority should amount to some

political advantage and that they in turn invested in superiority signaled to the US that

the Soviets viewed superiority as a focal point and that superiority might dictate important

aspects of Soviet behavior.89 Additionally, as was described about the race for colonies in

the Scramble for Africa, the value of the thing being competed over was endogenous to the

competition itself - the more the other side appeared to want superiority, the more incentive

the other side had to work to maintain parity. That Soviet and American assessments were

intersubjectively constructed is suggested by a statement about the appropriate size of

strategic arsenals taken from a high level American military o�cial that “The Soviets

regard these calculations in about the same way that I think US decision makers regard

them, which is to say that you take these calculations very seriously because these are the

established ways of answering the question of how much is enough.”90

Both sides, but particularly the Americans, were also significantly motivated by their

89The fact that Kennedy had campaigned on the need to close the ‘missile gap’ and that the US had

fretted over the ‘bomber gap’ even though the US maintained significant strategic superiority during that

time similarly conveyed to the Soviets that the US perceived parity to be valuable. See Wohlforth (1993,

pp. 162-170).

90See Kull (1988, p. 142).
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second-order beliefs about third-party observer states. It is somewhat unclear how Amer-

ican leaders developed the belief that observer states perceived superiority to be an im-

portant measure of prestige, especially given the evidence that individuals and leaders in

third-party countries did not in fact hold such beliefs.91 We can assume that the US as-

signed some positive probability that other states paid attention to Soviet emphasis on

superiority’s importance.92 It is also possible that the Americans expected other states

to use more visible and easily understood measures of comparison as focal points in the

competition for prestige, given that such comparisons required less demanding cognitive

tasks than more detailed weapons comparisons.Either way, their reliance on second-order

beliefs supports the notion that many policy decisions are made based on the beliefs of

others rather than on a state’s own assessments about what is militarily optimal.93

Other states’ beliefs are important however primarily in the extent to which they

91Again, see Daniel (1978).

92In the sense that the Soviets focused on the importance of parity or superiority once it became their

strength in the 70s, we can say that the Soviets were engaging in social creativity in their attempt to

enhance their prestige. The Soviets had of course imitated the US buildup of strategic forces, but then

worked harder to claim its importance to others. See Larson and Shevchenko (2011) on the di↵erent means

by which states may attempt to gain status. The process also suggests something about why certain things

are deemed to be prestigious at certain times - they are promoted by a power competing for prestige and

they successfully manage to convince other states that second-order beliefs exist about its importance.

93This suggests a di↵erent framework of political decision-making than that proposed by realists who

argue that policy’s are based on current strategic calculations.
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impact who that observer state defers to. This raises the important question of when and

why states choose to defer to other states. In part, the US might have feared that observer

states did in fact perceive superiority to as an indicator of power and therefore degree of

possible threat. There is evidence of such fears in the statement of a Former Joint Chiefs

of Sta↵ who responded, when asked about what motivated his concerns about strategic

parity, that “I’m not concerned about the military aspect of the nuclear balance. . . But the

other nations are sitting there watching this balance. The impact of this being that the

other states think ‘The Soviets must be more powerful and maybe we’d better not oppose

them in any way’.”94 It is di�cult to determine what ‘powerful’ means here however,

given that there was little evidence that leaders of observer states perceived the threat to

preemptively use nuclear weapons to be at all credible.While it could refer to the Soviet’s

enhanced ability to hurt and therefore coerce, it is also possible that ‘power’ here refers

to the ability of the Soviets to impact a↵airs in ways that do not rely directly on their

ability to hurt.95 Instead, strategic superiority may be valued by other states not for

the fear that they induce but for the respect they engender. They are signals of a state’s

competitive ability, of its technological and economical prowess, and importantly of a state’s

own determination to emerge as or to remain a superpower, each of which can be viewed as

94See interview described in Kull (1988, p. 115).

95Scholars and leaders have frequently used the terms ‘power,’ ‘influence’ and ‘prestige’ interchangeably,

making it di�cult to get at the di↵erent ways the concepts function in the international system and impact

state behavior.
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prestigious characteristics by the world community. As Colin Gray has said, that “weapons

don’t only serve for defense and deterrence, but also serve (in the eyes of others) to identify

the state’s estimate of its relative standing in the world.”96

The interesting question then is why would observer states be willing to defer because

to such those who they perceive to have prestige? Between individuals, the answer is more

clear. Actors will defer to individuals they perceive to be prestigious because, at least

in one convincing model, they believe that the prestigious member will have something

valuable to teach them. Individuals will want to be close to prestigious members of society

because they believe they will provide a beneficial model. How this model translates in to

the realm of international relations is less clear. It is possible that states desire ‘proximity’

or alliance with other states because they believe that the state o↵ers a valuable model

of how to do things which the observing state wishes to learn.97 It is also likely however

that states choose to defer to prestigious actors because they believe that other states will

bestow deference to the prestigious and because they prefer to be on the side of the state

who has more influence in the international system. These states are therefore “trying to

estimate the power relationship in part based on things like relative nuclear forces” because

they “want to be sure they pick the winner” and because they believe that other states will

96Gray (1974).

97See Resende-Santos (1996). South American countries desired proximity to Prussian o�cials in order

to imitate their military model.
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also be using relative nuclear forces as a measure of who the winner should be.98 Thus,

in competitions for prestige, it is not only the second-order beliefs of those competing for

prestige that matter but also the second-order beliefs that observer states have about what

other states believe to be prestigious.99

What was the nature of the political influence that states perceived was at stake at

the time? For the observers, it would seem clear in their desire to ‘pick a winner’ that

they believed siding with the state with more influence meant that the observer states were

likely to indirectly have more influence over other states in the system than they would if

they sided with the politically weaker state. For the Soviets and the US, the political stakes

were slightly di↵erent. The US maintained influence over most domains throughout the

Cold War and they feared that their say over important issues might dwindle. Both sides

seemed less concerned about losing allies than they were about subtle shifts in allegiance.

For instance, American leaders feared that “the Soviets will think of themselves as very

much in the ascendant. . . that the new imbalance will perhaps cause allies to become unduly

responsive to Soviet diplomatic pressures and initiatives.”100 In particular, the US feared

that shifting perceptions of prestige might make other states more likely to vote with the

98Quote taken from interview with Arms Control and Disarmament Agency o�cial. See Kull (1988,

p. 119). Such concerns about ‘picking the winner’ have little to do with resolve or credibility of those in

competition.

99See O’Neill (2006) for a global games model that demonstrates this mechanism.

100Taken from the Senate Foreign Relations Committee (1972) (1972) hearings on SALT I.
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USSR in the United Nations or might reduce the likelihood that others would be willing

to back up unfriendly moves towards the USSR. They might also more likely engage in

favorable trade relations with the Soviets or be more willing to accept Soviet ships in their

ports. In regards to their allies more specifically, they feared decreased NATO ties and less

unity within the Western alliance bloc.101

The Americans, in other words, feared that shifts in perceptions of the strategic bal-

ance would translate into shifts in the hierarchy of prestige and as a result the distribution

of the influence in the system. Influence here is not based on the distribution of actual ca-

pabilities in the system but on the second-order beliefs by states about who has influence.

The desire for states to side with the more influential makes this a largely tautological

notion of influence - a state is influential as long as others believe that others are convinced

it is influential. This leads states desiring more influence to engage in competitions over is-

sues that they then try to convince observer states, through actions that generate common

knowledge, that all other states believe these issues to be prominent measures of prestige.

The competing states appear to fear most of all is that a failure to respond to challenges

to prestige will lead the balance of hierarchy to tip precipitously against them, rendering

them irrelevant in the international system.

101See Wohlforth (1993).
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Conclusion

As the evidence above illustrates, the primary motivation behind the focus on strategic

parity and arsenal sizes in the late 1960s and 1970s wasn’t military or strategic. While

shifts in strategic doctrine from a policy of massive retaliation in the 1950s to one of flexible

response in the 60s likely did drive policies about arsenal sizes during those periods, by the

time that the concept of “essential equivalence” entered the American leadership’s lexicon,

the size of the US strategic stockpiles had plateaued and in some cases started to decline.102

There was also fear in the late 1970s that US strategic forces had been made more vulnerable

by the increasing accuracy of Soviet ICBMs which could by 1979 be e↵ectively loaded with

MIRVs.103 But any increased vulnerability the US might have faced at this time resulted

from the improvements in Soviet ICBM accuracy rather than from any aspect related to

the size of the Soviet arsenal. At any rate, these concerns about primarily arose after the

focus on “essential parity” emphasized within the SALT II and this emphasis on “general”

numerical equality had little basis within existing military frameworks.

Instead, the primary motivation for the Soviets appears to have been the desire for

enhanced influence. Soviet leaders however did not believe that nuclear weapons could be

102See Freedman (1989) for a history.

103See Glaser (1989). Glaser notes that there was never really any fear about the vulnerability of US

cities or about the ability of the US to deter an all-out attack.
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used e↵ectively to coerce others into doing its bidding.104 Thus, they turned to pursue

influence through the less conflictual quest for prestige - through the pursuit of character-

istics they believed that others in the system either already held to be valuable or which

they could be convinced to find valuable and worthy of respect. Strategic parity o↵ered an

easy, visible comparison on which the Soviets could be measured and to which they could

draw attention. The degree to which this pursuit of prestige actually translated into more

favorable political outcomes and enhanced influence for the Soviets is yet undetermined.

Parity did lead Brezhnev to declare at the time that “After evaluating the general correla-

tion of forces in the world, we came to this conclusion: A real possibility exists for achieving

a fundamental breakthrough in international a↵airs.”105 While the Soviet achievement of

strategic parity did coincide with a general increase in Soviet influence, especially in the

third world, and with more favorable relations with European countries, the degree to

which the accomplishment of strategic parity contributed to this shift remains a topic of

future research.106

Prestige concerns also motivated the US’ focus on strategic parity after 1972, but in

104The Soviets did of course employ bullying in order to obtain influence over members of the Soviet bloc

however.

105Quoted in Wohlforth (1993, p.185).

106Wohlforth (1993) describes that the US following parity attempted to emphasize other bases of prestige

in the international system, including economic and political preeminence as well as the degree of centrality

a state held within the international network of states. See pp. 212-215.
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slightly di↵erent ways. The United States had maintained significant prestige and influence

throughout the first two decades of the Cold War. As the dominant power, they feared

most the degradation of their influence. That this fear became attached to strategic parity

took time. McNamara in the 1960s had in fact announced that strategic superiority could

not be translated into either military or political advantages.107 Yet, as the Soviets drew

increasing attention to the importance of parity in shaping international a↵airs and as

increasing attention was brought to the concept by domestic leaders like Senator Jackson,

potential disparities in arsenal sizes became more visible to international actors. It was then

that the US began to fear that numbers would come to be viewed as prestigious and that

they might shape the distribution of influence to some degree. Wanting to undermine the

potential damage that perceived inferiority might have, the US focused on institutionalizing

general numerical parity within SALT II.

Additionally, prestige concerns similar to those described above likely played a role

in other aspects of Cold War behavior as well. The domino theory in e↵ect embodies the

notion that influence is self-reinforcing. Both sides feared that the fall of one state to

the influence of the other side would generate a dramatic cascade of declining influence as

states desiring to be on the side of the “winner” switched allegiances. Additionally, the

development of new and modern weapons was often at times likely pursued for reasons of

prestige, given the ease with which such weapons draw attention and could easily serve

107Quoted in Trachtenberg (1985, p. 137).
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as prestige symbols. As CSIS Executive Director Ray Cline concluded, “a growing and

innovative arsenal will be perceived as more powerful than one which is static - even if

the latter still retains an advantage in purely technical terms.”108 Given that power in

his notion does not rest on technical or military advantage, the ‘power’ associated with

innovative arsenals likely equates with the influence that derives from prestige.

Finally, that many leaders believed that nuclear weapons actually reduced the like-

lihood of direct conflict increased the role and importance of symbols in the Cold War.

As the reality of secure second-strike capabilities sunk in, issues like parity and fancy

weaponry took on new and largely symbolic importance. Since the Cold War, the prestige

o↵ered by nuclear weapons has arguably declined.109 Those states now in pursuit of nuclear

weapons are deemed to be ‘rogue states’ in noncompliance with international nonprolifer-

ation preferences. Given the low likelihood of direct conflict in the system, prestige still

o↵ers an attractive avenue to enhanced international influence. Rather than pursuing pres-

tige through the nuclear weapons, states hoping to enhance their prestige are likely now

exerting themselves more within international organizations than they would otherwise,

are taking the helm of international interventions, and are hosting prominent international

events. That the same prestige mechanisms described above of how such symbolic actions

translate into actual political gains is likely functioning in these increasingly prestigious

108Quoted in Kull (1985, p.33).

109See O’Neill (2006).
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domains is a rich topic of future research.
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Chapter Seven : Conclusion

Social hierarchies built upon the admiration rather than the fear of others are deeply

embedded within international relations. As has been shown, states devote significant en-

ergy, resources and care to managing their image in the eyes of others, allowing concerns

about their image to shape their interests in ways that are often at odds with their im-

mediate material and security goals. These interests have translated into key episodes of

heightened international competition over the last 200 years, episodes involving aspects of

international behavior, such as the acquisition of territory and weapons, which have often

been attributed to concerns about relative power, existential security or greed. The preva-

lence of prestige concerns within international politics demands a rethinking of theories of

international relations. Much of what states do is not motivated by concerns about anni-

hilation and state death. States are not perpetually burdened with the task of defeating

others in endless power competitions, lest they leave themselves open to conquest. Instead,

states are often motivated by the simple desire for prestige and the respect of their peers,

just as are humans at all other levels of social activity. We should therefore not jump to

conclusions about underlying state motivations even in domains of international behavior

that have historically been viewed through the lens of power politics. That states can be

motivated to acquire territory and weapons by their desire for prestige suggests that a large

spectrum of state behaviors might share similar explanations.
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Colonial holdings and large nuclear arsenals have held prestige in the past but do

not any longer. While the ability to conquer vast swaths of territory might have been

admirable in the 19th century, international society in the 20th century has deemed such

aggression to be worthy of sanction. Norms of territorial integrity have emerged which

proscribed treading upon the sovereignty of other states.1 Colonies remained sources of

national prestige until after World War II. In 1930, French Parliamentarians were still

declaring that “France will be a great colonizing power, or it will cease to be France.”2

By the late 1960s, however, under the urging of the Soviets and Americans, colonies came

to be viewed as relics of an overly-aggressive imperial age. By 1970, the vast majority of

colonies had been granted independence. The prestige associated with nuclear weapons

has also declined. The acquisition of nuclear weapons, once viewed as the key to technical

prestige and great power status in the post-war period, now faces strong social sanctioning

and potential military opposition.

This demands the following questions then: To what degree do prestige concerns

shape current international behavior? What characteristics and goods currently hold inter-

national prestige? Concern about social hierarchy is deeply embedded within our biology

and psychology. These concerns have shaped individual and state interests throughout the

1See Zacher (2001).

2Albertini (1971, p. 265). See also Brogi (2006) for a description of the Italian and French competition

for prestige in North Africa in the early 1950s.
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known past. There is no reason to think that such concerns have subsided or become ob-

solete in the current day. The social hierarchies which emerge out of such concerns provide

states with less costly ways of establishing how influence is distributed among actors than

relying on the ability to hurt. The more costly potential conflict is, the more incentive

states have to rely upon social hierarchies and strategies aimed at bolstering their social

position rather than on relying on their competitive ability alone. It is safe to assume

that international conflict has never had greater potential costs than it does in the present

day. We therefore have reason to believe that prestige concerns may play an even more

prominent role in shaping state behavior than they have in times past.

Admirable and prestigious characteristics within the international system rarely change

over time. Economic strength, technological prowess and the degree of modernization, for

instance, have long held international prestige and will likely continue to be so long into

the future. The goods or achievements that convey prestige however are more subject to

frequent change. This is in part because prestige attaches to technological advances and

discoveries. The prestige associated with the capacity to strike a target 100 miles away is

eventually superseded by the capacity to hit a target 1000 miles away. The prestige of a

good also declines with the number of others who are in possession of it. The fifth state

to acquire nuclear weapons will certainly obtain less prestige than will the first. Finally,

as changing attitudes towards colonies and nuclear weapons convey, what is viewed to be

prestigious also shifts as a function of changing international norms. What is met with
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admiration in one era may be met with contempt in another.

Among the goods and achievements that convey technical prestige in the contem-

porary international system, many relate to manned space flight and space exploration.

China and Indian, for instance, are demonstrating their scientific and technical prowess as

well as their economic capabilities through advances in their space programs. While their

space program remains behind those of the US and Russia, the Chinese have committed

extensive resources to sending a man in to space by 2020 despite the lack of obvious strate-

gic benefits of doing so. They are also on course to join the small two-power club of nations

with independently-run manned space stations. Both initiatives appear to be motivated

by a desire to garner the prestige associated with demonstrating their ability to match

American and Russian achievements in space. Such accomplishments clearly and visibly

distinguish them from less prestigious powers without the su�cient ability or resources to

pull them o↵.3 The recent inclusion of the first Chinese woman on a manned space flight

has even been presented as a symbol of prestige, with the Chinese space agency deem-

ing it a “landmark event” which indicates that the Chinese have passed the technological

hurdle of providing complex infrastructure for the crew.4 Possibly spurred on by Chinese

investments, India has committed $90 million to being among the first nations to send an

3Anonymous (2012); Watts (2011).

4Guan (2012).
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independent mission to Mars, primarily for the sake of increasing Indian prestige.5

While wealth and technical prowess have long held prestige, the ability to demon-

strate leadership abilities on the international and multilateral stage has become increas-

ingly admirable, possibly more so than at any other time in international history. Heading

multilateral military operations and humanitarian interventions signals not only a state’s

ability to lead but also that the state has su�cient existing prestige to be assigned the po-

sition by a collection of other states. Such acts create common knowledge amongst those in

the international community that the state is perceived as influential at least by some and

this common knowledge serves as the basis of international prominence. Recent endeavors

by France to lead the multilateral intervention in Libya in 2011 provide an example of inter-

national prestige acquired through multilateral leadership. France was a primary advocate

for Libyan intervention. This was a surprise to many given their opposition to interven-

tion in both Iraq and Afghanistan. That the French pushed hard to lead the intervention

was likely aimed at reasserting French prestige through a demonstration of leadership and

through the extension of French influence in North Africa. There is also a case to made

that the French felt the need to assert themselves following a loss of prestige the year before

resulting from prolonged French support of the corrupt and eventually overthrown Tunisian

dictator.6

5Chandrashekhar (2012).

6Anonymous (2011).
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International organizations also provide a domain in which states can exert their

independence in hope of establishing international prestige. Strong Russian opposition to

the American intervention in Iraq, for instance, provides an interesting example of exertion

in international a↵airs prompted by a desire for prestige. Given the renewed spirit of

friendship between Russia and the US which had arisen since the September 11th attacks

and the start of the war on terror, President Bush had fully expected ally Putin to stand

behind the US decision to intervene in Iraq.7 The war at some point clearly became

inevitable and Russia’s material interests in Iraq were arguably best served by regime

change in Baghdad.8 Nevertheless, Russia joined the vocal opposition in calling for the US

to allow UN inspectors to restart their work. In Putin’s thinking, Russia had two options:

“either Russia will be great, or it will not exist.”9 Such greatness could not be achieved

within a unipolar system of unchallenged US prominence. By joining France, Germany

and China in opposition to the US, Russia hoped to establish a more multipolar world in

which it would have the room to reclaim its former position of social prominence. There is

also evidence that the Russians felt humiliated by the fact that the Americans had refused

to listen to them, despite their recent renewed alliance.10 As the chairman of the upper

7See Ambrosio (2005). Also see Ambrosio (2001).

8See Ibid. p. 1198.

9Ambrosio (2005, p. 1200).

10
Ibid., pp. 1202 - 1205.
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house of the Russian parliament said at the time, in language strikingly similar to that

used by French leaders upon the invasion of Tunisia, “We are witnesses to the emergence of

a new Russia in the international community. Russia is a great power and talk that Russia

belongs to the ‘third world’ is slowly stepping aside: Russia is taking an active part in all

international events.”11

Distinguishing whether behavior is driven primarily by security concerns or by social

concerns and concerns about prestige has important implications for the practice of inter-

national relations. Concerns about prestige can often be addressed in ways which security

concerns cannot. Because prestige-seeking is motivated by a desire for social recognition,

it is possible for other, often more prestigious states to provide recognition before competi-

tions for prestige and prestige-driven conflict emerge. Prestige rewards may be applicable

for both emerging powers that are hoping to acquire a new level of respect and for powers

that face decline and desire to reclaim the levels of respect they held in the past.

Bismarck recognized the need to accommodate state identities and state desires for

prestige. His policy for maintaining international peace was to ‘satisfy the ambitions’ of

each state by giving each their expected due whenever possible. Often in the case of 19th

century politics, due was granted through the proportional division of spheres of influence

in colonial territories abroad. Such strategies were possible amongst imperial powers when

11Quoted in Ibid, p. 1201. From ‘Federation Council Head on Role of Russian Diplomacy in Iraqi Crisis,’

RosBusiness Consulting Database, February 19. 2003.
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the norms of behavior allowed for vast quantities of ‘unclaimed’ territory to be divvied up.

Today, such forms of accommodation are unacceptable. Rather, prestige recognition in the

current day usually takes place within the confines of international institutions.12 Such

institutions often possess flexible organizational structures with multiple opportunities for

leadership. More prestigious states can assign states with prestige concerns leadership roles

as a sign of recognition and respect. Such leadership roles might be assumed at the helm of

multilateral military operations, as was the case with the French-led intervention in Libya,

or may be held within the institutions themselves. The United States, for instance, used

such a strategy with the French and Italians after the Second World War. The Americans

acknowledged the French need for a “great national ambition” in order to mask its decline in

prestige and self-confidence.13 The Italians meanwhile sought to acquire prestige equivalent

to that of the French after unsuccessful e↵orts to do so throughout the 19th and early 20th

centuries. In hopes of avoiding another competition for prestige in North Africa between the

French and the Italians, the United States sought to channel their ambitions into leadership

12Paul and Shankar (2011) address the institutional accommodation of an emergent India in the modern

era. Larson and Shevchenko (2010) addresses the status accommodation of China and Russia.

13The words of General De Gaulle. Quoted in Väısse (1998). See Brogi (2006, p. 753). As Brogi states,

the French feared being demoted to the level of Italy. French prestige, at the time already in question,

faced another blow with American pressures to renounce claims to Algeria, the basis in French minds of

the state’s remaining claims to great power status. US diplomats feared that such ambition might lead the

French to opt for a military dictatorship in an attempt to maintain state grandeur
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roles within the newly integrated structure of European states.14

Even if states are not provided o�cial leadership roles, state ambitions may be recog-

nized through their inclusion in decision-making fora. A seat at the table provides a state

the opportunity to feel as though it has a voice in international a↵airs, even if the decisions

of the group do not correspond to their preferences. Just as with individuals, states like to

feel like they have been listened to – like they have been respected enough to voice their

opinions and have then considered. A failure to do so sends a signal of disrespect that is

likely to prompt acts of prestige-seeking. Additionally, recognition may take a more sym-

bolic form. State visits and other high level diplomatic meetings are shows of respect which

might sate a country’s desire for prestige. Allowing, or even encouraging, acts of autonomy

or anti-hegemonic sentiment among those with prestige concerns may provide the feeling

of independence and esteem. The United States also employed this strategy in the case of

post-war France. US diplomats acknowledged that a dose of anti-Americanism could boost

the confidence of the French and help them overcome their sense of inferiority.15

The benefits of recognizing and accommodating prestige concerns are substantial.

The costs of avoiding direct conflict prompted by state desires for social esteem are clear.

The benefits of avoiding prestige competitions are also significant. While competitions for

14See Brogi (2006) for a detailed account of this period. As Brogi puts it, the Americans focused more

on making sure the French and Italians believe they had prominence through leadership more than did on

acquiring them actual influence over outcomes.

15Brogi (2006, p. 761).
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prestige may be more benign than are arms races rooted in security concerns which can

not so easily be accommodated, races for prestige are costly and often involve the spread of

weapons that can present significant threats to international security long into the future.
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